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Introduction

The subject of this thesis is the measurement of single W production in e+e− collisions
at

√
s = 161–189 GeV using data collected with the OPAL detector at LEP2 between 1996

and 1998, for a total integrated luminosity of 251 pb-1. Single W production is studied
through its hadronic decay channel. The selected events are used to measure the t–channel
cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe process and the κγ and λγ parameters describing the
γW+W− vertex.

One of the least well tested sectors of the electroweak theory is that of the couplings
among the electroweak bosons, in striking contrast with the precision reached in measure-
ments of the couplings between bosons and fermions. Due to the non–Abelian nature
of the gauge group which describes the electroweak interactions, it is predicted that the
weak gauge bosons interact among themselves, giving rise to vertices with three or four
gauge bosons. Each vertex has a set of corresponding dimensionless couplings assigned,
commonly denoted as TGCs or QGCs (triple or quartic gauge couplings). The form and the
strength of these couplings is obtained in the Standard Model (SM) applying the principle
of gauge symmetry. Higher order corrections cause deviations in the couplings of O(10-3)
relative to SM tree level values. Possibly larger deviations of the couplings from the these
values might arise if the SM is the low energy limit of a larger theory. In this way the
measurement of the gauge couplings does not only establish another stringent test of the
electroweak theory, but also probes possible extensions in the bosonic sector.

Prior to the measurements performed at LEP2 evidence for the existence of the self–
interaction of electroweak gauge bosons and indirect limits on possible deviations of the
couplings from the SM values have been obtained mainly from the study of pair produc-
tion of gauge bosons in pp collisions and of radiative corrections to electroweak observ-
ables at LEP1. The direct measurements performed at the Tevatron give 95% confidence
level (CL) limits on the deviations of the gauge couplings of O(1). The estimation of the
couplings from radiative corrections requires additional assumptions about the possible
contribution from other extension of the SM: depending on the underlying hypotheses
the obtained 95% CL limits vary betweenO(0.1) and O(1), to be compared with theO(10-3)
deviations expected from radiative corrections. Due to the strong dependence on the un-
derlying assumptions there is a general consensus that indirect limits cannot substitute
direct measurements.

At LEP2 measurements of the couplings with a precision of O(0.05) are obtained
from the study of the e+e− → W+W− reaction, with the drawback that one cannot sep-
arate the contributions from the couplings at the γW+W− and at the Z0W+W− vertices.
This ambiguity can be solved measuring the rate of the single W production process,
e+e− → W+e−νe. This process proceeds mainly through two diagrams involving the t–
channel exchange of a photon with a small momentum transfer. The first diagram corre-
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sponds to Bhabha scattering followed by radiation of a real W boson from one of the two
final state electrons. The second diagram describes the γW∗ → W fusion process, where
the flux of virtual photons is provided by one of the beam electrons. This second diagram
introduces the dependence on the structure of the γW+W− coupling.

In the case of the hadronic decay of the W boson, the final state is characterised by
a pair of acoplanar jets and missing transverse momentum due to the neutrino. Due to
the small momentum transfer at the interaction, the electron is scattered at small angles
in the beam pipe and therefore it is not detected. For leptonic decays of the W, the only
particle visible in the detector is a high energy lepton, or its decay product(s) in the case
of W → τντ . These topologies are often ascribed to the production of new particles which
are foreseen in extensions of the SM. The measurement of the single W production cross
section provides therefore a useful check of the Monte Carlo programs used to estimate
the backgrounds to the possible signals of production of new particles.

Outline of the thesis

This thesis starts with a theoretical introduction on gauge boson couplings in chapter 1,
showing how self–interactions of bosons arise as a consequence of the non–Abelian nature
of the gauge group used to describe the electroweak interactions. The theoretical frame-
works for the description of anomalous gauge couplings which may arise in extensions
of the SM are discussed next, also in relation with the symmetry breaking mechanism.
Direct measurements of the gauge couplings performed at LEP2 and at Tevatron are re-
viewed in chapter 2, together with the estimates obtained from the study of effects of ra-
diative correction on quantities which have been precisely measured at the Z0 peak and at
lower energies. The theory of single W boson production in e+e− collisions is discussed in
chapter 3, with emphasis on the differences between this process and the double resonant
production of W bosons. The OPAL detector used to perform the measurement discussed
in this thesis is described briefly in chapter 4. Details are given on the procedures used for
energy and momentum measurements, for lepton identification and for calibration, which
are relevant for the analysis.

The original part of this thesis starts in chapter 5 with idealised Monte Carlo studies
performed using various event generators to assess the sensitivity of the e+e− → W+e−νe

process to the gauge couplings and to establish the best strategy for their measurement.
For the first time in this channel the differential distributions of the selected events are
used to improve the measurement of the gauge couplings. The selection of events which
are kinematically compatible with the production of W bosons in the e+e− → W+e−νe

reaction is the subject of chapter 6. A discussion of systematic errors arising from theoreti-
cal uncertainties, from fragmentation, experimental methods and backgrounds is given in
chapter 7. The final measurements of the t–channel cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe

process and of the κγ and λγ couplings are finally given in chapters 8 and 9.
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1 Gauge boson couplings

The purpose of this chapter is to situate the measurement presented in this thesis in the
context of current theoretical models. The general framework used for the description of
particle physics phenomena, the Standard Model (SM), is the subject of section 1.1. More
details on the bosonic part of the electroweak Lagrangian, which are relevant for this the-
sis, are given in section 1.2. One of the least well tested sector of the SM is that of the
couplings among electroweak bosons. These are introduced in section 1.3 starting from
the electroweak Lagrangian. Possible extensions of the gauge boson interaction part of the
Lagrangian are then discussed, starting in section 1.4 with the most general Lagrangian
for triple gauge boson vertices, derived requiring only Lorentz–invariance. Two different
models for introducing new interactions among vector bosons are then discussed in sec-
tions 1.5 and 1.6. The first model is based on the existence of a light Higgs boson, whereas
the second one is more suited to the description of a strongly interacting Higgs sector. The
chapter ends in section 1.7 with the estimates of the possible size of new effects which
might be visible in the interactions of gauge bosons.

1.1 Gauge boson couplings in the Standard Model

The Standard Model (SM) [1] provides the theoretical framework for describing almost
all phenomena observed in particle physics, with the notable exception of the recent ob-
servation of neutrino oscillations [2]. This framework is the result of more than 50 years of
experiments and theoretical improvements [3]. Predictions of the SM have received cru-
cial verification in many experiments, starting with the discovery of neutral currents [4] in
1973, followed by the first direct observation of the W± and Z0 bosons by the UA1 and UA2
collaborations [5] in 1983, and ending with the discovery of the top quark at the Tevatron
collider [6] and with the observation of direct violation of charge and parity conservation
(CP) in the neutral K [7] and B [8] systems. Of all the constituents foreseen in the SM only
the Higgs boson has yet to be observed and only a lower limit on its mass mH is currently
available [9].

With the start of the physics program at the LEP and SLC colliders tests of the SM
have entered the precision phase. The theory [10] predicts relations among experimentally
measurable quantities: any observable, like the mass of vector bosons, can be predicted in
terms of a finite number of parameters determined in previous experiments. New mea-
surements are compared with predictions and if agreement is found within errors they can
be used to constrain further the input parameters. Non–agreement would indicate incon-
sistency of the theoretical framework and new physics. The high precision experiments
performed with e+e− collisions at LEP and SLC have tested the electroweak theory to a



2 Gauge boson couplings

level comparable to the g−2 experiments which were performed to test quantum electro-
dynamics [11]. The accurate measurements of the mass, width and branching ratios of
the Z0 boson and of the asymmetries in its production and decay [12] have allowed for
the first time quantitative tests of the electroweak theory beyond the tree level prediction.
Using these measurements constraints have been obtained in the course of the early 90’s
on the mass of the top quark, which in the end turned out to be compatible with the first
direct observation of the top quark at the Tevatron collider [6]. The latest indirect bounds
on the mass of the top quark mt = (161.1+8.2

−7.1) GeV/c2 [13] are in very good agreement
with the value obtained from direct measurements by the CDF and DØ collaborations
mt = (174.3 ± 5.1) GeV/c2 [14].

These tests of the SM at the level of the first order electroweak radiative corrections
provide the first indication of gauge–boson contributions through loops (either in the
propagator or at the Z0 decay vertex) constituting therefore an indirect evidence for bosonic
self–interactions [15]. These interactions among bosons are a direct consequence of the
non–Abelian structure of the gauge group of the SM. The investigation of the coupling
among the gauge bosons of the electroweak force is together with the precision measure-
ment of the W mass, mW, one of the main goals of the LEP2 physics program [16] started in
1996. Improvements in the knowledge of mW obtained from measurements performed at
LEP2 and at the Tevatron collider [17] allow to put further constraints on radiative correc-
tions in the electroweak theory and to reduce the allowed range for the mass of the Higgs
boson, mH. The current level of consistency of the SM is usually shown by the plot of
figure 1.1a, where indirect bounds on mt and mW obtained from radiative corrections are
compared with direct measurements. If these direct measurements are then included in a
global fit of the SM parameters weak limits can be derived on mH (the Higgs boson con-
tributes only a logarithmic term in mH to the radiative corrections), which are compared
in figure 1.1b with the current direct searches performed at LEP2 [9].

One of the least well tested sectors of the electroweak theory is that of the couplings
among the electroweak bosons, in striking contrast with the precision reached in measure-
ments of the couplings between bosons and fermions. Due to the non–Abelian nature of
the gauge group which describes the electroweak interactions it is predicted that gauge
bosons interact among themselves, giving rise to three or four gauge bosons vertices. The
gauge boson part of the electroweak Lagrangian, written in terms of the physical fields,
contains two triple gauge boson vertices, γW+W− and Z0W+W−, and four quartic gauge
boson vertices, γγW+W−, γZ0W+W−, Z0Z0W+W− and W+W−W+W−. One interesting
feature of the Lagrangian is that the coupling in the triple gauge boson vertex, gW, is the
same as that in the vertex between the weak bosons and fermions and that the coupling in
the quartic gauge boson vertices is g2

W. This equality is shown schematically in figure 1.2.

The equality of the quark and lepton couplings to weak bosons has been demonstrated
experimentally to high accuracy, and provides the strongest experimental evidence so far
that the weak bosons are the gauge bosons of the SM. The equality between the weak
boson self–coupling and the coupling to fermions is the ultimate test of gauge symmetry.
It provides, for example, the gauge cancellations which are necessary to avoid unitarity
violation in the e+e− → W+W− cross section at high energies and for the renormalisability
of the electroweak theory. Unitarity violation in the scattering of longitudinally polarised
electroweak bosons is prevented from the relation between the triple and quartic gauge
couplings and the existence of the Higgs field. The study of the self–interactions of weak
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Figure 1.1: In (a) the direct measurements of mW and mt (Tevatron and LEP2 data) are
compared with indirect measurements obtained from a fit to the LEP1, SLD and neutrino
scattering data. In both cases the 68% CL contours are plotted. Also shown is the SM
relation between the two masses as a function of the Higgs mass. In (b) the ∆χ2 = χ2−χ2

min
is shown as a function of mH. The line is the result of the fit using all data, the band
represents an estimate of the theoretical error due to missing higher order corrections (∆α
indicates the contribution to the running of αem from hadronic final states in the low energy
region). The vertical band shows the 95% CL exclusion limit on mH from the direct search.

bosons can therefore provide some insight also on the symmetry breaking mechanism.
Deviations of the triple and quartic gauge couplings (which sometimes are called

anomalous gauge couplings) from the values predicted by the gauge symmetry princi-
ple might arise if the SM is only the low energy limit of a larger theory. In this way the
measurement of the gauge couplings does not only establish another stringent test of the
electroweak theory, but also probe for possible extensions in the bosonic sector. Such con-
tributions have been studied so far only through the corrections (usually called oblique
corrections) to the weak boson propagators, which contribute universally to all processes
with external quarks and leptons. This has given evidence that self–couplings of vector
bosons exist, but leaves ambiguities concerning the exact terms of the electroweak La-
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Figure 1.2: Universality of the weak gauge boson couplings.
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grangian.

1.2 The electroweak Lagrangian and the Higgs mechanism

The electroweak part of the SM can be described mathematically with the gauge group
SU(2) ⊗ U(1). The Lagrangian L obtained requiring local gauge invariance contains three
massless bosons, W i (i = 1,2,3), associated with the gauge group SU(2) and one massless
boson, B, associated with the U(1) gauge group. Introducing the field strength tensors of
the SU(2) gauge field W i and the U(1) gauge field B,

W i
µν = δµW i

ν − δνW i
µ − gWε

ijkW j
µWk

ν

Bµν = δµBν − δνBµ,

where gW is the SU(2) gauge coupling and µ, ν = 0, . . . , 3 are indices for the space–time
coordinates, the Lagrangian of the gauge bosons can be written as:

L = −1
4
W iµνW i

µν − 1
4
BµνBµν .

This Lagrangian describes four massless vector bosons forming a singlet (B) and a
triplet (W± = W1 ± iW2,W3) under weak isospin. Self–interactions among the W i vec-
tor bosons are generated by the gWε

ijkW j
µWk

ν term of the field strength tensor, which is
necessary to ensure gauge invariance for fields having a non–Abelian symmetry group.

The coupling of gauge fields to fermionic matter fields is implemented using the co-
variant derivative

Dµ = δijδ
µ + igW(T · Wµ)ij + iYδijg′WBµ

where g′W is the U(1) gauge coupling. The matrices T are a representation of the SU(2)
weak isospin algebra and the U(1) charge Y is called the weak hypercharge. To specify
the coupling to fermions each matter field must be assigned to a representation T of SU(2)
and to a charge Y for the gauge group U(1). The weak hypercharge Y satisfies the relation
Q = T3 + Y, so that the conserved quantum number Q coincides with the electric charge.
The fermionic part of the Lagrangian will not be discussed further, as this is not relevant
for the remainder of the thesis.

This model cannot describe the real world because there is only one massless boson
observed in nature, the photon. The addition of explicit mass terms for three of the bosons
would violate local gauge invariance and spoil the renormalisability of the theory. It is
necessary to implement a mechanism of symmetry breaking which gives mass to three of
the vector bosons and retain one conserved charge, the electric charge. This is achieved
through the Higgs mechanism [18]. Three generators of the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) group are spon-
taneously broken and this should lead to the existence of three Goldstone bosons. How-
ever the Goldstone theorem does not apply if the theory contains long–range vector fields
which have the same quantum numbers as the Goldstone bosons. The massless Goldstone
bosons provide in this case the extra longitudinal degrees of freedom which are necessary
to change the quanta of the vector fields from massless to massive bosons. The two neutral
fields W3

µ and Bµ are replaced by two new fields Zµ and Aµ corresponding respectively to
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the Z0 boson and the photon. Through the Higgs mechanism the W and Z bosons acquire
masses given by:

mW =
1
2

vgW

mZ0 =
1
2

v
√

g2
W + g′2W =

mW

cosθW
,

where the weak mixing θW is fixed by the relative strengths of the coupling constants:

sin2θW =
g′2W

g′2W + g2
W

.

Writing the covariant derivative in terms of the physical fields the conserved opera-
tor Q = T3 + Y and the field Aµ, which remains massless, can be identified respectively
with the electric charge and the photon, obtaining thus the following relation between the
electric charge e and the weak SU(2) charge: e = gWsinθW.

One particularly important constraint present in the SM model is that the ρ parame-
ter [19] defined as ρ = mW

2/m2
Z0cos2θW is equal to 1 at the tree level, a prediction which is

very well verified using the latest measurements [12, 17]: ρ = 1.0116 ± 0.0011. The devi-
ation from the tree level value is caused by higher order corrections involving top quark
loops, which give a contribution to ∆ρ = ρ − 1 = 3GFmt

2/8
√

2π2 ≈ 0.01. The constraint
ρ = 1 is not a consequence of the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism, but rather
of the form of the Higgs potential. After the symmetry breaking mechanism the global
SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) symmetry of the Higgs potential is broken down to a residual SU(2) sym-
metry which ensures that ρ = 1 [20]. This symmetry is often called custodial and will be
relevant in the following, since it helps in building models which account for anomalous
couplings between the gauge bosons, without spoiling the ρ = 1 relation.

1.3 Interactions of gauge bosons

The part of the electroweak Lagrangian responsible for the self–interaction of gauge bosons,
expressed in terms of the physical fields W±

µ ,Zµ and Aµ, is

Lint = −igW[Wµν−W+
µ − Wµν+W−

µ ](cosθWZν + sinθWAν)

−igW(cosθWZµν + sinθWAµν)[W−
µ W+

ν − W+
µ W−

ν ]

+g2
Wsin2θWAν(AµW+νW−µ − AνW+

µ W−µ)

+g2
WcosθWsinθW[W+νW−µ(ZµAν + ZνAµ) − W+

µ W−µ(ZνAν + AνZν)]

+g2
Wcos2θWZν(ZµW+νW−µ − ZνW+

µ W−µ)

+g2
WW−

ν W+
µ (W−νW+µ − W−µW+ν)/2,

where Vµν = δµVν − δνVµ for V = W±,Z,A. The first two lines of this part of the La-
grangian describe the two triple gauge boson vertices γW+W− and Z0W+W−, while the
remaining four lines describe the quartic vertices γγW+W−, γZ0W+W−, Z0Z0W+W− and
W+W−W+W−. This SM Lagrangian contains only operators that are invariant under the
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charge conjugation (C) and parity (P) operators. The triple gauge boson vertices have a
coupling strength gW, whereas the quartic ones are proportional to g2

W. This is consistent
with the fact that tree level contribution to processes with four vector bosons (like in the
scattering W+W− → W+W−) come at the first order in perturbation theory for the quartic
vertices and at second order in perturbation theory for the triple ones. Despite some re-
cent theoretical [21] and experimental [22] interest in the field of quartic gauge couplings
this subject will not be treated further in this thesis. Triple gauge couplings (TGC’s) will
instead be studied more in detail. The Feynman rule for the triple gauge boson vertices
corresponding to the SM electroweak Lagrangian is given in figure 1.3.

V

W-

W+

g
Vλ

µ

ν

r

p

q

igV[(p− q)λgµν + (q − r)µgνλ + (r − p)νgλµ]
for (p+ q + r) = 0

V = γ,Z

gγ = e

gZ = e cotθW

r,p,q four–momenta of the fermions
gµν metric tensor

Figure 1.3: Feynman rule for the triple gauge boson vertex.

The triple gauge boson vertex part of the SM electroweak Lagrangian can be rewritten
as

LTGC = − igγ [gγ
1 Aµ(W−µνW+

ν − W+µνW−
ν )+κγAµνW−

µ W+
ν ]

− igZ[gZ
1 Zµ(W−µνW+

ν − W+µνW−
ν )+κZZµνW−

µ W+
ν ],

where four new parameters have been introduced, gV
1 and κV, to describe the coupling

strength at the γW+W− and Z0W+W− vertices. In the SM these parameters have values
gγ,Z

1 = κγ,Z = 1. In this form the connection between the charge QW, the magnetic dipole
moment µW and the electric quadrupole moment qW of the W and the coupling parameters
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is evident:

QW = egγ
1

µW =
e

2mW
(gγ

1 + κγ)

qW = − e
m2

W
κγ .

These expressions are similar to the ones used in nuclear physics to express the relation
between the giromagnetic factors and the multipole moments of the charge distributions.
This connection with the static properties of the W boson explains the origin of the term
“anomalous couplings” for the gV

1 and κV parameters. While in nuclear physics values
of the magnetic dipole moment different from those expected for pointlike particles are
caused by the extended structure of the nuclei, in the cause of gauge bosons also exten-
sions of the SM are considered. More generally the expression “anomalous couplings” is
used referring to any possible deviations of the couplings from their SM values or also to
indicate the parameters of additional terms present in the Lagrangian, as the ones intro-
duced in the next sections.

1.4 Lorentz invariant description of the triple gauge boson vertex

There are several possibilities for describing possible deviations in the three gauge bo-
son vertex from the SM prediction. The most general way of extending the Lagrangian
consists in including all the terms which are permitted by Lorentz invariance. A total of
seven operators is sufficient to describe the VWW vertex (where V is either the photon or
the Z0). Each boson can come in three different helicity states, which in principle would
indicate that a total of nine operators is necessary. However two combinations can be ex-
cluded, since they correspond to a J = 2 spin. The most general Lagrangian then takes the
form [23]:

−LVWW/gVW+W− = igV
1 (W+

µνW−µVν − W+
µ VνW−µν) + iκVW+

µ W−
ν Vµν

+
iλV

m2
W

W+
λµW−µ

ν Vνλ − gV
4 W+

µ W−
ν (δµVν + δνVµ)

+ gV
5 ε

µνρσ
(
W+

µ (δρW−
ν ) − (δρW+

µ )W−
ν

)
Vσ +

iκ̃V

2
εµνρσW+

µ W−
ν Vρσ

+
iλ̃V

2m2
W
ενλρσW+

λµW−µ
ν Vρσ.

The SM Lagrangian is recovered for gV
1 = κV = 1 and λV = gV

4 = gV
5 = κ̃V = λ̃V = 0.

Often in the thesis the notations ∆gV
1 and ∆κV are used to indicate deviations of the two

non–zero coupling parameters from their SM value of 1. This general parametrisation
of the VWW vertex contains in total 14 parameters, of which 2 (gV

5 ) correspond to terms
of the Lagrangian that violate separately C and P, while 6 (gV

4 , κ̃V and λ̃V) violate CP .
It should be noted that these couplings are, in general, form factors which depend on
the momentum scale. This is of little importance for e+e− colliders, where the centre–
of–mass energy is well defined, but it must be borne in mind at hadron colliders where
the couplings are probed simultaneously over large energy ranges [24]. All terms which
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involve anomalous couplings in this Lagrangian contain either one or two derivatives.
Their contribution will therefore be proportional to the momentum (or the square of the
momentum) of the interacting bosons. This will become relevant when studying the effects
caused by eventual anomalous couplings. This general Lagrangian contains 5 operators of
dimension 4 and 2 operators of dimension 6, corresponding to the λV and λ̃V parameters.

For the photon couplings, electromagnetic U(1) gauge invariance can be used to set
gγ

1 = 1. In presence of the new terms in the Lagrangian, the relations giving the magnetic
dipole µW and electric quadrupole qW moments are:

µW =
e

2mW
(1 + κγ + λγ)

qW = − e
m2

W
(κγ − λγ).

The parity violating terms in κ̃γ , λ̃γ are instead related to the electric quadrupole dW and
magnetic quadrupole Q̃W moments of the W boson by the relations:

dW =
e

2mW
(κ̃γ + λ̃γ)

Q̃W = − e
m2

W
(κ̃γ − λ̃γ).

This Lagrangian provides the most general framework for the description of experi-
mental results, independently from theoretical assumptions on possible anomalous cou-
plings and their causes. It is not used extensively from the experiments as the complete
description of the data requires in principle measurements of all 14 form factors as a func-
tion of energy. Moreover it does not provide a framework for testing the effects caused
by extensions of the SM in the sector of gauge couplings. For this purpose a different
approach has to be followed. The framework generally used for calculating virtual effects
from new physics at large mass scales is that of effective Lagrangians. All effects caused by
heavy particles at low energy are parametrised using a set of unknown constants, the mag-
nitude of which can be bound using experimental data and estimated for various classes
of models. From these results informations can be extracted about new interactions, and if
necessary dedicated experiments can be designed. This approach has been used in particle
physics since the development of the Fermi theory of weak interactions [3].

The idea beyond the effective Lagrangian approach [25] is that the SM is only a lower
energy approximation of another theory. The only two assumptions made in this kind
of analysis are that the new physics cannot be observed directly, since its energy scale
Λ is much larger than the available energy, and that the low energy particle spectrum is
known and lies below the scale Λ. The new heavy particle are not observed directly, but
affect the measurable quantities through virtual effects. The effects of this larger theory
are computed using a Lagrangian which is an expansion in power of 1/Λ, where Λ is the
scale of the new physics:

Leff =
∑

n

1
Λn

∑
i

α
(n)
i O(n)

i .

The operators O(n)
i have dimensions [mass]n−4, are local functions of the light fields, and
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obey the same gauge symmetry. The coefficients α i are obtained from the parameters of
the original high energy theory. In general all possible operators O allowed by local sym-
metries are included, and therefore the coefficients α of this expansion parametrise all
possible effects at low energy. In practice the sum is truncated and only terms contain-
ing operators with the lowest dimensions will be included, as the remaining ones will be
suppressed by powers of 1/Λ.

1.5 Gauge couplings in models with a light Higgs boson

Initial attempts to build models of new physics which could cause anomalous cou-
plings [26] were performed in a framework which introduces deviations from the SM that
violate the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) gauge invariance. Very stringent bounds on anomalous couplings
are obtained from low–energy measurements (like the ρ parameter or the evidence for loop
corrections to the Z0 propagator), since the 1–loop corrections from anomalous VWW in-
teractions are quadratically or quartically divergent. These divergences can be avoided
(or reduced to logarithmic ones) if gauge invariance under the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) group is im-
posed. This was first realised by De Rújula et al. [27], who studied the effect of operatorsO i

of dimension six, which are built using only the Higgs field Φ, its covariant derivative DµΦ
and the field strength tensors of the electroweak gauge fields Wµν and Bµν . The complete
list of these operators can be found for example in [28]. Higher order terms in mW

2/Λ2

or v2/Λ2, arising from higher dimensional operators are neglected. One important feature
of this kind of analysis is that it emphasises the rôle played by the symmetry breaking
mechanism in generating the anomalous couplings.

In this type of analysis [27, 29, 30], operators which involve fermions are neglected, as
they would contribute terms which are proportional to mf/Λ, and therefore are negligible
(with the possible exception of terms involving the top quark). Neglecting also the oper-
ators that violate CP (which are considered in [30]), only 11 operators remain. In terms of
these operators the Lagrangian can be written as

L =
11∑

i=1

fi
Λ2Oi

where the order of magnitude of the fi parameters is expected to be 1. Four of these opera-
tors affect the gauge boson propagators already at the tree level and therefore are severely
constrained from lower energy measurements. Among these four operators, two (OBW

and ODW) give also rise to anomalous couplings. Two of the remaining seven operators
affect only the Higgs self–interactions. The remaining five operators are, in the notation
of [30]:

OWW =Φ+W−
µνW−µνΦ

OBB =Φ+BµνBµνΦ

OW =Tr[W+
µνW−νρW−µ

ρ ]

OBφ =(DµΦ)+Bµν(DνΦ)

OWφ =(DµΦ)+W−µν(DνΦ).
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Once symmetry breaking is performed, the first two operators OWW and OBB are in part
reabsorbed in the renormalisation of the electroweak fields and enhance the branching ra-
tio for the H → γγ and H → Z0γ processes. However they do not contribute to vertices
with three gauge bosons and they affect the propagators only at the loop level, and there-
fore they are not severely constrained by low energy measurements. The remaining three
operators give rise to anomalous gauge couplings. From a comparison of this effective La-
grangian with the most general Lorentz–invariant Lagrangian discussed in section 1.4 the
following relations can be established between the parameters of the expansions in terms
of 1/Λ2 and the anomalous couplings (see for example [29]):

κγ = 1 + (fBφ + fWφ)]
m2

W
2Λ2 ,

κZ = 1 + [fWφ − sin2θW(fBφ + fWφ)]
m2

Z0

2Λ2 ,

gZ
1 = 1 + fWφ

m2
Z0

2Λ2 = κZ +
sin2θW

cos2θW
(κγ − 1),

λ = λγ = λZ =
3m2

Wg2
W

2Λ2 fW.

Assuming that all the coefficients fi are of the same order of magnitude, the λV couplings
are expected to be suppressed by a factor g2

W in comparison to the three others.

The two important constraints resulting from this type of analysis,

gZ
1 = κZ + tan2θW(κγ − 1) and

λγ = λZ,

are a consequence of the fact that only operators of dimension six have been considered
and that the chosen parametrisation respects the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) symmetry: these degen-
eracies are lifted when operators of dimension eight are taken into account. However
the additional terms are proportional to v2/Λ2, and therefore they should be visible only
for small scales Λ, which are already excluded by current measurements. The expression
“SU(2) ⊗ U(1) constraints” will be used to refer to the constraints among TGC’s obtained
in this model.

The three operators Oi = OW,OBφ,OWφ can be rewritten (using the equation of mo-
tion of the SM Lagrangian) in terms of operators that affect the propagators of the weak
bosons and which for this reason are severely constrained by the low energy measure-
ments. However the particular combinations of operators corresponding to the three O i

happens to be much less constrained than the others. Therefore in the literature they are
said to point into “blind directions” in the space of the operators of dimension 6 built us-
ing a model in which there is a physical Higgs boson. Since also the OBW and ODW opera-
tors might cause anomalous TGC’s, these relations between anomalous couplings are valid
only if these additional contributions can be neglected. At the level of precision achiev-
able in current experiments, this is actually the case, since the two additional operators are
severely constrained by low energy measurements.

This kind of analysis can be extended to the case of a very heavy Higgs boson
or to models without a scalar resonance, which are usually dealt with using a chi-
ral Lagrangian. The chiral Lagrangian is simply obtained with the replacements Φ →
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exp(iσαχα/v)(0, v/
√

2) and Λ → 4πv. The main effect of these changes is that operators of
dimensions 6 and 8 formally appear at the same level, and therefore the relations among
the couplings obtained in the case of a light Higgs boson no longer hold. However they
can still be used as a guidance in the analysis, under the assumption that v2/Λ2 is small.

1.6 Gauge couplings in models without a physical Higgs boson

In the second common approach to effective Lagrangians, the masses of the W and Z
bosons are not generated through the Higgs mechanism, but through the interaction with
Goldstone bosons. Since there is no Higgs boson, the low–energy SM Lagrangian violates
unitarity at a scale of 4πv ≈ 3 TeV, so that new physics should appear at a scale Λ < 4πv.

One particular realisation of this class of models [31, 32], which conserves the custodial
SU(2)c symmetry of the SM, is built using the field Σ = exp(i−→ω · −→σ /v), where the ωi are
the Goldstone bosons. The SU(2) ⊗ U(1) covariant derivative is then defined as

DµΣ = δµΣ +
i
2

gWWa
µσ

aΣ − i2g′WBµΣσ3.

The effective Lagrangian [33] is then built using the field strengths Wµν ,Bµν and covariant
derivatives. Due to its similarity to low–energy QCD, this Lagrangian is generally known
as chiral Lagrangian. The more general Lagrangian for triple gauge boson vertices can be
expressed in terms of the two operators which appear in this chiral Lagrangian:

L = −igW
v2

Λ2 L9L[WµνDµΣDνΣ+] − ig′W
v2

Λ2 L9R[BµνDµΣDνΣ+],

where the L9L,R parameters are expected to be of O(1). As in the case of the model with a
physical Higgs boson, one additional operator (gWg′WL10Tr(BµνΣ+WµνΣ)/16π2) is ignored
since it is already constrained by LEP1 data.

Comparing this expression (after substituting the Goldstone bosons with the physical
fields) with the Lagrangian of section 1.4 the following relations are obtained between the
couplings and the parameters of the effective Lagrangian:

κγ = 1 +
e2

2 sin2θW

v2

Λ2 (L9L + L9R)

κZ = 1 +
e2

2 sin2θW cos2θW

v2

Λ2 (L9Lcos2θW − L9Rsin2θW)

gZ
1 = 1 +

e2

2 sin2θW cos2θW

v2

Λ2 L9L

λγ = λZ = 0.

The last equality can be easily understood by making a dimensional analysis of the op-
erators in the Lorentz–invariant Lagrangian: the operators which enter in the λV terms
contain three derivatives (two more than the terms in gV

1 , κV). Therefore they are of di-
mension 8 instead of dimension 6, and get no contribution from the operators considered
in this effective Lagrangian, whereas in the light Higgs boson case these terms where fore-
seen but suppressed for a factor g2

W.
The light Higgs boson scenario discussed in the previous section can be recovered
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assuming L9L = 2fWφ and L9R = 2fBφ, so that also in this case the relation gZ
1 = κZ +

tan2θW(κγ − 1) is satisfied. The main difference between the two models is only in their
Higgs content. In the second model without Higgs boson there is a more direct connection
between anomalous couplings and the dynamics of the symmetry breaking.

1.7 Estimates of the size of anomalous TGC’s

In the SM the triple gauge couplings receive contributions from loops, which will cause
deviations from the tree level values indicated in section 1.4. The order of magnitude of
these corrections is given by gW/16π2 = 2.7 10−3, which is well below the sensitivity of
the experiments performed at LEP2, as explained in chapter 2. Precise predictions are
known [34] and are in the range 3–6 10−3, for mH = 65–1000 GeV/c2 and mt = 175 GeV/c2.
Predictions for the case of the minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM [35] are of
the same order of magnitude.

Using the approach of effective Lagrangians and the two models described in sec-
tions 1.5 and 1.6 it is possible to make estimates of the order of magnitudes of contributions
to TGC’s not coming from SM particles [25, 36] without referring to a particular extension
of the electroweak theory. The results of this type of analysis are that in general deviations
in the TGC’s from the SM values should not be in the range visible at LEP2 (in the best
cases deviations of O(10−3) are predicted), unless the new particles and interactions caus-
ing these anomalous couplings are also directly observable. However the possibility of
large cancellations, which would then reduce the effects of anomalous couplings on other
observables, cannot be excluded. It is therefore necessary for experiments to search di-
rectly for evidence of anomalous TGC’s, even though, in the light of the current theoretical
understanding, such measurements will likely yield null results.



2 Measurements of triple gauge
boson couplings

As shown in Chapter 1, the measurement of the self–coupling of the intermediate vec-
tor bosons provides a fundamental test of the non–Abelian structure of the electroweak
theory. The evidence of the existence of these couplings, obtained from the study of ra-
diative corrections to the Z0 propagator, does not allow to constrain all the possible terms
of the Lagrangian describing triple gauge boson vertices. Knowledge of this sector of
the SM can only improve through new direct measurements of the coupling parameters.
Currently, measurements of TGC’s are performed both at Tevatron and at LEP2 and the
ultimate precisions attainable are comparable. These measurements of TGC’s are shortly
reviewed in this chapter and compared with constraints obtained from the study of radia-
tive corrections.

The processes sensitive to TGC’s are either of the 1 → 2 type, annihilation of a fermion
pair into a boson followed by emissions of two bosons, or of the 2 → 1 type, fusion of two
bosons into a single one. At LEP2 the main channel is the doubly resonant W pair pro-
duction, since it has for most parameters the highest sensitivity to TGC’s, both through the
total W+W− production cross section and through the production and decay angular dis-
tributions of the W bosons, as shown in section 2.1. The event selection and measurement
techniques used by the LEP2 experiments are reviewed in section 2.2. Some sensitivity to
the couplings is also retained in the e+e− → ννγ final state, which receives contribution
from the W+W− → γ fusion process. Measurements of this final state are described in
section 2.3. Measurements of TGC’s performed at hadron colliders in final states contain-
ing two electroweak bosons are reviewed in section 2.4. All the direct measurements of
the coupling parameters are compared to constraints obtained from the study of radiative
corrections to the Z0 propagator and the study of rare decays in section 2.5. The chapter is
closed in section 2.6 by a discussion of the precision reachable in TGC’s measurements at
the LHC and at future e+e− linear colliders.

2.1 Triple gauge couplings in the e+e− → W+W− process

The process best suited to the measurement of TGC’s at LEP2 is e+e− → W+W−, which
proceeds through the 3 diagrams indicated in figure 2.1 (these three diagrams are called
CC03 diagrams). In a second phase of the process the two W bosons decay into leptons
and/or quarks. One basic assumption for the analysis of this process is that the production
and decay phase of the W bosons can be treated independently, neglecting other diagrams
which lead to the same four–fermion final state and other effects like interference between
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initial and final state radiation, hadronisation, exchange of photons or gluons between
final state particles, Bose–Einstein correlations, which may spoil this simplified picture.

e-

e+

W+

W -

γ

e-

e+

W+

W -

Z

e-

e+ W+

W -

νe

Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams for the process e+e− → W+W−.

Explicit expressions for the cross section of the e+e− → W+W− → f1f2f3f4 process have
been derived in [23, 30] in terms of helicity amplitudes [37]. Integrating over all decay
distributions of the W bosons, the differential production cross section for the e+e− →
W+W− process is obtained:

dσ
dcosθW

=
β

32πs

∑
σλλ

|Fσ
λλ

(s, cosθW)|2,

where cosθW is the polar angle of the W− boson, measured with respect to the incoming
electron direction,

√
s is the centre–of–mass energy, σ is the electron helicity, λ and λ are

the helicities of the two W bosons and β is the W boson velocity in units of c. All the
dependence on the couplings, which are sensitive to different polarisation states of the
two W’s, is contained into the functions Fσ

λλ
(s, cosθW).
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Figure 2.2: Angular distribution dσ/dcosθW for e+e− → W+W−. The SM contribution
for different helicities (or combinations of helicities) of the W bosons (λ, λ) are shown at√

s = 200 GeV.

The contributions from different helicity combinations of the two W bosons are shown
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in figure 2.2. Clearly the different helicity states have different angular distribution. When
combined with the fact that different anomalous couplings give different contributions to
the different helicity states it becomes attractive to do a polarisation analysis and separate
the different helicity states, to reduce the effect of any possible cancellation among the con-
tributions from the TGC’s. Due to the V − A structure of the weak interactions, the decay
angular distributions of the W’s can be used as polarisation analysers to separate the con-
tributions from the different W helicities. Therefore to extract all the possible information
from the events it is necessary to measure five angles, the W− production angle, and two
decays angles for each W, which give access to the W helicities. The decays angles are most
easily given in the rest frame of the decaying W boson: for the W− (W+) the angles θ∗1 (θ∗2)
and φ∗1 (φ∗2) refer to the direction of the outgoing particle (antiparticle). The definition of
these angles is visualised in figure 2.3.

The expression of the differential cross
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W-
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Figure 2.3: The definition of the 5 angles used
in W+W− final states for the measurement of
the W production and decay angles.

section [23, 30] in terms of the helicity am-
plitudes shows how gauge invariance in
the SM ensures that the unitarity limit of
the cross section is not violated at high
centre–of–mass energy. The J = 2 partial
wave receives contribution only from the
t–channel νe exchange diagram and only
through the transverse helicity combina-
tion (λ, λ) = (−,+), which at high en-
ergy gives a cross section which decreases
like 1/s. Violation of unitarity might oc-
cur only in the J = 1 partial wave. The s–
channel contribution from the γ and Z0 annihilation, which is purely a J = 1 partial wave,
cancels exactly the t–channel νe exchange contribution, due to the equality of the coupling
constants at the Weνe and VWW vertices. This cancellation does not occur in presence of
anomalous couplings. Since different anomalous couplings give different contributions to
the helicity amplitudes this causes a distortion of the angular cross section and for most
cases an increase in the total cross section. Anomalous couplings give contributions to the
different helicity amplitudes which are proportional to

√
s or s. Therefore the sensitivity

to TGC’s increases with the centre–of–mass energy,
√
s.

Another feature which appears from an analysis of the helicity dependence of the cou-
plings is that different couplings cause similar effects on the total and differential cross
sections. Correlations are expected between the (∆κγ , λγ) and the (∆gz

1,∆κz, λz) sets of
couplings, and their size is a function of energy. For example the correlations between
∆κγ and λγ (∆κz and λz) tend to decrease with energy, whereas that between ∆κγ and
∆gz

1 and that between ∆κγ and ∆κz become stronger. In addition, since s � m2
Z0 , the

couplings at the γW+W− and Z0W+W− vertices always enter in the helicity amplitudes
through the same linear combination. This means that it is difficult to disentangle the
two types of couplings. Together with the limited statistics available, this is a reason for
using in the analysis the relations among couplings dictated by the model introduced in
section 1.5: ∆gz

1 = ∆κz + tan2θW∆κγ and λz = λγ . The only way to distinguish between
the ∆κγ and ∆κz (λγ and λz) couplings is to make use of other reactions or of polarised
beams [23].
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2.2 Measurement techniques and results from LEP experiments

As seen in the previous section both the total W pair production cross section and the
production and decay angular distribution of the W bosons are sensitive to the TGC’s. The
measurement of the total cross section is based on high purity sample of e+e− → W+W−

events, using different analyses depending on the decay modes of the W bosons:

• W+W− → qq′`ν` decays (total branching ratio of 43.9%) are characterised by the
presence of a high energy lepton, two jets and missing energy. The selection of these
events typically begins with the identification of the lepton as the highest momentum
isolated track. The rest of the event is then forced into two jets. Vetoes are applied
on events with isolated photons which may fake the signature of an electron, and on
four fermion events with two charged leptons in the final states. The signal sample
is selected by requiring high missing transverse momentum and placing cuts on the
energy and isolation of the lepton. Purities in excess of 90% for efficiencies around
80% are obtained. The background is dominated by e+e− → qq(γ) events and four–
fermion final states not produced through the CC03 process.

• The W+W− → qq′qq′ channel (branching ratio 45.5%) is characterised by final states
which have four well separated hadronic jets. The missing energy is only due to
radiation from the initial state and is therefore small. Events are selected by requir-
ing large visible energy and invariant mass. Multijet production in e+e− → qq(γ)
collisions is characterised by smaller jet energies and jet–jet angles with respect to
the W+W− → qq′qq′ final states. This type of information is usually combined with
global event properties (sphericity, the y34 jet parameter, . . . ) and in some cases also
with mass related informations into neural networks or likelihoods, to yield selection
efficiencies and purities of ≈ 80%.

• Fully leptonic WW events (total branching ratio 10.6%) are characterised by the pres-
ence of two energetic leptons or low multiplicity jets produced by the decay of τ ’s
and large missing momentum due to the neutrinos. The event selections are based
on the event topology and require two low multiplicity acoplanar jets (here a jet
may also be a single leptonic track) and large missing transverse momentum. Events
where a high energy lepton pair is produced trough e+e− annihilation are vetoed.
High selection efficiencies are reached applying loose lepton identification criteria,
although this leads to some cross–contamination from the τ decay channels, which
must be then corrected for. The average efficiency is for all experiments around 70%,
with purities in excess of 90%. Backgrounds are dominated by lepton pair produc-
tion in the collisions of pairs of virtual photons emitted from the beams and by 4–
fermion events of the ZZ type.

To interpret the measurement of the e+e− → W+W− cross section in terms of TGC’s a
maximum likelihood fit to the number of observed events is performed. The probability of
observing the measured number of candidates is calculated using a Poisson distribution,
whose expected value is a function of the couplings. This gives, for each experiment, a
log–likelihood curve which is later added to the one obtained from the fit to the angular
distribution to obtain the final measurement of the couplings. This procedure of separating
the two measurements has the advantage of making use of the full sample of selected
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e+e− → W+W− events for the rate measurement. Some of these events cannot be used
for the analysis of the angular distributions, since the production and decay angles are
not measured with sufficient accuracy. Each experiment has selected approximately 2500
W+W− events in their 1998 data, leading to cross section measurements with precisions of
O(2%). This allows measurements of the λγ and ∆gz

1 couplings with an accuracy of ≈ 0.2.
For the ∆κγ coupling the measurement of the e+e− → W+W− cross section gives instead
an accuracy of ≈ 0.5.

Higher precision measurements of the couplings can be achieved studying the produc-
tion and decay angular distribution of the W bosons. For this purpose it is necessary to
reconstruct and identify all four primary fermions from the two W decays. This is not
possible in any of the decay channels, for a wide variety of reasons:

• the impossibility of measuring the energies or momenta of neutrinos from W decay;

• the limited acceptance for initial-state radiated photons;

• the limited resolution on jet and lepton directions and energies;

• background from incorrectly identified events;

• the difficulty of deducing primary quark charges from measured hadronic jets;

• the reconstruction of neutrinos also from τ decays.

To improve the resolution on reconstructed angles, it is common to apply constraints to
events, and then to refit the quantities required. Most common is the constraint of total
energy and momentum conservation (corresponding to four equations) which assumes
that any photon which may have been radiated along the beam direction can be neglected,
so that the observed system should really have the full centre–of–mass energy, and zero
total momentum in the laboratory frame. Constraints are also often imposed on the masses
of the W’s. In the W+W− → qq′qq′ and W+W− → qq′`ν` channels the two decaying W’s
are constrained to have equal masses. For the measurement of TGC’s the more stringent
requirement that each W in every event has a mass equal to a fixed value of mW is also
applied. Although both constraints do not correspond to the true situation, they improve
the performance, because the neglected effects, initial state radiation and the W width,
are small compared to the relevant detector resolution. These considerations affect the
different channels in different ways:

• In the W+W− → qq′`ν` decay channel, there are just one (` = e or µ) or at least two
(` = τ ) neutrinos. The total energy–momentum and equal mass constraints allow
good reconstruction of the W decays, except that a two–fold ambiguity remains, re-
garding which of the two jets from the hadronic W decay should be identified as
quark. Even in the W → τντ decay, the τ can be reconstructed, since the invari-
ant mass of the observed and unobserved τ decay products is known to be the τ
mass. The W charge assignment is generally correct, the only problem being in the
W+W− → qq′τντ channel for hadronic decays of the τ . Some additional cuts are
needed to remove events in which the assignment of tracks to the τ is ambiguous,
leading to a wrong measurement of the W charge. Since the W+W− → qq′`ν` chan-
nel has a large branching ratio and it can be selected with high efficiency with a
correct determination of the W charge, it is the main channel for the measurement of
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TGC’s, despite the remaining two–fold ambiguity on the decay angles of one of the
W’s.

• In W+W− → qq′qq′ decays the four jet directions can be identified with the direc-
tions of the four quarks. The connection between quarks and jets is difficult, since
it must rely on jet charge [38] information. Furthermore the jets can be combined
in three different ways to form the two W bosons, leading in some events to am-
biguous solutions. If the jets are assigned to one W or the other using the invariant
mass information, the combined charge of the two jet–pair systems can provide a
useful separation between W+ and W− decays, where the average charge separation
should be two units. Typically cuts are applied to improve the fraction of events in
which the W charge assignment is correct. This increases the probability of a cor-
rect determination of the W charge to more than 80%, at the cost of a reduction in
efficiency from more than 80% to 50–60%. The identification of the quark and anti-
quark coming from the same W is more difficult, since the charge separation is only
unit, and not performed in the analysis. Therefore the W’s helicities cannot be di-
rectly measured and in the fits the angular distributions of the W decay products are
folded to take into account the quark–antiquark ambiguity.

• In the W+W− → `−ν``
′+ν`′ channel, there are at least two neutrinos. When the total

energy–momentum and W–mass constraints are applied, the directions and energies
of both charged leptons need to be known in order to reconstruct the production and
decay angles of the W bosons, effectively restricting the analysis to the case where
both leptons are electrons or muons. Even in this case, there remains a two–fold
ambiguity on the reconstructed neutrino momenta. This ambiguity affects only the
measurement of the decay angles φ∗

1,2, while for the remaining three angles, cosθW

and θ∗1,2, there is a unique solution. This represents an advantage of this channel,
as it allows to study correlations between the helicity of the two W’s, compensating
partially for the low branching fraction of this final state. Whilst some partial pro-
duction and decay information might be extracted from doubly–leptonic W decays
with τ ’s, the analysis of these decays is not performed due to the reduced sensitivity.

Several methods are used to measure the couplings starting from the measured angu-
lar distributions, unbinned and binned maximum likelihood methods, the optimal observ-
ables method [39] and the spin–density method [30] which in the end all give compatible
results, allowing useful cross–checks:

• In the unbinned maximum likelihood method, the five fold angular distribution is
parametrised as a function of the anomalous couplings by a simple analytic function
which does not take into account the width of the W boson and initial state radia-
tion (ISR). These have to be folded in the fitting function together with the detector
resolution and acceptance. The advantage of this method is that it uses all the infor-
mation present in the data, and does not require large Monte Carlo samples.

• In the binned maximum likelihood method all physical and detector effects are taken
into account, at the cost of a loss of statistical precision, performing a fit of the data to
distributions obtained from large Monte Carlo samples which have different values
of the couplings.
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• In the optimal observables method the angular distributions are not directly fitted,
but used to form a function which is a series expansion of the differential cross sec-
tion with respect to the anomalous couplings. The direction in the 5–dimensional
space of the W production and decay angles which is most sensitive to the couplings
is picked up by this optimal observable. The value of the couplings is then obtained
from the mean of the distribution of the first derivative, from a likelihood fit to its
1–dimensional distribution, or using both the first and second derivative. For small
values of the couplings this method retains the full power of an unbinned maximum
likelihood fit, with the advantage of being much simpler. Therefore it is the most
commonly used method, although the physical information is completely hidden in
this optimal variable.

• The method which gives the most direct insight on the triple gauge couplings is the
spin–density method, although it can only be applied to the W+W− → qq′`ν` chan-
nel. The polarisation properties of the produced W bosons are described by the 9× 9
two–particle joint density matrix, which needs to be measured as a function of the
W production angle cosθW. Due to the limited statistics available and the ambiguity
in identifying the quark jet in hadronic decays, the single W spin density matrix is
used instead. This hermitian 3 × 3 matrix has 6 independent elements, the diagonal
elements representing the probability to produce a W boson in a given helicity state.
The single W spin density matrix elements are extracted from the data using projec-
tion operators [40]. One feature of this method is that it allows to present the data
without any assumption on the relations among couplings and to measure directly
the differential cross section for producing longitudinal W bosons, the existence of
which is the direct consequence of the Higgs mechanism. Such measurement has
been pioneered with limited statistics by the OPAL Collaboration [41] and recently
repeated by the L3 Collaboration [42]: (24.4 ± 4.8)% of the W bosons produced at
LEP2 have a longitudinal polarisation. The differential cross sections for producing
W bosons with longitudinal and transverse polarisations are shown in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Cross section for longitudinally (a) and transverse (b) polarised W bosons.

For all these fitting methods Monte Carlo samples generated at different values of the
couplings are used to check for biases in the event selection and in the fit procedure. Since
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the available data samples are small and the detector resolution is not Gaussian, simulated
events are used to check the correctness of the statistical error returned by the fit. The re-
sults are presented as likelihood curves for each W+W− final state and energy, which are
then added together with those obtained from the event rate measurements to obtain the
best possible constraint on the anomalous couplings. For the simplest fits only one of
the ∆gz

1, ∆κγ and λγ couplings is varied, keeping the other two fixed at their SM value
and assuming the relations introduced in section 1.5 between the γW+W− and Z0W+W−

couplings. Multidimensional fits in which two or all three couplings are varied simulta-
neously are also performed. The sensitivity to TGC’s in the W+W− → qq′`ν` channel is by
a factor 2 higher than in the W+W− → qq′qq′ and W+W− → `−ν``

′+ν`′ channels, which
yield measurements of similar precision. An exception is the measurement of the λγ pa-
rameter where the sensitivity of the W+W− → `−ν``

′+ν`′ channel is similar to that of the
W+W− → qq′`ν` channel.

Experiment Measurement
∆gz

1 ∆κγ λγ

ALEPH [43] −0.001+0.063
−0.050 −0.013+0.144

−0.112 −0.050+0.070
−0.059

DELPHI [44] −0.02+0.07
−0.06 0.23+0.16

−0.16 0.02+0.08
−0.08

L3 [45] −0.02+0.07
−0.07 −0.12+0.16

−0.14 0.00+0.07
−0.07

OPAL [41] −0.007+0.075
−0.071 0.00+0.27

−0.19 −0.113+0.076
−0.069

LEP Combined [46] −0.010+0.033
−0.033 0.038+0.079

−0.075 −0.037+0.036
−0.035

95% CL limits
∆gz

1 ∆κγ λγ

ALEPH [−0.113,0.126] [−0.217,0.223] [−0.158,0.074]
DELPHI [−0.14,0.11] [−0.08,0.55] [−0.14,0.19]
L3 [−0.15,0.12] [−0.38,0.22] [−0.13,0.15]
OPAL [−0.14,0.14] [−0.36,0.83] [−0.25,0.04]
LEP Combined [−0.073,0.055] [−0.107,0.196] [−0.104,0.034]

Table 2.1: One dimensional measurements of the ∆gz
1, ∆κγ and λγ parameters obtained

by the LEP experiments and their combined results. Quoted errors include both statistical
and systematic components. Also given are the 95% CL limits on the coupling, keeping
the value of the other parameters at their SM value. All results shown are preliminary
[47] and include data samples collected at

√
s = 161–189 GeV for different final states.

The precision on TGC’s through the measurement of the production and decay angles
of the W bosons is higher than that obtained from the total cross section measurement.
Combining the two results, each experiment measures the λγ and ∆gz

1 couplings with a
precision of ≈ 0.06 and the ∆κγ coupling with a precision of ≈ 0.2, an improvement of
a factor between 3 (for ∆κγ) and 5 (for ∆gz

1 and λγ) with respect to the measurement ob-
tained from the total cross section alone. The most precise determination of the couplings
is obtained combining the results of the four LEP experiment, taking into account corre-
lations of systematic errors. The main systematic errors come from hadronisation uncer-
tainties in the W+W− → qq′`ν` channel and from Bose–Einstein and colour reconnection
effects in the W+W− → qq′qq′ channel and are taken as fully correlated among the exper-
iments. Also added in the combination are, for some experiments, results from the ννγ
final state which are discussed in the next section and from single W production which
are described in Chapter 3. The contribution of these other measurements is not relevant
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for the ∆gz
1 and λγ parameters, but it improves the precision on ∆κγ by a factor 2. This

difference is visible in table 2.1 which gives the results obtained with 1–dimension fits by
each experiment and the combination performed by the LEP Electroweak Working Group.
Differently from the three other experiments the OPAL result does not include the mea-
surement of TGC’s obtained from the single W channel. Figure 2.5 shows the constraints
on the couplings obtained from the combination of the two–dimensional fits. Also shown
is the dependence of the W pair production cross section. From this measurement alone it
is possible to exclude models in which the Z0 does not couple to the W bosons.
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Figure 2.5: (a) The W+W− production cross section measured by the LEP experiments,
compared with the SM prediction (indicated by the yellow band). The cross sections
predicted if only the νe exchange diagram would contribute to this final state and if the
Z0W+W− vertex does not exist are also shown. In (b–d) the 68% and 95% confidence
level (CL) two–dimensional contours for different pairs of TGC parameters are shown,
assuming for the third parameter the SM value. The points show the best parameter fit
obtained combining results from all LEP experiments.
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2.3 Gauge couplings measurements in boson fusion processes

Another interesting channel for the study of
e -

e+

νe

νe

γ

Figure 2.6: The W+W− → γ fusion
diagram.

TGC’s in e+e− collisions at LEP2 is the ννγ final
state. The advantage of this channel is that it is sen-
sitive only to the ∆κγ and λγ parameters. This reac-
tion proceeds mainly through the s–channel annihi-
lation process e+e− → Z0 → νν, in which the pho-
ton is emitted from the initial state. For ν = νµ, ντ

this is the only contribution to this process and it is
not sensitive to TGC’s. For ν = νe there are addi-
tional contributions from the t-channel exchange of
a W boson and from the W+W− → γ fusion dia-
gram shown in figure 2.6, which causes the depen-
dency of the cross section on the couplings at the
γW+W− vertex. Experimentally the signature of
these events is a high energy isolated photon. The presence of the Z 0 resonance in the
invariant mass of the two neutrinos causes a peak in the Eγ photon energy distribution
at values Eγ = (s − M2

Z)/2
√

s. These ISR photons are emitted preferably in the beam di-
rection. Photons from the fusion process have instead a continuous spectrum and have
an higher probability of being emitted at large angles. The sensitivity to anomalous cou-
plings is therefore higher for photon energies different from those corresponding to the Z 0

resonance and for large angles with respect to the beam pipe. The sensitivity is maximal
for energies larger than the radiative peak, since the couplings enter into terms which are
proportional to the photon energy. This kinematic region presents the additional advan-
tage of not being affected by higher order corrections [48]. This type of events, with one
high transverse energy photon and missing energy can be identified with essentially no
background. Less than 1% of the selected events are predicted to come from background
sources.

The ννγ final state has been used for the measurement of TGC’s by three of the LEP
collaborations [43, 44, 45]. In all cases the values of the couplings are obtained from a
likelihood fit to the number of events and the two dimensional distribution of the photon
energy and polar angle. Results based on the statistics collected up to 189 GeV are given
in table 2.2. These results are of lower precision compared to the ones obtained from the
study of the W+W− final states at LEP and of the Wγ final state at Tevatron, which is
discussed in the next section. They do nevertheless provide a small improvement of the
∆κγ measurement and are therefore included by each experiment in their final results
shown in section 2.2.

The equivalent boson fusion channel sensitive to the Z0W+W− couplings, W+W− →
Z0, is not relevant at the current energy and integrated luminosity of the LEP experiments.
This channel has a much smaller cross section (it is of higher order in gW with respect to
the ννγ final state) and suffers from a large background from pair production of Z bosons
and from qq′`ν` final states. There is currently no analysis which tries to select this channel
to provide a measurement of the Z0W+W−couplings independent from assumptions on
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Experiment Measurement
∆κγ λγ

ALEPH [49] 0.4 ± 0.7 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.9 ± 0.2
DELPHI [44] 0.7+0.77

−0.99 ± 0.15 0.7+0.77
−0.99 ± 0.15

L3 [45] 0.26 ± 0.96 ± 0.41 0.26+1.26
−1.25 ± 0.99

Table 2.2: Measurements of the ∆κγ and λγ parameters using the ννγ final state. The
quoted errors are of respectively statistical and systematic origin.

the relations with the γW+W− couplings.

2.4 Measurements of TGC’s at the Tevatron

In hadronic (pp and pp) collisions triple gauge couplings can be studied measuring the
Wγ, WZ and W+W− final states which are produced at leading order through the di-
agrams shown in figure 2.7. Calculations of the cross sections are available, including
higher order QCD corrections [50]. Among these final states the Wγ process has the largest
production cross section, ≈110 pb within the cuts used by the CDF and DØ experiments,
whereas the cross sections for the production of two massive vector bosons varies between
5 and 10 pb.
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Figure 2.7: Diagrams leading to the Wγ and WZ final states in hadronic collisions.

The sensitivity to TGC’s comes from the first diagram, which is a s–channel annihila-
tion process. Therefore the signature of anomalous couplings is an enhanced event rate for
high invariant masses of the two–boson system and for small rapidities 1, with a quadratic
dependence on the TGC’s. To reject background from multi–jet production, events are
selected requiring that one of the weak bosons, the W in most analysis, decays into ei-
ther electron or muon. For the second weak boson hadronic decays, which have a higher
branching fraction, are also considered. Due the neutrino, the W momentum cannot be
completely reconstructed and the invariant mass of the two bosons and their rapidity dis-
tributions cannot be used to extract the couplings. Instead the Tevatron experiments make
use of the transverse energy distributions of the photon or the Z 0 in Wγ and WZ final
states, and of the transverse momentum of the W decay leptons in W+W− → `+ν`−ν
events. These observables retain sensitivity to anomalous couplings through a combina-
tion of high mass event counting and angular distribution.

Rather pure samples of events are selected, due to the requirement of a lepton with
large transverse momentum (above ≈ 20 GeV/c) and of significant missing transverse en-
ergy. In the Wγ final state, requiring an additional isolated and energetic photon gives

1In hadronic collisions the pseudorapidity, η, is used instead of the polar angle, the connection between the
two being η = −log(θ/2).
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signal to background ratios of O(10), the main background being W+jet(s) production
where one jet has a high energy π0 misidentified as a photon. The bulk of the Wγ events
comes however from W production followed by final state radiation of the lepton, which
dominates the spectrum at small photon energies.

High signal to noise ratios can be ob-
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Figure 2.8: The predicted transverse energy,
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T, spectrum of photons in the Wγ produc-
tion for different γW+W− couplings.

tained also in WW events with two lep-
tonic decays: the main background in this
case are Z0 → `+`− events in which
the missing energy is mismeasured, Wγ

or W+jets events in which the photon or
the jet is misidentified as electron and tt
events.

The purity achievable in the case of
WZ production followed by the decay into
three charged leptons is also high, but this
channel suffers from the small branching
ratio and cross section. Hadronic decays of
the W and the Z can be also used to select
WZ and WW events, in final states with a
lepton, missing energy and two jets. This
final state suffers from a large QCD back-
ground from W production in association
with multiple jets, and from multi–jet pro-
duction. The same holds for the WZ final state in which the W decays hadronically into
two jets and the Z into two charged leptons, given the smaller cross section and branching
ratio into leptons.

Not all these channels have been investigated by CDF and DØ. The main channel is
Wγ, which has been investigated by both experiments [51, 52]: in both cases the number
of observed events is in agreement with the SM predictions. The only other final state
where a cross section measurement has been performed is the W+W− → `+ν`−ν channel
[53]. For all other final states only upper limits on the cross sections are quoted [54, 55].
Nevertheless the absence of candidates in the WZ and WW final states can still be used
to set stringent limits on anomalous couplings, due to the strong dependence of the cross
section on TGC’s at large transverse momenta. Since the coupling at the Z0W+W− vertex
is larger than that at the γW+W− vertex by a factor cotθW ≈ 2, limits on the Z0W+W− cou-
plings are of the same quality of the γW+W− ones, the highest sensitivity being reached
in the final state WZ0 → `νjj.

A remarkable difference in the measurement of couplings at hadron colliders is that
a form factor dependence has to be introduced in the TGC’s to avoid unitarity violation
at high energies. This problem is not present at LEP, since experiments are carried out
at a fixed centre–of–mass energy, whereas in hadronic collisions the effective

√
s covers a

large energy range. The Tevatron experiments use a dipole form factor, F , with a scale,
Λ, that multiplies each coupling parameter, F = 1/(1 + s/Λ2)2, where

√
s is the centre–

of–mass energy of the hard scattering process. For large values of Λ the unitarity limit
becomes more stringent than the experimental limit. For this reason Λ is chosen such that
the constraint from unitarity is less stringent than the one obtained from measurements.
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The maximum scale which can be probed with the current experimental data is of order 2
TeV.

The final states Wγ and W±Z0 → `±ν`+`− allow to measure separately the coupling
parameters at the γW+W− and Z0W+W− vertices without theoretical assumptions. For all
other channels involving W+W− final states or final states in which the resolution of the
calorimeter does not allow to distinguish between the WZ and WW hypothesis (final states
with one lepton, missing energy and two jets) the experiments have to make assumptions
on the relation between the couplings at the γW+W− and Z0W+W− vertices. Originally
both the CDF and DØ experiments have used the constraints ∆κγ = ∆κz and λγ = λz, the
first of which has no basis in any of the models proposed in Chapter 1. The DØ experiment
has started since 1998 to quote results also using the relations derived in section 1.5 which
are used by the LEP experiments. Using these relations among the couplings DØ has
also obtained results [56] combining all the considered channels. These results, shown
in table 2.3, may be directly compared with the ones obtained by the LEP experiments
reported in section 2.2. With the currently accumulated statistics the measurements and
limits of the single LEP experiments are better by a factor 2 than the ones quoted by DØ.
The Tevatron results will improve with the data collected in Run 2, scheduled to start in
autumn 2000. The limits should improve by a factor of 5 for a total integrated luminosity
of 10 fb−1, reaching a precision comparable to that of the final combined results of the LEP
experiments [57].

Coupling Λ = 1.5 TeV Λ = 2.0 TeV
∆κγ [-0.73,0.59] [-0.67,0.56]
λγ [-0.20,0.20] [-0.18,0.19]
∆gz

1 [-0.25,0.49] [-0.23,0.47]

Table 2.3: One dimensional limits at 95% CL limits on the TGC parameters from a simul-
taneous fit to the DØ Wγ, WW →dilepton, WW/WZ → `νjj and WZ →trilepton data
samples for two different values of the cutoff parameter Λ.

2.5 Indirect limits on TGC’s

Indirect limits on deviations of TGC’s from their SM value can be obtained also for any
process which has sensitivity to loops involving the electroweak bosons. The most strin-
gent bounds on anomalous couplings are obtained from an analysis of the precision mea-
surements of the Z0 lineshape performed by the LEP experiments. In [58] the following
95% CL limits are obtained:

−0.055 < ∆κγ< 0.065,

−0.067 < ∆gZ
1 < 0.041.

These limits are comparable to bounds obtained from direct measurements performed us-
ing the data collected so far at LEP2, but they will not improve substantially in the future,
even after the publication of the final analyses of the Z0 lineshape. These indirect limits
are in addition subject to to some theoretical uncertainties related to the model chosen to
take into account source of TGC’s beyond the SM. Using a different theoretical approach,
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a less stringent limit (4 times worse) is obtained in [59]. Constraints in the framework of
the chiral Lagrangian are obtained in [60]. Constraints on possible anomalous TGC’s can
also be obtained from the study of rare decays of K and B mesons involving electroweak
penguin diagrams [61] and from the g − 2 measurement for the muon [62], but they are
weaker.

2.6 Measurements at future accelerators

The measurement techniques developed for the Tevatron and LEP experiments will also
be applied at the future colliders like the LHC, due to start in 2005, and at one of the
proposed high energy linear e+e− colliders. With higher energies and integrated lumi-
nosities it should be possible to measure the anomalous couplings at least with a precision
of O(10−3), which means accessing the region in which deviations from the tree level val-
ues are expected within the SM from higher order corrections, without requiring any new
physics. The tests of the electroweak theory in the bosonic sector could then reach a pre-
cision similar to that obtained at LEP1 for the coupling between the Z0 and fermions. In
addition to TGC’s it will also be possible to measure the quartic couplings. If no Higgs
boson is found below 1 TeV, it is expected that interactions between the longitudinal com-
ponents of electroweak bosons become strong.

The increase in sensitivity at higher energies is essentially due to the fact that the terms
of the Lagrangian which are sensitive to anomalous couplings are proportional to the mo-
menta of the particles involved in the triple gauge boson vertex. The increase in sensitivity
with

√
s is faster in e+e− collisions for the e+e− → W+W− process, since the two produced

W bosons take the entire centre–of–mass energy. In contrast in other final states, ννγ/Z or
single W production the particles involved in the triple gauge vertex have smaller mo-
menta, reducing therefore the sensitivity to TGC’s. For these other channels the precision
achievable at future e+e− colliders improves with respect to that obtained at LEP2 mainly
due to the expected higher integrated luminosity. The same holds also in the case of the
LHC, since the bulk of the collisions occurs at low partonic centre–of–mass energies [63].
Scaling laws for the energy and luminosity dependence of TGC’s can be found in [30].

The machine best suited for the measurement of triple (and quartic) gauge couplings
is a high energy e+e− linear collider. One of the main advantages of this type of machine
could be the availability of polarised beams which would allow to reconstruct completely
the helicity structure of the e+e− → W+W− scattering. In this way it will be possible to
measure separately the couplings at the γW+W− and Z0W+W− vertices in this channel,
without recurring to other final states [64].

A precision of O(10−3) on the couplings could be reached already from a total cross
measurement of similar accuracy either in the W+W− or single W final states. From an ex-
perimental point of view this requires an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1, corresponding
approximately to one year of data taking for instantaneous luminosities of 1034 cm−2s−1,
and a very careful control of systematic errors. A further improvement of one order of
magnitude on the precision of the couplings measurements could be achieved studying
the distribution of the W production and decay angles in the e+e− → W+W− reaction. For
achieving this kind of accuracy it is crucial that radiative corrections in the four–fermion
processes are known at the same level of precision. This requires a reduction of at least
one order of magnitude in the uncertainties of current theoretical calculations.
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The previous chapter contained a discussion of the main channel for TGC’s measurements
at LEP2, e+e− → W+W−. The description was based on the assumption that the produc-
tion and decay of the W bosons can be handled separately, which is valid as long as the in-
variant masses of the two fermion pairs produced in the decay of both W’s are close to mW.
If this is not the case additional diagrams contributing to the same final state should also
be considered. The remaining Feynman diagrams give negligible corrections to the total
cross section except for final states which contain one electron, ff

′
e−νe(with f = e, µ, τ,q),

due to additional contribution from single W production and, in the case of the e+νee−νe

final state from neutral current diagrams (mainly Z0Z0, Z0γ∗ and e+e−Z0 production).
At tree level the total number of diagrams leading to the final states qq′eνe, `+ν`e−νe

(for ` = µ, τ ) and e+νee−νe is 20, 18 and 56 respectively, whereas only 10 diagrams describe
the process e+e− → qq′µνµ. The difference resides in diagrams which don’t involve the
annihilation of the initial e+e− pair, but rather the exchange of bosons in the t–channel. The
contribution from these additional diagrams in the ff

′
e−νe final state cannot be neglected,

since it dominates at small electron scattering angles. The measurement of the ff
′
e−νe cross

section in this kinematic region is interesting for at least two reasons. First, it provides
an independent way to study trilinear gauge couplings, with an enhanced sensitivity to
the parameters of the γW+W− vertex. Second, it represents an important check of the
calculations and Monte Carlo programs used to predict SM background to searches for
new particles which decay through the emission of W bosons and invisible particles.

Theoretical aspects of single W production in e+e− collisions are discussed in this chap-
ter, starting in section 3.1 with a description of the Feynman diagrams which lead to the
qq′eνe final state and of how they dominate different regions of the phase space. Theo-
retical calculations of the cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe reaction are reviewed in
section 3.2. Problems connected with the evaluation of the largest radiative corrections,
initial state radiation and running of the coupling constants, are discussed in section 3.3.
Section 3.4 contains a brief review of the results on single W production obtained by the
other LEP experiments. The problem of a common definition of cross section is discussed
in section 3.5 where a possible solution is proposed.

3.1 The CC20 set of diagrams and triple gauge couplings

At tree level the qq′eνe final state is produced in e+e− collisions through the 20 Feynman
diagrams shown in figure 3.1, which form the CC20 set of diagrams. From a quantum
mechanical point of view it is not possible to disentangle the contributions from all the
diagrams and only the square of the sum of the amplitudes (the matrix element) is a phys-
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ically measurable quantity, proportional to the differential cross section. However it is
possible to distinguish different regions of the phase space in which one or more of the
diagrams dominates the cross section:

• The first three diagrams (CC03 diagrams) represent the double resonant production
of W bosons and give the largest contribution to the total cross section. The angular
distribution of the W bosons produced in this process has already been shown in
figure 2.2. Due to the presence of the t–channel neutrino exchange diagram, which
gives the largest contribution to the cross section, the distribution of the polar angle
of electrons is asymmetric and electrons are emitted preferably in the forward direc-
tion. The invariant masses of both fermion pairs coming from the decay of W bosons
are peaked around mW.

• In the next seven diagrams (number 4 to 10 in figure 3.1) only one of the two fermion
pairs is resonating at mff

′ ≈ mW. These diagrams can be considered as a higher
order correction to the fermion pair production process, final state radiation of a
W boson. Therefore the electrons produced through these diagrams will have the
same angular distribution of hadrons produced in the e+e− → ff annihilation, with
a strong forward–backward asymmetry. The momentum spectrum of the W boson
constitutes a further difference between qq′eνe events produced through the CC03
diagrams and these other seven diagrams. The W boson produced in the CC03 pro-
cess carries half of the centre–of–mass energy, whereas a continuous energy spec-
trum is expected in the case of W final state radiation. The order of magnitude of
the contribution of the seven diagrams can be estimated starting from the e+e− → ff
non radiative cross section (O(20) pb at LEP2 energies), multiplying it by the weak
coupling constant to take into account the additional vertices and a suppression fac-
tor for the kinematics. All together this leads to an estimate of the relative correction
which is of order gWΓW/mW ≈ 10−4, giving a cross section of a few femtobarns.

• The first 10 diagrams form a gauge invariant subset [65] and they are the only one
necessary to describe the production of the qq ′µνµ and qq′τντ final states. Apart
from their single or double resonating behaviour these diagrams all represent s–
channel processes, which contain the annihilation of two fermions into a boson. Even
the t–channel neutrino exchange diagram (diagram number 3 in figure 3.1) can be
seen as a νee− → W− annihilation diagram, with initial state radiation of the other
W boson. This common feature has important consequences for the treatment of
initial state radiation, which will be discussed in section 3.3.

• On the contrary, the remaining ten diagrams (numbers 11 to 20) involve the exchange
of a boson in the t–channel, and form a second gauge invariant subset. The second
largest contribution to the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section comes from the first four
diagrams (11–14). From the point of view of the event kinematics these t–channel di-
agrams dominate a phase space region different from that of the CC03 diagrams. The
exchanged photon has generally a low momentum transfer squared, |t| = −(p− p′)2,
and therefore the electron has an angular distribution strongly peaked at small scat-
tering angles, a region which is not normally instrumented due to the presence of
the beam pipe. For this reason in the region of the phase space dominated by these
diagrams only the hadronisation products of the two quarks can be detected and
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Figure 3.1: The CC20 diagrams for the qq′eνe final state.
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measured. At the W emission vertex the momentum transfer is instead large, due
to the presence of the propagator of a massive boson, and the neutrino is emitted
generally at large angles with respect to the beam direction, giving on average large
missing transverse momenta. Two of the diagrams give rise to final states in which
the quark pair has an invariant mass close to mW (diagrams 11 and 12). This kine-
matic region for the e+e− → qq′e−νe process corresponds therefore to the produc-
tion of a single W boson. The signature of these events is a pair of jets recoiling in the
transverse plane against the neutrino, accompanied by large missing momentum.
The two other diagrams (13 and 14), commonly called multiperipheral diagrams,
give preferably low invariant mass quark pairs. This enhancement at low values of
mqq′ is caused by the additional quark propagator present in these two diagrams. A
further distinction between the CC03 diagrams and the t–channel diagrams is in the
total momentum of the quark pair. Whereas the CC03 diagrams have a peak for W
energies equal to the beam energy, the t–channel diagrams contribute mainly to the
low momentum region.

• These four diagrams (11–14) can be interpreted as a γe → qq′νe scattering process,
the flux of photons being provided by one of the two beams. The flux of pho-
tons and their energy increase logarithmically with the centre–of–mass energy of the
e+e− collisions and therefore single W production dominates the e+e− → qq′e−νe

at high energies, a region in which the cross section for the e+e− → W+W− process
decreases like 1/s. The contribution to the total cross from the two reactions is equal
at

√
s ≈ 500 GeV. Single W production dominates the e+e− → qq′e−νe process also

below the W pair production threshold, since it is kinematically allowed. In the re-
gion above the W pair production threshold, the four t–channel diagrams contribute
for approximately 15% of the total cross section. To understand that these diagrams
do not represent a small radiative correction a simple comparison can be made be-
tween diagram 4 and diagram 11. Both diagrams correspond to final state radiation
of a W boson in e+e− → e+e− scattering. The contribution of the s–channel diagram
has been estimated above to be of the order of femtobarns with a simple argument.
The same reasoning can be also applied to the t–channel diagram, but the O(10−4)
multiplicative factor has to be applied to the Bhabha cross section which is several
order of magnitude larger than the e+e− → ff cross section.

• The contribution of the remaining 6 t–channel diagrams (15–20) is suppressed rel-
ative to that of the first 4, since they all involve the exchange of a massive boson
instead of a photon. For this reason the momentum transfer squared, |t|, must be
of the order of the boson mass at both vertices and the electron is emitted at large
angles with respect to the beam direction, differently from the first four t–channel
diagrams.

In summary the 20 diagrams giving the qq′eνe final state can be separated in various
categories, depending mostly on whether they contain s– or t–channel diagrams and on
the invariant mass of the fermion pairs (double, single or non–resonant). The main contri-
bution comes from the CC03 diagrams and from the t–channel photon exchange diagrams.
The contribution from the two types of diagrams can be enhanced by selecting different
kinematic regions, making use of the difference in the electron angular distributions. Since
the two contributions dominate different phase space regions, the interference between the
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different diagrams is expected to be small. This allows to approximate the e+e− → qq′e−νe

process as the sum of two separate reactions: the double resonant pair production pro-
cess corresponding to the CC03 diagrams and the single W production corresponding to
the first four t–channel diagrams. This approximation implies neglecting the contribution
from the remaining diagrams and the interference terms. It will be shown in chapter 5 that
this approximation introduces an error in the cross section calculation much smaller than
1%, for centre–of–mass energies above the W pair production threshold.

Four of the 20 diagrams leading to the qq′eνe final state contain a triple gauge boson
vertex. Two of these diagrams are part of the CC03 set, dominating the phase space region
for the pair production of W bosons. The effect of TGC’s in the e+e− → W+W− process has
been already discussed in the previous chapter. The results presented there are valid even
for a more sophisticated analysis including all the CC20 diagrams, since the additional
diagrams give negligible contributions to the cross section in the phase space region of
two resonant fermion pairs. The remaining two diagrams sensitive to the triple gauge
boson are part of the t–channel set. They do correspond to the fusion processes γW ∗ → W
(diagram 12) and Z0W∗ → W (diagram 16). As explained above the contribution of the
second of these diagrams is mainly at large electron scattering angles, but it is suppressed
due to the presence of the mass term in the Z0 propagator. The other diagram instead is
part of the t–channel diagrams that dominate the cross section for small electron scattering
angles. For this reason in this kinematic region the e+e− → qq′e−νe reaction will have an
enhanced sensitivity to the couplings at the γW+W− vertex with respect to those at the
Z0W+W− one, contrary to the e+e− → W+W− process, which has equal sensitivity to the
two types of couplings [66, 67]. These differences will be discussed in detail in chapter 5
on the basis of Monte Carlo studies.

This description of the different CC20 diagrams, of how they dominate different phase
space regions and have different sensitivities to TGC’s applies also to the e+e− → `+ν`e−νe

reactions for ` = µ, τ . Only 18 diagrams are necessary for these two final states: since
the weak isospin 1/2 particle in the leptonic doublet is the neutrino, diagrams 7 and 13
are absent. In the case of the e+νee−νe final state there are additional contributions. In
the s–channel, the final state can be reached through Z0Z0 and Z0γ∗ production and both
processes have a cross section similar to that of W pair production. The t–channel receives
a large contribution from the single Z production process, which is the neutral current
equivalent of the single W reaction. The presence of all these additional contributions has
the effect of reducing the sensitivity to triple gauge couplings. As for the qq ′eνe final state
it is possible in the leptonic final states to make a distinction between W pair and single
W production. The topology of the single W events with a leptonic decay is even more
striking than in the hadronic case: the only visible particle is a high energy lepton (the
average energy is of order mW/2 for resonant production of a W boson), or a narrow low
multiplicity jet coming from the τ decay.

3.2 Calculations of the single W cross section

Calculations of the cross section for the e+e− → ff
′
e−νe process which include all the tree

level four–fermion diagrams have become available only in the last few years. Differently
from the calculations of the e+e− → W+W− process which are available in analytical form,
only numerical results are available, usually in the form of Monte Carlo programs. This is
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due to the complexity of the matrix element (containing 20 diagrams instead of 3), which
has peaks in different regions of the four–body phase space, as discussed in the previous
section. One possible approximation is to consider separately the CC03 diagrams and
add to them the contribution of diagrams 11–14 of figure 3.1. This results in a simpler
calculation of the cross section, with the drawback that all other additional contributions
are neglected.

Another possible approximation is the use of massless matrix elements, although this
prevents from integrating the cross section in the region of small scattering angles of the
electron, as discussed in [68]. In this region the cross section diverges like log m2

e, where
me is the electron mass, due to the 1/|t|2 propagator term. Another divergence is due
to the multiperipheral diagrams 13 and 14, which give a log m2

q behaviour for low quark
masses, mq. Programs based on massless matrix elements usually implement phase space
cuts which ensure convergence of the cross section calculation [69]. For this reason it is
preferable to use Monte Carlo programs which make use of fully massive matrix elements

To ensure that the calculation of the total cross section gives finite results, gauge in-
variance must be respected, even when massive matrix elements are used. This is due to
the large cancellation between the t–channel diagrams 11 to 14, similarly as for the CC03
diagrams. Even in the absence of anomalous TGC’s, gauge invariance is violated once the
finite width of the W boson is taken into account. Several methods exist in the literature
[70, 71] to take into account the width of the W boson preserving the gauge invariance, but
they are not implemented in all the Monte Carlo programs.

The list of available programs for calculating the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section in the
small electron scattering angle region is given in table 3.1. The table indicates also the main
features of the different programs, as the type of matrix element calculator used, whether
it is based on the full set of four–fermion diagrams and the possibility of anomalous TGC’s.
Only the first four programs have been used for the studies presented in this thesis. Other
programs were excluded either because the code was unavailable, or because they were
not different from the other ones, apart from the numerical implementation of the calcu-
lation. It is unfortunate that one of the codes, WTO [68], was not available, since it uses
a completely different approach, based on the equivalent photon approximation. Newer
codes are becoming available in the framework of the currently ongoing LEP2 Monte Carlo
Workshop [72], but these are more relevant for the issues of radiative corrections which
are discussed in the next section.

Monte Carlo program matrix diagrams TGC’s ISR
element included

grc4f [73] massive all yes collinear,pγ
T

KORALW [74] massive all no pγ
T

EXCALIBUR [75] massless all yes collinear
ERATO [76] massless all yes collinear
PYTHIA [77] massive 11 and 12 no collinear
WTO [68] massive all no collinear
WPHACT [78] massive all no collinear
COMPHEP [79] massive all no collinear

Table 3.1: Monte Carlo programs for the calculation of the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section.
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3.3 Radiative corrections

All calculations of the CC20 cross section described in the previous section are based on
the set of tree level diagrams and do not take into account radiative corrections. Currently
no calculation is available of first order electromagnetic radiative corrections in the phase
space region dominated by single W production. The largest corrections are initial and
final state photon radiation and loop effects in the propagators. All other electroweak
corrections are neglected. QCD corrections to the hadronic final state are also considered.

The largest radiative correction in the calculation of the single W cross section is initial
state radiation. To take into account the emission of photons from the beam electrons
the cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe process, calculated in the rest frame after ISR, is
convoluted with a radiator function which accounts for ISR probability. This decreases the
effective centre–of–mass energy of the four–fermion system, leading to a reduction of the
cross section larger than the precision reachable by a single experiment at the end of the
LEP2 program. It is therefore necessary to evaluate correctly the size of this effect.

In all currently available Monte Carlo programs the effect of ISR is computed assuming
that the four–fermion production happens through an annihilation (s–channel) process.
Radiative corrections are then proportional to log(s/m2

e). The s dependence of this correc-
tion term originates from the cancellation between the infrared ISR corrections on the e+

and e− lines and the correction of the e+e−γ/Z0 vertex. Using this approach the cross sec-
tion at LEP2 energies is reduced by ≈ 12% in the phase space region dominated by single
W production. However in this kinematic region the basic assumption of this calculation
is wrong, since the e+e− → qq′e−νe reaction is dominated by t–channel diagrams and the
ISR corrections are proportional to log(|t|/m2

e). This happens because in the t–channel dia-
grams the cancellation of infrared corrections does not occur between the e+ and e− lines,
but between the incoming and outgoing e− line. The reduction of the cross section due to
ISR is therefore smaller than the one predicted. None of the Monte Carlo programs used
for this thesis implements correctly the emission of ISR photons in t–channel diagrams.
Preliminary results obtained using Monte Carlo generators which are still not publicly
available indicate that the cross section is reduced by approximately 6–8% [80, 81]. This
is roughly half of the effect predicted when ISR is treated assuming that the reaction pro-
ceeds through s–channel diagrams, compatible with having very small corrections at the
e− → e−γ vertex, and using the standard s–channel treatment for the e+ → W+νe vertex.

Another difference between the two ISR treatments is in the distribution of the trans-
verse momentum pγ

T of ISR photons. A correct modelling of the pγ
T spectrum is important

for the study of the single W production process, as it affects the angular distribution
of the final state electron, and therefore the selection efficiency. For t–channel processes
it is expected that pγ

T is small, due to the cancellation which occurs between initial and
final state radiation. The pγ

T spectrum can instead extend to higher values in processes
dominated by s–channel diagrams. Most of the Monte Carlo programs currently available
implement initial state radiation assuming that photons are emitted collinear to the beam
direction, and only two programs, grc4f and KORALW, can simulate the pγ

T distribution,
using respectively a QED parton shower [82] and the YFS exponentiation [83], but only
for s–channel processes. In the kinematic region dominated by single W production it is
preferable to use the collinear approach in the simulation of ISR. An upper limit on the
effect of the transverse momentum distribution can be obtained comparing the selection
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efficiencies obtained on different event generators which include a transverse momentum
for ISR photons in the s–channel approximation. From an experimental point of view this
systematic error can be kept small avoiding stringent cuts in the energy deposits of the
detector placed at small angle with respect to the direction of the beam pipe.

Electromagnetic radiation can also be emitted from charged particles in the final state.
This does not affect the total cross section, but might distort the distributions of the quan-
tities used in the event selection and therefore lead to a wrong estimate of the detection
efficiency. Final state radiation can be emitted from the quark pair and from the electron.
As discussed above, the emission from the final state electron is partially cancelled by ISR
on the kinematic region dominated by single W production. Therefore in a simplified de-
scription of this process it is preferable to consider only final state radiation from the two
quarks. This approach avoids also the problems arising from the use of the PHOTOS [84]
program commonly used to simulate final state radiation. In this program the assumption
is made that final state radiation is emitted from a fermion produced in the decay of a res-
onance. This is valid for the fermion pair coming from the decay of a W boson in the CC03
process, but not for the electron of the single W process.

Another large correction to the total cross section for the CC20 process comes from
loop corrections in the photon propagator. This type of corrections is generally taken into
account in LEP2 analyses using for the QED coupling constant the value at the W pair
production threshold αem(4m2

W) = 1/128.07. However this approximation is valid only
for the s–channel diagrams. In the phase space region dominated by single W production
the photon has a much smaller momentum transfer squared |t| ≈ 0 GeV2 and the electro-
magnetic coupling constant should be evaluated at this scale [85, 67]. For the analysis a
value of αem = 1/135.0 is used. It is derived in a simple way considering the average of
αem obtained from a set of Monte Carlo events generated in the phase space region domi-
nated by single W production. The cross section in this kinematic region is proportional to
α2

em(|t|) and therefore this corresponds to a 3% correction with respect to the α em(0) value
of the cross section. The value of of this correction has been recently confirmed with a
more refined calculation [80]. At this level of precision it can be assumed that the coupling
constant αem appears as a multiplicative factor, neglecting eventual dependencies of the
differential cross section on αem.

QCD represents another possible source of large corrections to the cross sections. For
most of the diagrams leading to the qq′eνe final state, the QCD corrections can be reab-
sorbed into the definition of the width of the W boson. This is not possible for the multi-
peripheral diagrams (diagrams 13, 14, 17 and 18 in figure 3.1). For these diagrams QCD
corrections can be calculated assuming a pointlike coupling of the photon to quarks, but
this assumption is valid only for sufficiently high values of mqq′ or |t|. In the small an-
gle region (|t| ≈ 0 GeV2) the photon is quasi real and the contribution from the hadronic
fluctuations of the photon, usually called resolved photon component, must also be con-
sidered. This is done for γγ, eγ and γp collisions using a structure function for the photon,
but there is currently no theoretical calculation of the CC20 process which includes this
additional contribution. Therefore in the region of low mqq′ and small scattering angles,
which is part of the single W phase space, the cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe has
large theoretical uncertainties. It is therefore preferable to restrict the analysis to high val-
ues of mqq′ . This has no consequence for the measurement of TGC’s, since sensitivity to the
couplings is obtained only for mqq′ ≈ mW. This theoretical uncertainty represents however
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a big drawback in the search for new particles which lead to final states with low visible
energy and large missing momenta.

3.4 Measurements of single W production at LEP

Results on single W production have been presented so far by all LEP collaborations but
it is difficult to make direct comparisons because in each analysis a different cross section
definition is used. This limits the precision with which theoretical calculations can be
tested and for this reason the four LEP collaborations have recently agreed upon a common
signal definition, which will be discussed in the next section and used for the analysis
presented in this thesis. Comparisons of results on TGC’s are even more difficult, since
each collaboration adopts different assumptions for the treatment of backgrounds which
are also sensitive to the coupling parameters.

The different signal definitions used for the single W cross section measurement are
given in table 3.2. Two of the collaborations adopt a definition which uses all the CC20
diagrams and restricts the phase space with kinematic cuts, whereas the DELPHI collabo-
ration uses a subset of diagrams, complemented by kinematic cuts. This latter definition
allows to use the knowledge of the W decay branching fraction in the cross section fit for
relating the measured number of events in the various final states, although it also requires
correction factors (up to 50% in the e+νee−νe channel) to take into account contributions
from other diagrams.

Experiment Diagrams Kinematic cuts
e+e− → qq′e−νe channel

ALEPH [86] all θe− < 34 mrad, mqq′ > 60 GeV/c2

DELPHI [87] 11,12 θe− < 37 mrad
L3 [88] all θe− < 77 mrad, min(Eq,Eq′) > 15 GeV

e+e− → `+ν`e−νe channel (for ` = µ, τ )
ALEPH all θe− < 34 mrad, E`+ > 20 GeV, |cosθ`+ | < 0.95
DELPHI 11,12 θe− < 37 mrad
L3 all θe− < 77 mrad, E`+ > 15 GeV

e+e− → e+νee−νe channel
ALEPH all θe− < 34 mrad, Ee+ > 20 GeV, |cosθe+ | < 0.95
DELPHI 11,12 θe− < 37 mrad, Ee+ > 30 GeV, |cosθe+ | < 0.72
L3 all θe− < 77 mrad, Ee+ > 15 GeV, |cosθe+ | < 0.75

Table 3.2: Definitions of the single W signal used so far by the LEP collaborations. For
each signal definition the list of included diagrams and of kinematic cuts are given. The
numbering scheme used for the list of Feynman diagrams included in the cross section
calculation refers to figure 3.1.

The procedures used to select single W events in the various experiments are rather
similar. For the hadronic channel they all require two acoplanar jets, large transverse miss-
ing momentum and invariant masses in the mW region, where the acoplanarity is defined
as the complement to 180◦ of the angle between the two jets in the plane transverse to the
beam axis. Vetoes are applied to reject leptons from W+W− → qq′`ν` decays. Selection
efficiencies vary between 26% (DELPHI) and 51% (L3), for purities between 28% (DELPHI)
and 37% (ALEPH). The higher efficiency of the L3 analysis is due to the fact that the single
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W cross section is not determined from a event counting (as in the other two experiments),
but from the fit to the distribution of a discriminating variable, the output of a neural net-
work. The overall purity in this case is as low at 17%, but for high values of the neural
network output it reaches 60%. The second difference between the L3 event selection and
the other two is that very loose cuts are applied on energy deposits in the forward di-
rections. As a result of these differences the statistical error of the L3 analysis is almost
a factor 2 better than that of the DELPHI one, the ALEPH one lying in between the two.
Selection efficiencies and purities are generally higher for the selection of events in the
leptonic channel. Efficiencies and purities for the electronic and muonic final states are in
the 70% range (background in the electron channel is slightly higher due to the irreducible
e+e−Z0 background, with Z0 → νµ,τνµ,τ ), while for the τ channel the efficiency is gener-
ally lower. In the leptonic channel differences in efficiency and purity between the various
experiments are smaller than in the hadronic final state.

The second difference between experiments is the strategy adopted for measuring the
∆κγ and λγ couplings. The quantity which has the largest sensitivity to the couplings in
the single W channel is the total cross section. The TGC’s can be obtained from a likeli-
hood fit to the observed number of events. This however requires that the expected back-
ground has a small dependence on the TGC’s, particularly on the parameters describing
the Z0W+W− vertex. This assumption is not valid for the hadronic final state which in
all analyses suffers from a large background of W+W− → qq′`ν`. When the constraints on
TGC’s obtained from the analysis of the single W sample are combined with those from the
analysis of the e+e− → W+W− process, the presence of this W+W− → qq′`ν` background
in the selected single W sample (and vice versa) can lead to double counting of events.

In the analysis of the ALEPH collaboration the extraction of TGC’s is performed assum-
ing for the W+W− → qq′`ν` background the SM values of the coupling parameters. In
the intention of the authors this would correspond to assigning all the dependence of the
cross section on TGC’s to the single W component of the selected sample and would lead
therefore to conservative limits on the parameters. This assumption is however not correct,
since the cross section of the W+W− and single W events have a different dependence on
the ∆κγ parameter. In the first case the cross section is minimal at ∆κγ ≈ 0.5, whereas for
the single W events the cross section is minimal at ∆κγ = −1, as shown in section 5.4. The
problem of double counting of events is not considered when single W results on TGC’s
are combined with results of the e+e− → W+W− analysis.

All these problems are avoided by the DELPHI collaboration. In their analysis they do
not derive the coupling parameters from the measured single W cross section, but rather
use all events selected in the channel with two jets and missing energy, independently
from their origin. For the couplings at the γW+W− and Z0W+W− vertices the SU(2) ⊗ U(1)
relations introduced in section 1.5 are used for all events. This approach makes a consistent
use of the events and avoids any double counting problem. It has the disadvantage that
the peculiarity of the single W channel is partially lost, due to the presence of a large
e+e− → W+W− component in the selected sample.

The L3 collaboration derives two types of constraints on the anomalous couplings.
The first case is aimed at obtaining the best possible results from the selected sample of
single W events. The SU(2) ⊗ U(1) constraints among the parameters of the γW+W− and
Z0W+W− vertices are used for the W+W− → qq′`ν` background assuming that ∆gz

1 = 0,
whereas the selected single W events are sensitive only to ∆κγ and λγ . These two pa-
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rameters are then obtained from a fit to the distribution of the output variable of a neural
network which discriminates between the two types of events. For certain values of the
parameters this procedure gives a large weight to the e+e− → W+W− component of the
sample, enhancing the sensitivity to the parameters of the Z0W+W− vertex. It is therefore
not clear how much the quoted limits can be interpreted as limit on the γW+W− cou-
plings only. Since the sample selected in this analysis overlaps partially with that used in
the analysis of W+W− production, it is not suited for a combination of results. For this
reason the L3 collaboration performs also a second fit for the anomalous couplings. In this
second fit double counting of events is avoided by explicitly removing events used also for
the W+W− channel. The SU(2) ⊗ U(1) relations among couplings are used for all events.

The results of the three other LEP experiments obtained from the single W channel are
reported in table 3.3 (for the L3 analysis only the results obtained with the second fit are
shown). This will allow in chapter 9 a comparison with the results of the analysis presented
in this thesis. These results on TGC’s are already included in the global combination of
TGC measurements reported in table 2.1. A direct comparison is not easy for the reasons
given above. Given the smallness of the data samples, statistical fluctuations can give large
biases in the results. Only the availability of the expected statistical errors of each analysis
would allow a thorough comparison of results.

Experiment Measurement
∆κγ λγ

ALEPH [86] (161–189 GeV) −0.24+0.17
−0.23 ± 0.06 0.01+0.35

−0.37 ± 0.09
DELPHI [44] (161–189 GeV) 0.25+0.28

−0.38 ± 0.08 0.53+0.31
−1.14 ± 0.09

L3 [45] (161–183 GeV) 0.12+0.27
−0.31 ± 0.26 −0.52+1.16

−0.36 ± 0.32

Table 3.3: Measurements of the ∆κγ and λγ parameters using the sample of events selected
in the single W analyses. The quoted errors are of respectively statistical and systematic
origin. Also indicated is the data set used for the measurement.

3.5 Common definition of the single W cross section

All the differences in the definition of the single W cross section come from the fact that the
applied cuts depend on the angular acceptance of the luminosity monitors which are used
to veto events with large electromagnetic energy deposits close to the beam direction. As
argued in section 3.3 a tight cut on this quantity is not desirable, since the current event
generators do not handle correctly ISR in four–fermion processes which are dominated by
t–channel diagrams. To avoid these problems and allow a comparison and a combination
of results from different experiments, a common cross section definition should be applied,
based either on cuts on kinematic invariant quantities or on a subset of diagrams, like it is
done for the W+W− or Z0Z0 cross sections, or on a combination of both.

In the first approach the single W cross section could be defined as the CC20 cross
section with cuts on two kinematic invariant quantities: the four–momentum transfer from
the initial to the final state electron, t = (p − p′)2, where p and p′ are the four–momenta of
the initial and final state electrons, and the invariant mass mff

′ of the fermion pair coming
from the decay of the W. This definition, however, has two shortcomings. First, the t
variable cannot be directly measured in the experiment, since the final state electron is not
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observed and its momentum cannot be determined from energy–momentum conservation
due to the presence of a neutrino in the final state. Second, mff

′ cannot be measured in

`+ν`e−νe final states, due to the non observability of the neutrino.
A cross section definition based on diagrams does not have these problems, but it has

some ambiguities as to which diagrams should be included in the calculation of the cross
section. These ambiguities can be avoided by choosing a gauge invariant subset of dia-
grams. For the analysis presented in this thesis the single W cross section definition uses all
the t–channel diagrams of the e+e− → qq′e−νe process. This corresponds to the diagrams
number 11–20 in figure 3.1 for the qq′eνe final state, and not only to the four diagrams
11–14 which dominate this process. The remaining six diagrams are included in order to
obtain a gauge invariant set [65] and ensure a correct behaviour of the cross section at high
energies. For the e+e− → `+ν`e−νe (for ` = µ, τ ) process there are 9 t–channel diagrams,
whereas in the case of the e+νee−νe final state there are in total 37 t–channel diagrams.
The large increase in the number of diagrams for the latter process is due mainly to one
additional process contributing to the t–channel cross section: e+e− → e+e−Z0, which is
essentially Bhabha scattering with initial or final state radiation of Z0 → νeνe.

The definition of single W cross section in terms of diagrams assumes that contribu-
tions from higher order electroweak and, for hadronic final states, QCD corrections are
small. The electroweak corrections (coming mostly from initial state radiation) have been
discussed already in section 3.3 and are believed to be known with a precision of few per-
cent of the total t–channel cross section. The same is not true for the QCD corrections in
the low mqq′ region. Therefore the signal region for the t–channel cross section has been re-
stricted to values of the hadronic invariant mass mqq′ larger than 40 GeV/c2. Events which
have mqq′ < 40 GeV/c2are considered as background, also if they are produced through
t–channel diagrams. The precise value of the cut, mqq′ > 40 GeV/c2, has been chosen in
the framework of the LEP2 Monte Carlo Workshop. It is based on the assumption that for
higher invariant masses the QCD corrections are negligible, rather than on a calculation of
the correction themselves.

As a result of the separation of the ff
′
e−νe diagrams into two gauge–invariant classes,

the s–channel cross section should be considered in the analysis as a background to be
subtracted from the sample of selected events in order to obtain the t–channel cross section.
The same applies also for the interference between s– and t–channel diagrams. Since this
interference is destructive, this procedure requires subtracting negative contributions from
the cross section, which however for the hadronic, µ and τ channels are negligible above
the W pair production threshold, as shown in section 5.3. In the electron channel the
interference is large, and this is mostly due to the additional diagrams contributing to the
same final state.

In summary, for the measurement of the cross section the single W signal is given by
the t–channel diagrams contributing to the e+e− → ff

′
e−νe final states. In the hadronic

channel the additional cut mqq′ > 40 GeV/c2 is applied to avoid the kinematic region in
which QCD corrections may be large. This definition has been recently proposed and will
be used in future by all the LEP collaborations, so that it will be possible to combine the
different results and test the theoretical predictions with a precision better than 5% using
all the data accumulated at the end of the LEP2 program.
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OPAL[89] is one of the four large detectors built for the e+e− storage ring at LEP. It is a
multipurpose hermetic apparatus designed to detect all types of interactions occurring in
e+e− collisions with efficient and accurate reconstruction and unambiguous classification
of the events. The main features of the detector are:
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Figure 4.1: General layout of the OPAL detector.

• tracking of charged particles in the central region of a solenoidal coil with measure-
ments of their direction and momentum, particle identification by dE/dx and recon-
struction of primary and secondary vertices at and near the interaction region;

• identification of photons and electrons and measurement of their energy;

• measurement of hadronic energy by total absorption using the magnet yoke instru-
mented as a calorimeter;

• identification of muons by measurement of their position and direction within and
behind the hadron absorber;

• measurement of absolute machine luminosity using Bhabha scattering events in the
very forward direction with respect to the beam line.
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The general layout of the detector is shown in figure 4.1, indicating the location and
relative size of the various components. Figure 4.2 shows cross sections of the detector
parallel and perpendicular to the beam axis. The coordinate system used in OPAL is shown
in figure 4.1: the x axis is horizontal and points approximately towards the centre of LEP,
the y axis is vertical and the z axis is in the e− beam direction. The polar angle θ is measured
from the z axis and the azimuthal angle φ describes rotations around the z axis starting
from the x axis.

The different parts of the OPAL detector are described briefly in sections 4.1–4.5 (a
complete description can be found in [90]). When appropriate upgrades made in view
of the LEP2 running phase are discussed. A description of the use of the different detector
components for lepton identification and measurement of the kinematic quantities used
in the analysis follows in sections 4.6 and 4.7. Issues related to detector calibration for the
high energy running periods are the subject of section 4.8. Finally the chapter is closed by
a description of the accelerator operation, machine related backgrounds and luminosity
measurement in sections 4.9–4.11.

4.1 The tracking system

The central tracking system consists of four detectors arranged in cylindrical shells around
a 56.5 mm radius beam pipe and immersed in the 0.435 T magnetic field provided by
a solenoid. Starting from the interaction point particles emitted at large angles with re-
spect to the beam direction cross first a silicon strip microvertex detector with two dimen-
sional readout, then a high resolution drift detector, a large volume jet–chamber and the
z–chambers.

The silicon strip microvertex detector [91] consists of two concentric layers of 12 (inner
layer) and 15 (outer layer) ladders of 5 back–to–back φ and z wafers, giving almost full an-
gular coverage for cos θ < 0.89 for two layers (0.93 for the inner layer only). The single hit
resolution including the alignment uncertainty is 10 µm and 15 µm for the φ and z direc-
tion respectively. In the analysis described in this thesis the silicon microvertex detector is
used only for pattern recognition purposes. The requirement that tracks have at least one
associated hit in either layer of the silicon detector usually results in a better measurement
of the polar angle of the tracks, and allows to recover part of the data where the vertex
chamber was not functional due to trips of the high voltage system.

The vertex detector is a 1 meter long, 470 mm diameter, cylindrical drift chamber based
on a scaled down jet chamber design. The chamber consists of an inner layer of 36 cells
with 12 axial wires each and an outer layer of 36 small angle (4◦) stereo cells with 6 wires
each. The combination of stereo and axial cell information provides an accurate z mea-
surement for charged particles close to the interaction region. The axial cells of the vertex
chamber provide a precise (σ ∼ 50 µm) measurement of position in the rφ plane to aid the
measurement of secondary vertex topologies in e+e− annihilation events, while maintain-
ing a good multi–hit detection capability to resolve individual particles within jets.

The jet chamber (CJ) is designed to combine good space and double track resolution,
essential for the efficient recording of jet–like events, with the possibility of particle iden-
tification. The sensitive volume of the jet chamber is a cylinder with a length of about 4 m,
surrounding the vertex detector. The outer diameter is 3.7 m, the inner 0.5 m. The cham-
ber is subdivided into 24 identical sectors, each containing a plane with 159 sense wires.
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At least 8 points on a track are obtained over a solid angle of 98% of 4π. For each point
true three–dimensional coordinates (r,φ, z) are determined from the wire position, the drift
time and from a charge division measurement. The charge division method requires the
measurement of the integrated charges for each hit at both ends of the signal wire. The ra-
tio of these charges determines z, and their sum is used to calculate the energy loss dE/dx
of the particle in the chamber gas. The single hit resolution of the jet chamber, averaged
over all drift distances, was measured to be σrφ ∼ 135 µm in rφ and σz ∼ 4.5–6.0 cm in
the z-direction. The rφ double hit resolution is 2.5 mm. The single hit efficiency is 99.2%
including the efficiency for the pattern recognition to associate a certain hit to a track. The
track reconstruction efficiency inside jets for tracks with a momentum p > 0.1 GeV/c and
|cos θ| < 0.95 is 97.9%.

The z–chambers are arranged to form a barrel layer around the jet chamber covering
the polar angle from 44◦ to 136◦ and 94% of the azimuthal angle. They are designed to
make precise measurements of the z coordinates of charged particles as these leave the jet
chamber and thus to improve both the polar angle and invariant mass resolutions. The
resolution is determined by the precision of the survey, and is around 300 µm, while the
rφ resolution is of the order of 1.5 cm.

The single track resolution of the combined tracking system is determined using events
of the type e+e− → µ+µ− at the Z0 pole with a centre–of–mass energy of 2×45.6 GeV. The
momentum resolution is obtained from a gaussian fit to the inverse momentum distribu-
tions of positively and negatively charged muons. The contribution of multiple scattering
and both initial and final state radiation can be neglected for high momentum muon pairs.
For lower momenta multiple scattering becomes the dominating contribution to the mo-
mentum resolution. The momentum resolution in the barrel region (|cos θ| < 0.7) can be
written as:

σp

p
=
σpT

pT
=

√
(0.02)2 + (0.0015 · pT)2

where pT is the transverse momentum in GeV/c. The error from the measurement of the
polar angle can be neglected for |cos θ| < 0.7 and does not contribute to the momentum
error. Below a transverse momentum of 13 GeV/c the resolution is limited by multiple
scattering originating mainly from the high gas pressure of the central detectors.

The performance of the tracking system for the high energy runs at LEP2 is shown in
figure 4.3: the resolutions achieved are only marginally worse than those obtained during
the Z0 running, despite the fact that much smaller data samples are available for calibra-
tion purposes.

Only the tracks which satisfy the following quality criteria are considered in the anal-
ysis:

• pT > 0.15 GeV/c, |p| < 100 GeV/c, where |p| and pT are respectively the reconstructed
momentum and transverse momentum of the tracks;

• associated hit multiplicity in CJ larger than 50% of the one expected from the geo-
metrical acceptance of the jet chamber, with a minimum of at least 40 hits;

• |d0| <2.0 cm and |z0| <25.0 cm, where |d0| and |z0| are respectively the impact pa-
rameters of the tracks at the interaction point in the rφ and rz planes;
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Figure 4.3: Momentum resolution (top) measured during the Z0 calibration runs with µ+µ−

events, and impact parameter resolution (bottom) measured during Z0 calibration runs and
LEP2 running periods with µ+µ− and Bhabha events. The horizontal bands show the
resolutions obtained during the Z0 LEP running period.

• χ2
2d < 100 and χ2

rz < 100, where χ2
2d and χ2

rz are the χ2 of the track fit in the rφ and rz
projections;

• the relative error of the track momentum measurement should be smaller than 50%
in a region of 2.5◦ around the anode planes, where high momentum tracks are poorly
measured.

Tracks not satisfying these criteria are not considered in the jet reconstruction and in
the energy flow measurement. Events with a large number of tracks not satisfying the
selection criteria usually arise from beam–gas or beam–wall interactions, or from off–
momentum beam particles entering the tracking volume.

4.2 Electromagnetic calorimeter

The electromagnetic calorimeter detects and measures the energies and positions of elec-
trons, positrons and photons ranging from tens of MeV to 100 GeV. It provides π 0–photon
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discrimination, and in conjunction with the central tracking system, electron–hadron dis-
crimination. It is a total absorption calorimeter mounted between the coil and iron yoke of
the magnet. The OPAL electromagnetic calorimeter consists of, from large angle to small
angle, the barrel (EB) and the endcap (EE) lead glass calorimeters, the forward detector
(FD) and the silicon-tungsten calorimeter (SW). The gap between the forward detector
and endcap calorimeter is filled with the gamma catcher (GC), a lead-scintillator sand-
wich calorimeter. The barrel and endcap calorimeters together cover 98 % of full solid
angle with no geometrical holes. The hermeticity is completed by the forward detectors
and the entire OPAL electromagnetic calorimeter covers 99.97 % of the full solid angle
with active components. In front of the barrel and endcap lead glass calorimeters are the
presampler devices. They measure the position and size of the shower developed in the
material in front of the calorimeter (mainly the coil and the pressure vessel of the central
tracking chambers) to improve the overall spatial and energy resolution and provide infor-
mation for better spatial separation of photons and electron/hadron discrimination. There
are two regions where the energy resolution is poor: the first, around |cos θ| = 0.8, corre-
sponds to the the transition between EB and EE which are separated by the 1.5 radiation
lengths (X0) thick coil. In the second region, near to |cos θ| = 0.98 at the edge of the EE,
showers are not fully contained in the lead glass.

The forward detector and the silicon–tungsten calorimeter are mainly used to measure
the luminosity of LEP by detecting small–angle Bhabha scattering, and they contribute to
the electromagnetic coverage of OPAL. figure 4.4 shows a cross section through the for-
ward detector between 2 and 3 m from the interaction point, showing the gamma catcher,
the two calorimeters (SW and FD), and the MIP–plug scintillator installed in 1997 (whose
possible use is described below in section 4.3).

Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram illustrating the position of the calorimeters and the scintil-
lators in the forward detector region (not to scale).

The forward calorimeter (FD) is a sampling lead–scintillator calorimeter with a depth
of 20 X0, complemented by three planes of proportional tubes located after the first lon-
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gitudinal sampling (4 X0) allowing the measurement of individual shower positions. The
gamma catcher is a ring of eight individual lead-scintillator calorimeter modules at each
end of OPAL with a thickness of 7 X0. The gamma catcher fills in the gap in coverage be-
tween the upper edge of the forward calorimeter and the inner blocks of the EE. Although
non-containing this calorimeter it plays an important role in ensuring the hermeticity of
OPAL.

The SW luminometer [92] consists of two cylindrical calorimeters installed around the
LEP beam pipe at ±2389 mm from the interaction point. The detector was designed to
measure the position and energy of electrons produced in small–angle Bhabha scattering
in order to determine the luminosity of the LEP beams with a precision exceeding 10-3 [93].
Each calorimeters consists of 19 layers of silicon wafers sandwiched between tungsten ab-
sorber plates. The calorimeters cover the angular region between 62 and 142 mm from
the beam axis (between 26 and 60 mrad). In preparation for the high energy running at
LEP2 tungsten shields designed to protect the tracking detectors from synchrotron radi-
ation were installed around the beam pipe. The shields, 5 mm thick and 334 mm long,
present roughly 50 radiation lengths to particles originating from the interaction region,
almost completely absorbing electromagnetically showering particles between 26 and 33
mrad from the beam axis.

For the reconstruction of the energy flow in the events only showers having a minimum
energy of 100 MeV in the barrel and 250 MeV in the endcaps are considered . Higher
thresholds of 5 GeV (GC) and 2 GeV (FD and SW) are used in the forward detectors.

4.3 The time of flight systems

Two sets of scintillation counters provide time–of–flight information in the barrel and in
the endcaps. In the barrel the time-of-flight system covers the region |cos θ| < 0.82. It
consists of 160 scintillation counters located just outside the solenoid coil. For the LEP2
running phase a time–of–flight system has been installed also in the endcaps [94], cover-
ing angles down to 43 mrad from the beam direction. A different technique is adopted
to avoid dead spaces: thin scintillating tiles are readout through embedded wavelength
shifting fibers. In the polar angle region between the 200 mrad limit of the pole tip hadron
calorimeter (described later in section 4.4) and 43 mrad, the scintillating tiles (which later
are briefly called MIP–plug detector) can be used to extend the angular range for detect-
ing minimum ionising particles. In this angular range the existing system of small angle
calorimeters (described in section 4.2) is sensitive only to electrons and photons.

The time of flight systems are not directly used in the analysis presented in this thesis,
since cosmic rays do not represent a dangerous background due to the high multiplicity
requirement. However the time of flight systems play an important role at the trigger
level, providing redundant information in addition to the track and energy triggers.

4.4 Hadronic calorimeters and muon detectors.

The hadron calorimeter measures the energy of hadrons emerging from the electromag-
netic calorimeter and assists in the identification of muons. It is formed by instrumenting
the iron of the magnet return yoke with layers of limited streamer chambers or thin gap
chambers. The return yoke provides 4 or more interaction lengths of absorber over a solid
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angle of 97% of 4π. The dual role played by the iron constrains the design of the hadron
calorimeter. Further constraints are imposed by the choice of a lead glass electromagnetic
calorimeter. The lead glass and the magnet coil constitute 2.2 interaction lengths of mate-
rial, yielding a large probability of hadronic interactions being initiated in the lead glass.
The hadron calorimeter therefore works as an energy “tail catcher” so that the best mea-
surement of hadron energy is obtained by combining its signals with those from the lead
glass and with the momentum information for charged tracks as explained in section 4.7.
The hadron calorimeter is constructed as a cylindrical barrel surrounding the inner OPAL

detectors, two outer end caps and two pole tips (inner end caps). The pole tip hadron
calorimeter complements the barrel and endcap ones by extending the solid angle cover-
age from |cos θ| = 0.91 to 0.99. For the reconstruction of the energy flow of the event only
the hadron calorimeter clusters which have an energy deposit larger than 600 MeV, and
the pole tip clusters with energies above 2 GeV are considered.

The entire hadron calorimeter is surrounded by the muon detector. Of the full solid
angle, 93% is covered by at least one layer of detectors. Over most of this solid angle the
amount of material that a particle has to traverse exceeds 1.3 m of iron equivalent (7 inter-
action lengths for pions). This is required to reduce the probability of a pion not interacting
to less than 10-4. Muon identification relies on extrapolating the track seen in the central
detector through the absorber, allowing for energy loss and multiple Coulomb scattering,
and looking in the muon detector for a track matching both in position and angles. The
positional and angular accuracies of the muon detector are designed to be less than the
uncertainties due to multiple Coulomb scattering at the highest possible LEP2 energy and
are about 2 mm and 3 mrad respectively. Muons with less than 2 GeV/c momentum nearly
always range out in the absorber, while those with more than 3 GeV/c momentum usu-
ally penetrate to the muon detector. Some of the stopping muons may be identified in the
hadron calorimeters. Hadrons can fake the signature of a muon either through decays in
flight or punch–through. The two processes constitute the main background to prompt
muons at low and high momenta respectively.

4.5 Trigger, data acquisition and offline processing

The function of the data acquisition (DAQ) system [95] in OPAL is to read out the data of
each subdetector, to merge all the informations corresponding to a single interaction and
to record the event. Bunch crossings in LEP occur every 22.2 µs but the DAQ electronics
are not fast enough to read out at such a frequency. Thus an event trigger is required, in
order to reduce the data flow. In addition, the DAQ system performs monitoring tasks
to verify the performance of the detector and the quality of the data and computes the
calibration constants later used in the event reconstruction. It also monitors the operation
parameters of the detector and provides automatic exchange of monitoring information
between OPAL and LEP.

The DAQ system is implemented as a hierarchical system. At the lowest level is the
readout electronics, which is located in crates implementing different protocols, but all
read out through VME systems, which also perform data reduction as pedestal subtrac-
tion, zero–suppression and pulse shape analysis. The data from different subdetectors (or
different part of the same subdetector) are then collected, synchronised and merged in an
event builder. This readout procedure is started from a trigger using fast signals from
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some of the subdetectors. The event builder then forwards events to the filter [96], which
performs the tasks of thorough monitoring and of classification of events based on a partial
event reconstruction. The filter is also normally used as a second–level software trigger to
reject obvious backgrounds which are accepted by the first–level hardware trigger, like in-
teractions of off–momentum electrons with the beam pipe, cosmic rays and detector noise.

The trigger decision is based on informations from the track–trigger processor, which
combines the signals of the vertex chamber and the jet chamber, time–of–flight detectors,
electromagnetic calorimeter, muon detector and forward detectors. A complete descrip-
tion of the OPAL trigger system can be found in [97]. The different subdetectors provide
independent trigger signals which are put together by a central trigger logic. The subde-
tector signals are of two types: direct trigger signals based on a single detector component
such as total energy or track multiplicity with relatively high thresholds, and coincidence
trigger signals based on the presence of lower threshold signals in spatial coincidence from
two or more subdetector components. For this purpose each subdetector contributing to
the trigger decision is divided into a 6 × 24 θφ matrix of overlapping bins in polar and
azimuthal angles. The matrix provides spatial correlations of hits within and between
subdetectors.

A positive trigger decision requires the presence of a predefined combination of di-
rect and coincidence signals. These combinations are programmed into the central trigger
logic. The high redundancy of trigger signals in all physics channels enables OPAL to trig-
ger with high efficiency while keeping the rate from backgrounds and detector noise at a
manageable level. The efficiency for selecting hadronic Z0 decays has been studied using
independent subsets of the signals used in the final trigger decision and found to be greater
than 99.9%. Given the high mass of the W boson and the fact that decay multiplicities de-
pend only logarithmically on the invariant mass of the hadronic system it is assumed that
the trigger is fully efficient also for the single W production process studied in this the-
sis. This assumption relies on the requirements of a high track multiplicity and of a large
energy deposit in the electromagnetic calorimeter in the event selection presented in chap-
ter 6, and is supported from trigger studies on simulated events. Further support comes
from the study of the trigger efficiency for jet events produced in γγ collisions [98]: apart
from the high missing transverse momentum these events have the same multiplicity and
kinematics of the qq′eνe events in the low hadronic mass region, where the W boson is
produced off–shell.

The events selected by the filter are passed to a farm of workstations which performs
after a short time delay the reconstruction of physical quantities, such as track trajectories
and energy deposits, starting from the digitised data. The time delay is necessary for
computing calibration constants used in the event reconstruction. The reconstruction is
performed by a set of FORTRAN routines known collectively as ROPE [99]: most of the
routines handle individual subdetectors, while others have a more general scope, such as
merging tracks from different detector components or performing particle identification.

Monte Carlo programs for detector simulation are an essential tool in understanding
and analysing data from large experiments in high energy physics. The OPAL experiment
uses a Monte Carlo program called GOPAL [100] based on the GEANT [101] simulation
package, which provides a framework for the definition of the detector geometry, and con-
trols the tracking of particles through this geometry using well–tested routines to simulate
interactions. Simulated events are then subjected to the same reconstruction and analysis
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procedure applied to the real data, the only difference being that for Monte Carlo events
information concerning the original particle content and the association between hits and
particles is also available.

4.6 Lepton identification

Efficient lepton rejection is one of the important tools for the selection of the single W signal
described in chapter 6. Leptons from the W+W− → qq′`ν` process are generally isolated
and can be identified with criteria already used at LEP1 for the selection of leptonic decays
of the Z0. More difficult is the identification of those leptons which are close in angle with
one of the hadronic jets from the W decay. Here the criteria developed for identifying
leptons from the decay of heavy quarks are used.

Isolated electrons and muons from the leptonic decay of W bosons are identified as
in [102]. A track is considered as an electron candidate requiring a tight match (within
±1◦) between the φ coordinate measured by the tracking system and the calorimeter, re-
moving tracks consistent with photon conversions and requiring the ionisation energy
loss dE/dx and the ratio between the energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter
and the track momentum to be compatible with the expectation for an electron. Reject-
ing candidates with significant associated hadronic activity beyond the electromagnetic
calorimeter further enhances the purity of the electron signal (hits are allowed only in the
first two layers of the hadron calorimeter). A muon candidate is a track which has either
two associated hits in the muon chambers or associated hits in at least four layers of the
hadron calorimeter (with a maximum average of two associated hits per layer, and at least
one hit in one of the last three layers of the calorimeter): a hit is considered associated to
the track if the difference in the φ coordinate is smaller than 4◦. The energy deposit in the
electromagnetic calorimeter associated to the track is required to be smaller than 3 GeV in
the barrel and in the endcaps, and smaller than 5 GeV in the transition region.

Electrons contained within jets are identified using an artificial neural network origi-
nally developed for b physics studies at the Z0 peak [103]. Six variables are used as input
to the network: the momentum and polar angle of the track, the energy-momentum ratio,
E/|p|, the number of electromagnetic calorimeter blocks contributing to the energy mea-
surement, the ionisation energy dE/dx and its error. Two additional input variables are
used in the endcaps: the differences ∆θ and ∆φ between the angles measured by the track-
ing system and the electromagnetic calorimeter. Photon conversion candidates are rejected
by another neural network algorithm, using spatial matching, invariant mass and momen-
tum information of the electron candidate and an oppositely charged partner track. Back-
ground to prompt electrons identified by this algorithm consists of misidentified hadrons,
untagged photon conversions and a small number of electrons from Dalitz decays of light
mesons. They can be studied using tagged samples of π± from K0

s and 3–prong τ± decays.
Efficiencies can be measured using e± from photon conversions identified in the tracking
detectors.

Criteria for the identification of muons within hadronic jets are discussed in [104].
Track segments are reconstructed in the four–layer external muon chambers indepen-
dently of tracks found in the central detectors. The central tracks are extrapolated through
the material and magnetic field of the detector to the muon chambers. The presence of a
matching segment and the quality of the positional match between the extrapolated track
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and the muon segment are used to identify muons. The angular separation at the point of
closest approach of the extrapolation to the segment is evaluated in φ and θ. A matching
parameter, χpos, is constructed by adding these differences in quadrature, first normalising
each by its expected error. This error includes both reconstruction and multiple scattering
uncertainties. Muon candidates are selected by requiring χpos < 3, considering only the
best matched muon segment for each central track, and only the best matched central track
for each muon segment. Finally, the measured dE/dx is required to be consistent with a
muon. This latter requirement rejects 60% of charged kaon tracks otherwise misidentified
as muons, and removes only 4% of prompt muons. Muon pair events from decay of the
Z0 and from two–photon collisions can be used to study the accuracy of the modelling of
the efficiency in the Monte Carlo. As for the case of electrons, backgrounds can be studied
with tagged π± samples.

Identification of the τ leptons is a difficult task in a hadronic environment. Several
packages for τ identification [105] have been developed, but they are either suited to low
multiplicity events or to isolated τ ’s. Some of the τ ’s may be identified as electrons or
muons if they undergo a leptonic decay and the resulting energy of the lepton is high
enough: the lepton identification criteria described above become inefficient below 2 GeV.
Final states containing hadronically decaying τ ’s are better identified using the global
event properties, as done for the W+W− → qq′τντ channel [106], rather than by tagging
the τ ’s themselves. For these reasons in the analysis described in chapter 6 none of the
available τ identification packages is used and only a veto on the events identified as
W+W− → qq′τντ is applied.

Direct measurements of efficiencies and purities of the lepton identification criteria
cannot be repeated at LEP2 given the smallness of the data samples. The inefficiency in-
troduced by the lepton veto on the single W signal can be measured directly on the data
using the tagged samples of hadronic W decays. A systematic error is assigned to take
into account the statistical precision of the test and eventual discrepancies between data
and simulation. The systematic uncertainties assigned in the quoted literature for the ef-
ficiency and the purity of the lepton identification criteria in the LEP1 analyses introduce
negligible systematic errors.

4.7 Energy flow measurement

In hadronic final states charged particles carry about two thirds of the total energy. In
the OPAL detector they are measured with better momentum and angular resolutions by
the central tracking devices than by the calorimeters, with the exception of high energy
electrons. To obtain the total visible energy in the events or the energy of a jet the en-
ergy from charged particles must be added to that of the neutral ones measured in the
calorimeters, avoiding double counting. Naively double counting can be avoided just by
using calorimeter clusters not associated to tracks. Due to overlapping showers in the
core of jets this is not an optimal method to estimate the energy of a jet. To estimate the
total visible energy of the events as well as the momentum of jets an algorithm [107] is
employed which uses the average response of the calorimeters to hadronic tracks. The
energy deposited in clusters not associated to any tracks is added to the energy of charged
particles, all assumed to have the pion mass. For clusters associated to tracks only the frac-
tion of energy which exceeds the expected energy deposit of a pion with a corresponding
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momentum is used to calculate the energy flow. Correction factors are applied to the en-
ergy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters to take into account their
different energy response to hadrons, as explained in [108]. This algorithm is not applied
to tracks identified as electrons or muons, which have energy deposits in the calorime-
ters different from those of pions. If a track is identified as an electron the energy in the
electromagnetic calorimeter is not corrected, whereas for muons the energy deposit in the
calorimeters is assumed to be that of a minimum ionising particle. The energy deposited
in the forward detectors is added to the total visible energy of the events without applying
any correction. The resolution of this algorithm for the measurement of the visible energy
in the events can be extracted from a fit to the invariant mass spectrum of jet pairs in events
collected at the Z0 peak shown in figure 4.5f: the width of the peak is dominated by the
energy resolution of the detector and is of ∼ 9 GeV corresponding to a resolution of 10%,
better than what expected from the intrinsic response of the OPAL calorimeters to hadrons.

4.8 Detector calibration with Z0 data

At the beginning of each year of LEP2 data taking the detector is calibrated with a short
run on the Z0 peak. Approximately 1.0 pb-1 2.1 pb-1 and 3.1 pb-1 were collected in the 1996,
1997 and 1998 LEP2 running periods. These high statistics samples (containing approxi-
mately 9 103 muonic and 2 105 hadronic decays of the Z0) are used to control the alignment
and to calculate the calibration constants of the various subdetectors. These detector pa-
rameters are then checked during the high energy running. The validity of the simulation
program used in the various LEP2 analyses can be cross checked on these samples, since
the event generator simulating Z0 decays is tuned on the much larger LEP1 data set. Any
discrepancy between the simulation and the data observed on these Z0 samples is there-
fore assumed to be due to inaccuracies in the detector simulation program and treated as
a possible source of systematic error for the LEP2 analyses.

For the analysis described in this thesis it is interesting to check that measured jet ener-
gies and angles and missing transverse momentum are correctly reproduced in the Monte
Carlo samples. Two jets events are identified in a sample of hadronic Z0 decays selected as
in [109] requiring a value of the thrust [110] parameter larger than 0.8 and the y23 parame-
ter in the Durham [111] recombination scheme smaller than 0.02, y23 being the value of the
jet resolution parameter at which the event classification changes from 3 to 2 jets.

The distributions of the following quantities in the Z0 data and in the corresponding
Monte Carlo simulation are then compared:

• the acoplanarity of the two jets, defined as the complement to 180◦ of the angle be-
tween the two jets in the plane transverse to the beam axis. This quantity is expected
to have a distribution sharply peaked at zero, with a width dominated by detector
resolution effects.

• the estimated uncertainty on the acoplanarity, computed through error propagation
from an estimate of the error on the jets momenta.

• the sum of the cosine of the polar angles of the two jets. Also this quantity should
peak at zero, with a width dominated by the detector resolution.

• the missing transverse momentum.
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• the sum of the energies of the two jets and their invariant mass. These two quantities
should give a distribution peaked at the centre–of–mass energy. Their width is a
measurement of the energy resolution of the detector.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of acoplanarity angle (a), of its error (b), of their ratio(c), of sum of
the polar angles of the jets (d), of the missing transverse momentum (e) and of the sum of
the energies of the jets ( f ) for the 1997 Z0 data. The points shown the data and the thick
line the Monte Carlo sample after applying the smearing procedure described in the text.
The hatched region indicates the allowed range of variation of the smearing parameters.

The Monte Carlo gives a good description of the data, though closer investigation in-
dicates that all distributions are slightly wider in the data than in the Monte Carlo. This
discrepancy is attributed to inaccuracies of the detector simulation program. The kine-
matic quantities used in the event selection are therefore smeared in the Monte Carlo in
order to obtain a better description of the data. The smearing procedure consists in adding
small corrections to the kinematic quantities used in the event selection. The smeared dis-
tribution of the kinematic quantities used in the analysis are shown in figure 4.5. Eventual
systematic errors associated with this procedure can be assessed by varying the size of the
applied corrections within the range allowed by the Z0 data: the systematic error is eval-
uated by multiplying the smearing parameters by a factor which is varied between 0 (no
smearing) and 1.5 or 2 depending on the measured quantity. The corresponding variation
is indicated by the grey band in figure 4.5.
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For some of the measured quantities (the θ jet and φjet angles of the jets, the invariant
mass of the jet pair Mjj) the corrections applied in the smearing procedure consist in a shift,
µ, of the distribution and an additional correction extracted randomly from a gaussian
distribution. The variance, σ2, of this distribution is obtained as the difference between
the variances of the data and Monte Carlo distributions (estimated either from the RMS of
the distributions or from a gaussian fit).

A simple multiplicative scaling factor f is instead applied to the remaining measured
quantities (the error on the φ angles of jets σφ, used to estimate the error on the acopla-
narity, and the missing transverse momentum ). This scaling factor is the ratio of the mean
values of the distribution of the measured quantities in the Z0 data and in the Monte Carlo.

Measured Shift Width Scale Range for
quantity (µ) (σ) ( f ) systematic

errors
Data taken at

√
s = 161 and 172 GeV

φjet −0.015◦ 0.39◦ 0–1.5
θjet 0.09◦ 0.35◦ 0–1.5
Mjj 700 MeV 3.8 GeV 0–1.5
σφ 1.006 0–2
6pT 1.097 0–2
Data taken at

√
s = 183 GeV

φjet −0.015◦ 0.33◦ 0–1.5
θjet −0.006◦ 0.43◦ 0–1.5
Mjj 140 MeV 2.6 GeV 0–1.5
σφ 1.005 0–2
6pT 1.069 0–2
Data taken at

√
s = 189 GeV

φjet −0.008◦ 0.38◦ 0–1.5
θjet −0.005◦ 0.36◦ 0–1.5
Mjj 620 MeV 2.8 GeV 0–1.5
σφ 1.005 0–2
6pT 1.067 0–2

Table 4.1: Parameters used in the smearing procedure for the Monte Carlo events cor-
responding to the different LEP2 data sets. Only the average values of the parameters is
shown, the actual smearing procedure using different values depending on the polar angle
of the jets.

The angular dependence of the smearing parameters is studied dividing the Z0 sample
in 5 angular bins: two for the barrel, one for the transition region between barrel and end-
caps, and two for the endcaps. The energy dependence of the required correction factors
has been studied in [112] and found to be negligible. The average smearing parameters
for the different observables used in the event selection are given in table 4.1. The width
of the smearing gaussians should be compared with the measured jet angular resolutions
(1.65◦ in φ and 1.25◦ in θ) and the width of the invariant mass distribution of jet pairs (∼ 10
GeV). The applied corrections imply that the angular resolutions are underestimated in the
Monte Carlo by at most 1.5% in φ and 6.5% in θ and the jet pair invariant mass resolution
by 3.4%.
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The largest discrepancies between the Monte Carlo and Z0 data are seen for the 1996
sample in the distribution of the cosine of the polar angle of the jets and for the missing
transverse momentum. Both are due to a problem in the simulation of the response of
the hadronic calorimeter, which was fixed for the 1997 simulation. Therefore the required
correction for 1997 and 1998 are smaller.

4.9 LEP operation

Since 1996 the LEP accumulation ring is operated above the threshold for pair produc-
tion of W bosons. To compensate the energy lost through synchrotron radiation (which
grows like the fourth power of the beam energy) superconducting cavities have been in-
stalled during various shutdown periods of the machine, allowing a gradual increase of
the centre–of–mass energy. In July 1996 LEP was operated for 5 weeks with nominal beam
energies of 80.65 GeV, and luminosities between 10 and 12 pb-1 were delivered to the four
LEP experiments. Following the installation of additional superconducting cavities beam
energies of 86 GeV were reached in October 1996, and 11 pb-1 delivered to the experi-
ments. The maximum instantaneous luminosity achieved in 1996 was 3.4 1031 cm-2s-1 for
beam currents of 4–6 mA, running most of the time with 4 × 4 bunches in the machine.
The main limitation during this running period was the stability of the RF system.

After the addition of other superconducting cavities LEP run in 1997 mostly with beam
energies of 91.5 GeV. Depending on the state of the RF system some fills were taken at
slightly lower beam energies. The luminosity was typically a factor 2 higher than in 1996,
and given the longer running period more than 60 pb-1 were delivered to the LEP exper-
iments. The increase in luminosity was obtained through higher beam currents and re-
duced beam size at the interaction points. In 1998 the beam energy was raised to 94.5 GeV
and a new optics was used. This allowed to store higher currents in the machine, which
together with reduced betatron functions at the interaction points gave higher luminosities
(peak values of the luminosities reached 1032 cm-2s-1). The average total delivered lumi-
nosity to the four LEP experiments reached almost 200 pb-1 at the end of the data taking
period.

The energy of the beams is measured during the fills using NMR probes installed in
some of the accelerator magnets. Outside of physics fills the total bending field of the
dipoles is measured with a flux loop method. These two methods provides mostly a check
of the stability of the magnetic field of the machine. To set the absolute energy scale the
method of resonant depolarisation [113] was used in 1997 to measure the beam energy
at four different points between 40 and 55 GeV, and one additional point at 60 GeV was
measured in 1998. An error of 20–30 MeV is assigned to the beam energy, to allow for
uncertainties in the extrapolation from 60 to 94.5 GeV. This represents a negligible source
of systematic error for the analysis described in this thesis. In addition to the absolute
energy of the beams also the energy spread at the interaction points has been measured. It
rises from 105 MeV for

√
s = 161 GeV to 170 MeV at

√
s = 189 GeV.

4.10 Machine backgrounds

The detector simulation program reproduces correctly the response of the OPAL detector,
as discussed in section 4.5 and 4.8. However it does not contain a simulation of back-
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grounds generated by the presence of the circulating beams in the machine. These back-
grounds have two different origins: there is a component of synchrotron radiation emit-
ted by the beams when passing through the quadrupoles of the focusing system and a
component of off–momentum beam particles. These backgrounds can be estimated using
random beam crossing triggers which are normally collected during data taking at a rate
of approximately 0.25 Hz.

The synchrotron radiation component of the background is greatly reduced by the
presence of collimators and shielding masks. The detectors mostly affected by this type of
background are the vertex detector and the central jet chamber. Whenever there is a strong
component of synchrotron radiation background originating mostly from problems in the
steering of the beams, the chambers are flooded with hits at small radii, spread all along
the length of the detector. This can cause a problem to the pattern recognition programs
and therefore such events are usually rejected at the filter level, unless there is substantial
activity in the detector at large polar angles. Usually such bad beam conditions are recog-
nised by the shift and/or the LEP operation crew and corrected, without causing data
losses.

The off–momentum background was instead a major problem during OPAL operation
in 1997. The configuration of the focusing system is such that off–momentum electrons
of around 20 GeV are focused and hit the detector in the forward calorimeters. The off–
momentum electrons originated mostly in beam–gas collisions in one of the copper RF
cavities due to poor vacuum conditions. The additional energy deposited in the forward
calorimeters causes a data loss if it exceeds a threshold which is in use in the analysis.
Losses of up to 5% of the data have been observed in analyses which make use of tight
energy cuts in FD and/or SW.

centre–of–mass energy (GeV)
161 172 183 189

(5.24 ± 0.21) 10−3 (2.55 ± 0.17) 10−3 (3.10 ± 0.11) 10−3 (1.36 ± 0.05) 10−3

Table 4.2: Efficiency losses for the vetoes on the energy deposits in the forward detectors
caused by beam related backgrounds as measured with random beam crossings.

In the analysis loose cuts are applied on the energy deposits in FD and SW, to avoid
possible dependencies on the correct modelling of the transverse momentum of the ISR
photons in the e+e− → qq′e−νe process. Events with energy deposits in FD or SW com-
patible with those expected from radiative Z0 production are rejected. The cut on the
largest energy deposit is placed 6 GeV below the photon energy calculated assuming two
body kinematics. The resulting loss of efficiency estimated using random beam crossing
triggers is given in table 4.2. For the four data sets considered the efficiency loss is smaller
than 0.5%, and the uncertainty on this number causes a negligible systematic error.

For some of the quantities used in the event selection a correction is applied to take into
account the presence of beam related backgrounds. These corrections, listed in table 4.3,
affect only a tiny fraction of the events. They are obtained from the distribution of the
quantities measured in random beam crossing events. A systematic error is assigned to
this procedure by removing and doubling the correction.
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Measured quantity Fraction of Correction to
events affected to applied

Data taken at
√
s = 161 GeV

Number of tracks (0.062 ± 0.007)% +1.4
Fraction of good tracks (1.31 ± 0.04 )% +0.022
EECal/

√
s (1.05 ± 0.03 )% +0.007

Maximum energy deposit in FD (4.95 ± 0.06 )% +16.6 GeV
Maximum energy deposit in SW (5.04 ± 0.06 )% +18.9 GeV
Data taken at

√
s = 172 GeV

Number of tracks (0.048 ± 0.008)% +2.4
Fraction of good tracks (0.51 ± 0.02 )% +0.054
EECal/

√
s (1.07 ± 0.03 )% +0.006

Maximum energy deposit in FD (2.02 ± 0.05 )% + 7.2 GeV
Maximum energy deposit in SW (1.60 ± 0.04 )% +24.3 GeV
Data taken at

√
s = 183 GeV

Number of tracks (0.122 ± 0.007)% +2.0
Fraction of good tracks (1.05 ± 0.02 )% +0.061
EECal/

√
s (1.42 ± 0.02 )% +0.007

Maximum energy deposit in FD (1.55 ± 0.02 )% + 6.7 GeV
Maximum energy deposit in SW (3.75 ± 0.04 )% +24.3 GeV
Data taken at

√
s = 189 GeV

Number of tracks (0.130 ± 0.005)% +2.2
Fraction of good tracks (1.13 ± 0.02 )% +0.071
EECal/

√
s (1.00 ± 0.01 )% +0.010

Maximum energy deposit in FD (0.82 ± 0.01 )% + 5.8 GeV
Maximum energy deposit in SW (0.66 ± 0.01 )% +35.2 GeV

Table 4.3: Corrections applied to the Monte Carlo events corresponding to the different
LEP2 data sets to take into account beam related backgrounds.

4.11 Luminosity measurement

The integrated luminosity is measured using small-angle Bhabha scattering events recorded
in the forward calorimetry. The primary detector is the silicon–tungsten luminometer.
Bhabha scattering events are selected by requiring a high energy cluster in each end of
the detector, using asymmetric acceptance cuts. The energy in each calorimeter has to be
at least half the beam energy, and the average energy has to be at least three quarters of
the beam energy. The two highest energy clusters are required to be back-to-back in φ,
(|φR − φL| − π) < 200 mrad, where φR and φL are the azimuthal angles of the cluster in
the right– and left–hand calorimeter respectively. They are also required to be collinear,
by placing a cut on the difference between the radial positions, ∆R = |RR − RL| < 25 mm,
where RR and RL are the radial coordinates of the clusters on a plane approximately 7
radiation lengths into the calorimeter. This cut, corresponding to an acollinearity angle
of about 10.4 mrad, effectively defines the acceptance for single–photon radiative events,
thus reducing the sensitivity of the measurement to the detailed energy response of the
calorimeter.

The error on the luminosity measurement is dominated by data statistics for
√
s = 161–
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172 GeV, and by systematics for the high statistics samples collected at
√
s = 183 and 189

GeV. The largest systematic uncertainty arises from theoretical knowledge of the cross-
section (0.25%), with detector effects amounting to a further 0.20%–0.25% at the different
energies. The integrated luminosities of the data samples used in the analysis presented
in this thesis are given in table 4.4. The quoted values include the correction for the inef-
ficiency caused by the veto on the energy deposits in the forward detectors, as discussed
in section 4.10, and by status cuts used to ensure that all the detector components used in
the analysis are fully functional. Also given are the luminosity–weighted centre–of–mass
energies for the three data sets.

Nominal Integrated Average
energy luminosity centre–of–mass energy
161 (9.95±0.05) pb-1 (161.34±0.06) GeV
172 (10.31±0.06) pb-1 (172.02±0.06) GeV
181–184 (56.79±0.25) pb-1 (182.68±0.05) GeV
189 (173.96±0.39) pb-1 (188.64±0.04) GeV

Table 4.4: Integrated luminosities and luminosities–weighted centre–of–mass energies for
the data sets used for the analysis.
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Differences between W pair and single W production, which both contribute to the qq ′eνe

final state in e+e− collisions, have been discussed qualitatively in chapter 3. It was shown
that the single W contribution to the cross section can be enhanced by requiring that the
electron is scattered at small angles with respect to the direction of the incoming beams.
This selects events with a high probability of being produced through the t–channel dia-
grams, which have a higher sensitivity to the ∆κγ coupling with respect to the s–channel
diagrams.

The discussion of chapter 3 is continued using Monte Carlo studies performed with
different programs. These studies are performed at the generator level, using the four–
momenta of the fermions as given by the Monte Carlo programs and ignoring detector res-
olution, selection efficiency and background effects. The settings used in different Monte
Carlo programs are briefly summarised in section 5.1. Differences between W pair and
single W production are discussed in section 5.2, where simple kinematic cuts to separate
the two processes are derived. Interference effects between s– and t–channel diagrams are
described in section 5.3. The dependence of the total cross section for qq ′eνe production
from anomalous couplings is investigated in section 5.4, where possible differences among
different event generators are also considered. Finally, the use of kinematic information of
the events compatible with single W production in the extraction of TGC’s is studied in
section 5.5.

5.1 Parameters settings in different Monte Carlo programs

The qq′eνe final state is simulated using three of the Monte Carlo programs listed in ta-
ble 3.1: grc4f [73], KORALW [74] and EXCALIBUR [75]. A fourth program, ERATO [76], is
used only in this chapter to calculate total cross sections and their dependence on TGC’s.

The following set of input parameters is used in grc4f and KORALW for the calculation
of the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section in the phase space region dominated by single W
production: mW = 80.33 GeV/c2, ΓW = 2.093 GeV/c2, mZ0 = 91.1887 GeV/c2, αem = 1/135.0.
The Gµ scheme is used for setting the remaining initial parameters. In this scheme the
weak mixing angle is a derived quantity,

sin2θW = 1 − m2
W/m2

Z0 = 0.22398,

and the weak couplings of the W and Z bosons are obtained from the Fermi constant GF.
For EXCALIBUR and ERATO a different approach is used, as these two programs do not
implement the Gµ scheme. To ensure that all couplings of fermions to the weak bosons
assume the same values as in grc4f and KORALW, the weak mixing angle is fixed at
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sin2θW = 0.21862 for αem = 1/135.0. Naive QCD corrections are included in all programs
and the strong coupling constant is set to αS(mZ0) = 0.12. The width of the W boson in
propagators is assumed to depend on the centre–of–mass energy like ΓW

√
s/mWc2 in grc4f

and KORALW, while it is fixed at ΓW in EXCALIBUR and ERATO. In grc4f and KORALW
quark masses and mixing angles are taken into account, while EXCALIBUR and ERATO

implement only massless matrix elements.
The value αem(4m2

W) = 1/128.07 is used in all programs when the total cross section
for the e+e− → qq′e−νe process is calculated without kinematic cuts. This value is better
suited for the description of the s–channel diagrams which dominate this cross section. In
EXCALIBUR and ERATO this requires that for the weak mixing angle the value sin2θW =
0.230456 is used.

5.2 Cuts for isolating the single W signal

The different contributions to the CC20 cross section have already been discussed in sec-
tion 3.1. The differences between the contributions from s– and t–channel diagrams are
shown for the most relevant distributions in figures 5.1a–5.1c, using a set of qq′eνe events
generated at

√
s = 184 GeV with the grc4f Monte Carlo.

The first of this figures shows the distribution of the cosine of the polar angle of the
final state electron, cosθe− . The contribution from the t–channel diagrams is concentrated
essentially in the last bin of the histogram, at cosθe− > 0.98. Below this value the cross
section is completely dominated by W pair production. The resonant behaviour of single
W production is evident from figures 5.1b and 5.1c. While the s–channel diagrams have a
peak in both combinations of invariant masses from final state fermions corresponding to
the decays of the two W bosons, meν and mqq′ , the t–channel diagrams do not show any
enhancement in the meν spectrum. As a function of mqq′ the cross section shows a large
enhancement at small invariant masses in addition to the peak at mqq′ ≈ mW, due to the
contribution from the multiperipheral diagrams (numbers 13 and 14 in figure 3.1).

In the region cosθe− > 0.98 the t–channel diagrams contribute more than 90% to the
cross section (figure 5.1c). The residual contamination from W pair production is clearly
visible as a small peak around 60 GeV/c in the distribution of the total momentum of the
quark pair in figure 5.4b. This contamination could be in principle reduced by applying
a tight cut on the angle of the outgoing electron. This strategy is adopted in the ALEPH

and L3 analyses, where the angular cut on the electron is used for the signal definition.
The event selection described in chapter 6 does not apply any cut on the scattering angle
of the electron. The requirement cosθe− > 0.98 is used in here and in chapter 6 only for
illustrative purposes. In section 5.4 this cut is used to compare different Monte Carlo pro-
grams and to show the different sensitivity of the single W process to anomalous couplings
compared to that of the e+e− → W+W− process.

The cross sections computed by different event generators are compared in table 5.1
for the four different centre–of–mass energies considered in the analysis, using the simple
requirement on the cosine of the polar angle of the electron, cosθe− > 0.98, to select the
phase space region dominated by single W production. An additional requirement on the
cosine of the polar angle of both quarks, |cosθq| < 0.98, is applied to avoid problems in
massless Monte Carlo programs due to the divergence in the multiperipheral diagrams.
Differences between the various event generators are largest at the W pair production
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Figure 5.1: Differential cross section with respect to cosθe− (a), meν (b) and mqq′ (c, re-
stricted to the range cosθe− > 0.98). The hatched histograms indicate the contribution
from the t–channel diagrams. The upper part of each plot contains the distribution of the
interference term normalised to the differential cross section calculated using the full set
of four–fermion histograms. This interference term is either calculated as a weight on a
event by event basis (line) or subtracting differential distributions of the s– and t–channel
diagrams from the full four–fermion differential distribution (dots).
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threshold,
√
s ≈ 161 GeV, and tend to decrease with increasing centre–of–mass energy.

Program
√
s = 161 GeV

√
s = 172 GeV

√
s = 183 GeV

√
s = 189 GeV

grc4f (202.61±0.14) fb (283.59±0.19) fb (361.79±0.24) fb (417.42±1.42) fb
KORALW (212.22±0.26) fb (294.98±0.28) fb (371.98±0.43) fb (423.07±1.48) fb
EXCALIBUR (217.14±0.18) fb (300.24±0.22) fb (381.51±0.29) fb (427.17±1.50) fb
ERATO (215.64±1.52) fb (297.20±1.24) fb (377.50±1.60) fb (422.71±5.16) fb

Table 5.1: Comparison of the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section for cosθe− > 0.98 at different
centre–of–mass energies,

√
s, for four different Monte Carlo programs.

5.3 Interference effects in the e+e− → qq′e−νe channel

The contribution of the s–channel diagrams and that of the s–t–channel interference should
be considered as backgrounds in the measurement of the t–channel cross section of the
e+e− → qq′e−νe reaction. The interference term is calculated using the Monte Carlo in
two different ways:

• The first consists in generating three sets of events: using the full CC20 matrix ele-
ment, only the s–channel or only the t–channel diagrams. At the level of the total
cross section the interference term is calculated as the difference between the CC20
cross section and the s– and t–channel cross sections. The same procedure can be
applied to differential cross sections, but leads to large uncertainties in regions of the
phase space in which the cross section is small.

• For this reason a second technique, based on event weights and described in ap-
pendix A, is also used. The difference between CC20, s– and t–channel diagrams is
not calculated at the level of cross sections, but on a event by event basis. This last
method avoids large statistical uncertainties which may result from the subtraction
of large numbers, and is better suited to the study of interference effects in differen-
tial distributions.

The interference between s– and t–channel diagrams in the e+e− → qq′e−νe process
gives a negative contribution to the cross section. This contribution is smaller than 1%
relative to the total cross section above the W pair production threshold. Only close to the
W pair production threshold the interference term is not negligible, since it amounts to a
negative contribution of 8% to the total cross section.

For the measurement of the t–channel cross section it is anyhow necessary to study the
effect of the interference term on the accepted cross section. This effect may be larger or
smaller than the values quoted above for the total cross section, which may result from
cancellations between different regions of the phase space. To investigate the effects of in-
terference in the phase space region accepted by the event selection described in chapter 6
two different methods are applied:

• The size of the interference term can be calculated using fully simulated samples of
events generated using all the CC20 diagrams, or only s– and t–subsets of diagrams.
This approach is followed in chapter 8, and gives for the interference term results
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which are compatible with zero within the available Monte Carlo statistics. This
translates into a systematic uncertainty of 0.5% on the cross section measurement.

• To increase the statistical precision of the test, larger Monte Carlo samples are used
and a simplified parametrisation of the detector response and of the selection effi-
ciency are applied, without processing the events through the detector simulation
and reconstruction programs. In this case it is found that the interference term con-
tributes for less than 0.3% to the accepted cross section at the W pair production
threshold and less than 0.1% for

√
s ≥ 170 GeV.

Both methods indicate that the effect of the interference between the s– and t-channel
diagrams is negligible for the t–channel cross section measurement presented in chapter
8. Using similar methods this conclusion is obtained also for the measurement of the
qq′eνe contribution to the e+e− → W+W− cross section well above the W pair production
threshold.

The situation is different when differential cross sections are considered. The
most striking effect of the interference between the s– and t–channel diagrams in the
e+e− → qq′e−νe process is a 70 MeV mass shift in the position of the peak of the invariant
mass of the electron and the neutrino, meν . For meν < mW the interference between s– and
t–channel diagrams is negative, while the opposite happens for meν > mW, as shown in
figure 5.1b. The size of this interference term can be as large as 20% of the cross section for
|meν − mW| ≈ 10 GeV/c2. Integrated over all invariant masses, the positive and negative
interference terms on the two sides on the W peak cancel, giving a total close to zero, as
visible for example in the angular distribution of the electron and the invariant mass of
the quark pair mqq′(figures 5.1a and 5.1c). The presence of this interference term and the
consequent mass shift in the qq′eνe channel have been often neglected in W mass measure-
ments performed at LEP [114], introducing a large systematic error, since the mass shift is
of the same order of magnitude as the desired experimental accuracy of the measurement.

5.4 Dependence of the cross section on TGC’s

The dependence of the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section on the anomalous couplings defined
in section 1.4 has been studied using different Monte Carlo programs. The total cross
section predicted by the EXCALIBUR Monte Carlo for this process at

√
s = 184 GeV as

a function of the ∆κγ and λγ couplings is shown in figures 5.2a and 5.2b, assuming the
SU(2) ⊗ U(1) relations among the couplings and ∆gz

1 = 0. Also shown is the dependence
of the cross section for the process e+e− → qq′µνµ, which can only proceed through the
s–channel diagrams. The curves have been obtained fitting the cross sections obtained for
various values of the couplings with the function

σ(x) = σSM(1 + αx + βx2),

where σSM is the cross section when the couplings assume their SM values, x is one of
the couplings and α and β are the fit parameters. Only linear and quadratic terms are
necessary to describe the dependence of the cross section on TGC’s, since the coupling
parameters enter linearly in the interaction Lagrangian.

If the couplings assume their SM values ∆κγ = λγ = 0, the additional contribution
from the t–channel diagrams increases the cross section of the e+e− → qq′e−νe process by
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≈ 20% for centre–of–mass energies between 180 and 200 GeV with respect to the SM cross
section of the e+e− → qq′µνµ process. The dependence of the total cross section on the ∆κγ

parameter is stronger for the qq′eνe final state than for qq′µνµ, and this is entirely due to
the contribution from the t–channel diagrams. This is made evident by two additional
curves in figures 5.2a and 5.2b which show the contribution to the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross
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Figure 5.2: The total cross section for the qq′eνe and qq′µνµ final states is shown in (a) and
(b) as a function of the ∆κγ and λγ parameters, assuming the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) relations among
TGC’s and ∆gz

1 = 0. Also shown are the contributions to the qq′eνe cross section from
events with cosθe− smaller and larger than 0.98. In (c–g) the ratio of the total cross section
to the SM cross section is shown as a function of the 5 different coupling parameters: ∆κγ ,
λγ , ∆κz, λz and ∆gz

1. In (c–g) the curve for the qq′eνe final state in the region cosθe− < 0.98
overlaps with the curve for the qq′µνµ final state.

section coming from the phase space regions cosθe− < 0.98 and cosθe− > 0.98. The first
of these two phase space regions is dominated by s–channel diagrams. The magnitude
and dependence of the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section on TGC’s in this phase region are
similar to that of the e+e− → qq′µνµ process. The additional contribution to the total cross
section of the e+e− → qq′e−νe process comes entirely from the second phase space region
(cosθe− > 0.98) and is responsible for the different dependence on TGC’s.

These differences are even more clear when the enhancement factor of the cross section
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is studied as a function of the 5 different couplings. The enhancement factor is defined
as the ratio σ(x)/σSM and is shown in figures 5.2c–5.2g for the total e+e− → qq′e−νe and
e+e− → qq′µνµ cross sections, as well as for the contributions to the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross
section from the two angular regions cosθe− < 0.98 and cosθe− > 0.98.

As a function of ∆κγ the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section in the phase space region
cosθe− > 0.98 has a behaviour completely different from all others cross sections. Whereas
all other cross sections have a minimum for ∆κγ ≈ 0.5, the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section
for cosθe− > 0.98 is minimal at ∆κγ = −1, in correspondence of a zero of the amplitude of
the t–channel γW∗ → W fusion diagram (diagram 12 in figure 3.1). In addition, the rate of
variation of the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section for cosθe− > 0.98 for values of ∆κγ close to
the SM is at least 15 times larger than for all other cross sections.

Similar conclusions can be drawn also for the dependence of the cross section on the λγ

coupling, although in this case the minimum of all cross sections occurs always for λγ = 0.
On the contrary when the dependence of the cross section on ∆κz, λz and ∆gz

1 is consid-
ered, it is found that the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section in the cosθe− > 0.98 phase space
region has a small sensitivity, and that the dependence of the total cross section without
phase space cuts is similar to that of the e+e− → qq′µνµ process. This is an expected re-
sult, since the contribution from the t-channel diagram sensitive to the Z0W+W− coupling
(diagram 16 in figure 3.1) is negligible, as discussed in section 3.1. For the measurement
of TGC’s this reduced sensitivity to the Z0W+W− couplings is the largest advantage of the
single W channel, as it allows to avoid the use of the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) relations in the analysis.

These cross section ratio curves allow to extract the sensitivity of the different processes
to the anomalous couplings. For small values of the coupling parameters the quadratic
term in the formula which gives the dependence of the cross section on TGC’s can be
neglected, obtaining σ(x) = σSM(1+αx). Taking the derivative of this formula with respect
to x and inverting it, the error on the coupling which can be achieved from a measurement
of the cross section alone is found to be

∆x = 1/|α|
√

N,

where N is the number of events in the selected sample.
When this formula is applied to the cross section of the e+e− → qq′e−νe process in the

phase space region cosθe− > 0.98, it predicts that the error on ∆κγ scales approximately
as 0.06

√
500/L, where L is the luminosity of the sample in pb-1. For the total W pair

production cross section this error scales instead as 0.14
√

500/L, but it improves by a
factor 3 when informations from differential distributions are included in the fit for the
anomalous couplings. As a result the two final states, W pair and single W, have a similar
sensitivity to the ∆κγ coupling, and this constitutes the main reason for the measurement
of the e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section in the phase space region dominated by single W
production, despite the smallness of the cross section.

For λγ the quadratic term in the expression of the cross section cannot be neglected
and is instead more important than the linear one. In this case the error on the coupling is
found to scale as

∆x = 1/(β
√

N)1/2.

The expected error from the cross section measurement alone scales as 0.43(500/L)1/4 for
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the e+e− → qq′e−νe process in the cosθe− > 0.98 region. For the W pair production cross
section the error scales instead as 0.14(500/L)1/4 and an additional reduction factor of 5
must be considered, to take into account the information from differential distributions.
The analysis of single W production is therefore not competitive for the measurement of
the λγ parameter.

The shape of the cross section as a function of the TGC’s affects also the measurement
error. If the measured cross section is smaller than the SM expectation the statistical errors
will be in general smaller than the values predicted with these simple scaling laws, and
the result will be slightly biased in the ∆κγ < 0 direction. The opposite happens if the
measured cross section is larger than the SM expectation.

The different shape of the cross section curves for ∆κγ and λγ has some consequences
also for the limits on the anomalous couplings which can be obtained from the analysis
of the e+e− → qq′e−νe process in the region dominated by single W production. As a
function of ∆κγ the cross section is symmetric around ∆κγ = −1, and it is smaller than
the SM prediction in the range −2 < ∆κγ < 0. As a function of λγ the cross section is
instead at its minimum if the coupling assumes its SM value λγ = 0 and the cross section
is symmetric around this value.

The consequence of the symmetry of the cross section curve is that there are always
two possible solutions for the couplings, one at ∆κγ and a second one at −(2 + ∆κγ). As a
function of λγ there will be only one solution, λγ = 0 if, due to a statistical fluctuation, the
measured cross section is smaller than the SM one, and two symmetric solutions ±|λγ |
in the opposite case. In the next section it will be shown that these ambiguities can be
resolved using the kinematic distributions of the final state products. Another possibility
is to use the e+e− → W+W− reaction, which has a different functional dependence of the
cross section on the TGC’s.
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Figure 5.3: Ratio of the qq′eνe cross section dependence on the ∆κγ (a) and λγ (b) couplings
in different Monte Carlo programs.

Eventual differences between different event generators in the TGC’s dependence of
the e+e− → qq′eνe cross section have also been considered. Differences between gener-
ators can be as large as 6% in the absolute cross section (table 5.1), due to the different
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treatment of W width and initial state radiation, and to the use of massive or massless
matrix elements. Once the dependence on the anomalous couplings is taken into account,
by dividing each cross section by the SM one, the agreement is better than 3% for all val-
ues of the couplings. As an example ratios of the dependence of the cross section for the
e+e− → qq′e−νe process in the cosθe− > 0.98 phase space region between different Monte
Carlo programs are shown in figure 5.3 as a function of ∆κγ and λγ . Differences in the
dependence of the cross section from the couplings are largest in the region ∆κγ ≈ −1, as
in this case single W production is suppressed and the cross section becomes more sensi-
tive to the detailed description of the multiperipheral process. These differences will be
considered in chapter 9 as a possible source of systematic errors.

5.5 Use of differential distributions in the fit

As discussed in section 2.1, TGC’s are best constrained in the e+e− → W+W− reaction by
measuring the differential cross section and distinguishing different helicities of the pro-
duced W bosons. In practice this requires measuring the differential cross section with
respect to the W production and decay angles. With the statistics collected by the LEP ex-
periments the use of angular distributions improves by a factor larger than 3 the precision
with which the coupling parameters are measured. This suggests to check whether also in
the single W final state differential distributions can be used to improve the constraints on
TGC’s.

In the case of single W production there are no theoretical predictions for the cross
section of different helicity states as a function of the W production angle which could be
used to study the dependence of the kinematic of the qq ′eνe final state from the anomalous
couplings. In analogy with the e+e− → W+W− process it can be assumed that a measure-
ment of the W helicity as a function of the W production angle yields improvements in
the TGC’s fit. One additional variable whose distribution may be affected by TGC’s is the
neutrino momentum, −→pν , which is a related to the helicity of the intermediate W boson
in the γW∗ → W fusion process (diagram 12 in figure 3.1). Since the final state electron
is not detected only the transverse component of −→pν can be measured, assuming it coin-
cides with the missing transverse momentum, 6pT. It is not clear that these variables, the W
production angle, the helicity of the final state W and the missing transverse momentum,
retain the highest sensitivity to anomalous couplings.

It is therefore interesting to investigate the sensitivity of other variables, which exper-
imentally might be measured more precisely. In the qq′eνe events with a kinematic com-
patible with that of single W production, there are at most three independent quantities
which can be measured, assuming that the electron is not detected:

• the cosine of the polar angle of the sum of the two quarks momenta, cosθ jj;

• the total momentum of the two quarks, |pjj|;
• the angle between the up–type quark and the total momentum of the quark pair,

calculated in the rest frame of the two quarks, cosθ∗.

The third of these variables is introduced to measure the W helicity, as in the case of W
pair production. The second possible decay angle, φ∗, cannot be used in the single W
production case, since for unpolarised beams the final state has a rotational symmetry in
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the azimuthal angle. Since the TGC’s introduce terms in the Lagrangian which are pro-
portional to the momentum of the W boson, it is expected that in presence of anomalous
couplings the differential cross section dσ/d|pjj| is enhanced for large values of |pjj|. An
enhancement of similar origin is predicted at large polar angles (small values of |cosθjj|)
for the distribution of the direction of the W boson. These two variables can be combined
into a single one, the transverse momentum of the jet pair, pT

jj . An enhancement of the
distribution of this quantity at large values of pT

jj is expected in presence of anomalous
couplings.

One problem with this set of three variables is that it assumes that up–type quarks can
be distinguished form the down–type quark in the W decay, which in turns requires the
measurement of jet charges in the final state. For quarks other than the b quark, the jet
charge technique is almost totally insensitive to the sign of the quark charge, and therefore
it should be assumed in the analysis that only the absolute values of cosθ jj and cosθ∗ are
measurable in the qq′eνe final state, for kinematic configurations compatible with single
W production. In addition the reconstruction of cosθ∗ requires a Lorentz transformation,
leading to a poor experimental resolution on this quantity. This suggests to replace |cosθ ∗|
with other related quantities which are directly measured, like the polar angles of the two
quarks, cosθj, provided the sensitivity to TGC’s is not reduced. Also in the case of the
polar angles of the jets only the absolute value of cosθj can be used in the fit, since different
quark charges cannot be measured experimentally. The use of cosθ j for the fit used to
extract TGC’s introduces a further complication, since each event contributes two values.
For this reason also simple linear combinations of the angles of the two jets are considered.

From an experimental point of view the simplest method to include the differential
distributions in the procedure to extract the anomalous couplings is that of a binned max-
imum likelihood fit. This allows to take into account all detector resolution and selection
efficiency effects. In the case of two– and three–fold differential cross sections this method
requires large Monte Carlo samples to parametrise the dependence of the accepted cross
section on the anomalous couplings. This may prevent the use of multidimensional distri-
butions in the TGC’s fit and is the reason for searching the minimal set of variables which
has the largest sensitivity to anomalous couplings. This would allow in turn to use one–
dimensional fits or at most two–dimensional fits, without considerable losses of sensitivity.

This method of including the information from differential distributions in the fit for
the anomalous couplings is the only feasible one for the single W kinematic region. The
optimal observable method used for the measurement of TGC’s in the e+e− → W+W−

channel (section 2.2) cannot be applied to the single W case as it requires the availability
of an analytical or numerical expression of the differential cross section with respect to
the measured variables. The differential cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe reaction is
available only in the form of FORTRAN codes (section 3.2), and only differentiated with re-
spect to the momenta of all the final state fermions. To calculate for each event the optimal
observable it would be necessary to perform an integration over the unmeasured vari-
ables, the electron and neutrino momenta. This procedure is unfeasible as it requires long
computation times, even not considering detector resolution effects, which would neces-
sitate an additional convolution of the differential cross section with a detector response
function.

The distributions of the various kinematic quantities considered above for the inclusion
in the TGC’s fit are shown, for events in the single W kinematic region generated at

√
s =
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200 GeV using the grc4f program, in figures 5.4 and 5.5 as a function of the ∆κγ and λγ

parameters respectively, fixing the second coupling at its SM value, ∆gz
1 = 0 and using

for ∆κz and λz the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) relations of section 1.5. All distributions are normalised
to the total cross section as a function of the coupling parameters, in order to be sensitive
only to the shape of the differential cross sections.
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Figure 5.4: Dependence of the differential cross sections on the ∆κγ coupling: (a) shows
the dependence from the angle of the jet pair, |cosθ jj|, (b) and (c) from its total, |pjj|, and
transverse, pT

jj , momentum. In (d) the decay angular distribution of quarks in the W rest
frame, |cosθ∗|, is considered. The angular distribution of quarks, |cosθ j| (2 entries per
event), is shown in (e).

These distributions show clearly that |cosθjj| has a very small sensitivity to the ∆κγ and
λγ couplings. The distribution of |cosθ∗| is instead sensitive to the ∆κγ parameter, while
that of |cosθj| shows some discriminating power for positive values of the λγ coupling. The
reduced sensitivity of these angular distributions to some or all the couplings is mostly due
to the fact that quark charges cannot be accessed experimentally. This problem does not
affect the measurement of |pjj| and of pT

jj which show a much larger sensitivity to TGC’s.
This should allow a reduction of the measurement errors on ∆κγ (mostly for ∆κγ < 0))
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and on λγ .
To quantify these statements a study has been performed using a large set of Monte

Carlo samples of qq′eνe events each corresponding to a total luminosity of 500 pb-1. All
samples have been generated at

√
s = 200 GeV using the grc4f program. Simple kinematic

cuts are applied to emulate the acceptance of the analysis described in chapter 6, but a
100% selection efficiency, perfect detector resolution and absence of background are as-
sumed. This study will be only indicative of the absolute precision which can be achieved
for the measurement of the couplings using data. It is however more reliable for what
concerns relative differences among different types of fits.
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Figure 5.5: Dependence of the differential cross sections on the λγ coupling: (a) shows the
dependence on the angle of the jet pair, |cosθ jj|, (b) and (c) from its total, |pjj|, and transverse,
pT

jj , momentum. In (d) the decay angular distribution of quarks in the W rest frame, |cosθ∗|,
is considered. The angular distribution of quarks, |cosθj| (2 entries per event), is shown in
(e).

For each Monte Carlo sample several extended maximum likelihood fits are performed,
using one–, two– and three–fold differential distributions, comparing the number of events
observed in the various bins with predictions which are functions of ∆κγ and λγ . The like-
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lihood curves obtained in each fit are then used to check that no biases are present in the
procedures and that the error returned by the fit is correctly estimated. Eventual biases
appear as deviations of the average fit results from the SM value, while the errors can
be checked using pull distributions. The pull is the difference between the direct measure-
ment and the expected value, normalised dividing by the estimated error of this difference.
Under the usual assumption of Gaussian errors, pulls should exhibit a normal distribution.
This method allows to compare the resolutions on ∆κγ and λγ expected for fits which use
different kinematic informations. It also allows to assess how often the fit is affected by
the presence of a second minimum.

Examples of the two–dimensional confidence level contours in the (∆κγ ,λγ) plane ob-
tained in one of these simulated experiments are shown in figure 5.6 (a–i) for 9 different
fits. The fit which uses only the total cross section information (figure 5.6a) cannot distin-
guish among the solutions which lie approximately on the ellipse (∆κγ + 1)2 + λγ

2 ≈ 1.
Therefore the allowed region at the 95% confidence level appears as a ring in the (∆κγ ,λγ)
plane. Projected on the ∆κγ axis it leads to two possible solution which occur with sim-
ilar probability. This ambiguity is partially resolved when the kinematic information on
the events is added to the fits. The effect of the inclusion of one of the various kinematic
quantities in a one–dimensional binned likelihood fit is shown in figures 5.6b–f, for the
same simulated experiment. The inclusion of either |pjj| or pT

jj removes almost completely
the above mentioned ambiguity on ∆κγ , whereas the inclusion of angular informations
yields smaller improvements. A similar improvement is also visible for the λγ parame-
ter. The couplings can be further constrained using fits to two– and three–fold differential
distributions, as shown in figures 5.6g–h.

The averages obtained from repeating this procedure for an ensemble of 2343 exper-
iments are shown in table 5.2. If only the total cross section is used in the fit, there are
always two ∆κγ regions which are allowed at the 95% confidence level. The inclusion of
either |pjj| or pT

jj resolves always the ambiguity between the two possible solutions ∆κγ = 0
and ∆κγ ≈ -2 and ensures that the correct SM minimum at ∆κγ = 0 is chosen. The shape
of the likelihood curve is such that there is always only one region allowed at the 95% con-
fidence level. Of all the possible angular variables only |cosθ∗| can be used to resolve the
ambiguity in ∆κγ , although less efficiently than the two momentum variables. If the λγ

parameter is considered instead of ∆κγ , it is found that the distribution of the difference
between the polar angles of the two quarks, |cosθ j1 − cosθj2 |, induces the largest reduction
in the expected measurement error.

Assuming that the statistics of the Monte Carlo sample, which is used for the parametri-
sation of the differential cross section as a function of the couplings, allows only the use of a
single differential cross section, the best suited variable is the transverse momentum of the
jet pair, pT

jj . For the λγ coupling this corresponds to a reduction of 28% in the expected error
and of 18% in the allowed region at the 95% confidence level. Larger improvements can
be achieved with fits which use two– and three–fold differential distributions. The largest
improvement is found when a two dimensional binning in pT

jj and |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | is used,
while adding a third variable, like |cosθ∗|, gives only another modest improvement.

Comparing the expected errors from the fit to the two–dimensional differential distri-
bution with those expected from a fit to the total cross section only it is found that the
expected error on λγ is reduced by a factor 1.8, while the region allowed at the 95% con-
fidence level is reduced by a factor 1.5. For ∆κγ there is no improvement in the expected
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error nor in the allowed region at the 95% confidence level. The only effect of the inclusion
of the kinematic information in the TGC’s fit is the removal of the ambiguity in ∆κγ .
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Figure 5.6: 68% (red curves) and 95% (black curves) confidence level contours on the ∆κγ

and λγ parameters obtained from one simulated experiment using different fits for the
TGC’s. In (a) only the total cross section informations is used. In (b–h) different one, two
and three dimensional differential distributions are used, as explained in table 5.2. In (i)
a three dimensional distribution is used in the fit for the anomalous couplings assuming
that different quark charges can be identified perfectly.

This lack of improvement in the ∆κγ measurement when differential distributions are
used in the TGC’s fit is investigated performing additional fits, under the assumption that
quarks can be distinguished from antiquarks with 100% efficiency (figure 5.6i). This allows
to use unfolded angular distributions, extracting all the information which is available in
the events. Using a fit to the three–fold differential cross section only a tiny improvement,
2%, in the expected ∆κγ error is found, whereas for λγ the improvement is 15%. The
reason for this different dependence on the couplings can be traced back to the form of the
Lagrangian describing the triple gauge boson vertex, discussed in section 1.4. The term in
κγ involves the fields of the W bosons and the derivative of the photon field. Therefore the
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Differential distribution Fraction (%) of simulated experiments with σ∆κγ
σλγ

Allowed region at 95%
used in the fit 2 ∆κγ 2 λγ 2 ∆κγ 2 λγ wrong ∆κγ confidence level (CL) in

minima minima regions regions minimum ∆κγ λγ

Cross section only (a) 100.0 51.9 100.0 2.5 48.6 0.063 0.470 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.632, 0.606]
Fits to one–dimensional differential cross sections

|cosθjj| (b) 87.5 40.8 87.5 3.0 28.8 0.061 0.420 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.605, 0.583]
|pjj| (c) 0.0 46.1 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.061 0.369 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.552, 0.523]
|cosθ∗| (d) 0.8 41.7 0.8 2.3 0.3 0.061 0.425 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.634, 0.598]
pT

jj (e) 0.1 41.9 0.1 2.7 0.0 0.061 0.341 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.509, 0.510]
|cosθj1 − cosθj2 | (f) 29.5 7.4 29.5 1.0 10.6 0.061 0.352 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.561, 0.449]
|cosθj1 + cosθj2 | 2.9 30.5 2.9 3.7 0.8 0.061 0.425 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.632, 0.576]
|cosθj1,2 100.0 19.2 100.0 2.0 40.8 0.061 0.377 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.618, 0.520]

Fits to two–dimensional differential cross sections
pT

jj , |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | (g) 0.0 3.4 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.061 0.261 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.417, 0.371]
|cosθjj|, |pjj| 0.0 37.4 0.0 2.9 0.0 0.061 0.331 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.491, 0.498]
|cosθjj|, |cosθ∗| 0.4 33.9 0.4 3.7 0.1 0.061 0.411 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.604, 0.564]
|pjj|, |cosθ∗| 0.0 40.8 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.061 0.355 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.547, 0.516]
pT

jj , |cosθj1,2 0.0 12.1 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.061 0.377 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.474, 0.437]
pT

jj , |cosθj1 + cosθj2 | 0.0 31.9 0.0 3.5 0.0 0.061 0.332 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.505, 0.478]
Fits to three–dimensional differential cross sections

pT
jj , |cosθj1 − cosθj2 |, |cosθ∗| (h) 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.061 0.245 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.406, 0.355]

pT
jj , |cosθj1 |, |cosθj2 | 0.0 3.5 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.061 0.259 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.421, 0.377]

|cosθjj|, |pjj|, |cosθ∗| 0.0 32.0 0.0 3.6 0.0 0.061 0.326 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.492, 0.478]
pT

jj , |cosθj1,2 , |cosθ∗| 0.0 9.8 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.061 0.270 [−0.117, 0.119] [−0.462, 0.424]
Fits to two–dimensional differential cross sections including quark charge information

pT
jj , cosθj1 − cosθj2 , cosθ∗ (i) 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.059 0.210 [−0.114, 0.115] [−0.349, 0.326]

cosθjj, |pjj|, cosθ∗ 0.0 18.9 0.0 2.7 0.0 0.060 0.223 [−0.116, 0.117] [−0.388, 0.366]

Table 5.2: Results obtained with different fitting procedures on an ensemble of Monte Carlo experiments. In some cases the correspondence
with figure 5.6 is indicated. For each fit the fraction of experiments in which two minima or two allowed regions at the 95% CL are found
in the likelihood curves for ∆κγ and λγ are given. For ∆κγ the probability of choosing the minimum at ∆κγ ≈ −2 is also shown. Also
included are the average expected error on ∆κγ and λγ and the average boundaries of the regions allowed at the 95% CL.
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anomalous term is proportional to the momentum of the virtual photon, which is usually
small in the single W kinematic region. The term of the Lagrangian which is sensitive
to λγ contains also the derivative of the W boson field, and therefore is proportional to
the W momentum, which is usually larger than the photon momentum. This explains the
different behaviour of the two couplings in the TGC’s fit when also kinematic informations
are used.

In summary, differential distributions can be used in the fit for the anomalous cou-
plings, mainly for removing ambiguities in the ∆κγ parameter. For this purpose the best
suited variable to be used in the fit is the total transverse momentum of the jet pair. If the
available Monte Carlo statistics is sufficient further improvements can be obtained in the
expected λγ error by fitting the two–fold differential distribution in pT

jj and |cosθj1 − cosθj2 |.
It is also found that only limited improvements can be obtained even assuming that quark
can be distinguished from antiquarks with 100% efficiency. Considering that experimen-
tally the purity obtained using the jet charge method is only slightly larger than 50%, this
small possible improvement disfavours any complex fit procedure requiring jet charge
tagging of the jets.



6 Event selection

This chapter contains the description of the procedure adopted to isolate a sample of qq ′eνe

events in the kinematic region dominated by single W production, which is then used in
chapter 8 for the measurement of the t-channel cross section and in chapter 9 for the extrac-
tion of the triple gauge couplings. The data and Monte Carlo samples used in the analysis
are briefly summarised in section 6.1. The strategy used for optimising the event selec-
tion for the two goals of the analysis is described in section 6.2. To improve the purity of
the selected sample a two stage procedure is adopted. Events clearly inconsistent with an
hadronic final state with missing energy are first removed with the preselection described
in section 6.3. The remaining events are then classified as signal or background using a
relative likelihood selection based on kinematical variables and discussed in section 6.4.
Section 6.5 contains a description of the changes in the selection procedure which were
necessary for the analysis of the 1998 data. In this chapter only statistical uncertainties
on the Monte Carlo predictions are considered. Systematic uncertainties are estimated in
chapter 7.

6.1 Data and Monte Carlo samples.

The analysis uses a sample of (251.01 ± 0.65) pb-1 total integrated luminosity collected
at e+e− centre–of–mass energies between 161 and 189 GeV. The integrated luminosities
recorded at each energy point are given in table 4.4.

Details concerning the simulation of the e+e− → qq′e−νe signal in the kinematic region
dominated by the single W process have been discussed in section 5.1. Hadronisation of
the final state is performed using the JETSET program [77], with parameters tuned using
data collected at the Z0 peak [115]. To assess uncertainties related to the hadronisation
process, the same four–fermion events are also hadronised using the HERWIG program
[116].

Backgrounds from processes with four fermions in the final state are evaluated us-
ing KORALW [74], except for the e+e−ff final states which are simulated using grc4f [73].
KORALW cannot be used for the e+e−ff final states, since it cannot simulate correctly the
portion of the phase space dominated by Z0e+e− production. grc4f and EXCALIBUR [75]
are used to check the predictions of the KORALW MC. Although internally KORALW uses
the same matrix element calculator of grc4f, it is used as a reference sample for back-
grounds since it provides a better treatment of initial state radiation and it includes polar-
isation effects in τ decays. Hadronic events produced through the e+e− → qq(γ) process
are simulated using the KK program [117], PYTHIA [77] and HERWIG. The KK program
uses internally the same hadronisation routines of PYTHIA, and is preferred to the lat-
ter program since it provides a better treatment of initial and final state radiation. Back-
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grounds from two–photon processes are evaluated using HERWIG for events in which one
of the photons has a large momentum transfer Q2 and using PHOJET [118] for events in
which both photons have a small Q2. The separation of the two categories is given by
Q2 = 5 GeV2/c2. In the first of these kinematic regions PYTHIA and TWOGEN [119] are used
to generate additional Monte Carlo samples using different theoretical models and pho-
ton structure functions. PYTHIA is also used for generating control samples in the small Q2

region. Double counting of the e+e−ff final state between four–fermion and two–photon
samples is avoided by separating contributions from different classes of diagrams.

At least two independent Monte Carlo estimates are available for each category of
background, with the exception of e+e−ff final states produced through four–fermion
processes. Most Monte Carlo samples used to estimate the composition of the selected
samples correspond to integrated luminosities larger than those of the data by at least
a factor 50. The statistical error on the background estimates thus obtained is therefore
much smaller than the statistical error of the data. An exception is represented by the
Monte Carlo samples used to simulate two–photon processes, which due to the large cross
section (O(nb) for the kinematical cuts applied) have a statistics corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity similar to that of the data collected in 1998.

6.2 Analysis strategy

As discussed in Chapter 5 the qq′eνe final state in the kinematic region dominated by the
single W diagrams is characterised by two non–collinear jets coming from the hadronic
decay of the W boson recoiling against the neutrino in the transverse plane. Only about
half of the centre–of–mass energy is visible in these events since in addition to the neu-
trino also the electron leaves the detector undetected along the beam pipe. The largest
reducible background to this type of signature is constituted by W+W− → qq′`ν` decays
where the lepton is not identified or poorly measured. This background introduces an ad-
ditional dependence of the accepted events on the anomalous couplings. The qqνν final
state gives an almost irreducible background, due to the limited mass resolution of the
detector. This background is however smaller than the W+W− → qq′`ν` decays and inde-
pendent from the anomalous couplings considered in the analysis. The background from
hadronic events produced in the e+e− → qq(γ) and γγ → qq reactions is easily reduced
with cuts on the missing transverse momentum, on the collinearity of the jet pair and on
the visible mass. Four quarks final states from the decay of pairs of weak bosons in the
e+e− → W+W− and e+e− → Z0Z0 reactions are suppressed from cuts on the total visible
energy of the event. Purely leptonic final states are rejected with high efficiency by cuts on
the multiplicity of charged tracks and clusters in the calorimeter.

The event selection procedure presented in the next sections is aimed at the measure-
ment of the t–channel production cross section of the qq′eνe final state and at the mea-
surement of the coupling parameters ∆κγ and λγ using a sample of four–fermion events
enriched in the single W kinematic region. These two goals are achieved using a common
preselection, aimed at rejecting the events which are clearly inconsistent with an hadronic
final state with missing energy, followed by two similar likelihood selections based on
kinematic variables and used to classify the events as signal or background.

Both selections are optimised with the aim of reducing the statistical error of the mea-
surement to be performed. This assumes that any systematic contribution to the errors can
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be controlled to be much smaller than the statistical component. This hypothesis is well
verified (chapter 7), also for the smallness of the cross–section of the process under study
and the limited luminosity available at LEP2.

To minimise the statistical error of the cross section measurement, the event selection
is tuned to maximise a quality factor defined as the product of the signal efficiency ε and
purity P. This maximisation is performed studying the quality factor as a function of the
values of the cuts used in the preselection and of the cut on the event likelihood used to
classify the events as signal and background.

If the background from W+W− → qq′`ν` decays could be reduced to a negligible level,
the same principle of maximising the product of signal efficiency and purity could be
applied also to the event selection used for the TGC’s measurement. The fact that the
W+W− → qq′`ν` background has a different functional dependence on the anomalous
couplings (section 5.4) and cannot be completely eliminated prevents the use of this cri-
terion for the optimisation of the event selection. The optimisation is instead carried out
minimising the expected measurement error of the ∆κγ coupling, taking into account the
dependence of all the selected events on the TGC’s, independently from the production
process (single W or W pair). This strategy has the advantage that there is no need to
separate the qq′eνe final state into a single W signal component and a W+W− → qq′eνe

background component.
During the optimisation of the event selection aimed at the measurement of the cou-

plings, only the total cross section information is used in the TGC’s fit, although also kine-
matical informations from the selected events are used to obtain the final result presented
in chapter 9. This simplification does not represent a limitation of the optimisation proce-
dure since the error on ∆κγ does not improve when differential distributions of kinemati-
cal observables of the qq′eνe final state are included in the fit for the anomalous couplings,
as shown in section 5.5. The additional informations given by differential distributions
remove only the twofold ambiguity present in the dependence of the total cross section on
the TGC’s.

The effect of all quantities used in the event selection procedure on the expected error
on the ∆κγ parameter has been calculated in the following way:

• Any cut making use of the quantity under study is varied if the quantity is used in
one of the preselection cuts. If the quantity is one of the variables which enters in the
calculation of the final event likelihood, a different likelihood is calculated, which
does not involve this variable. If the quantity studied is the final event likelihood,
the final selection cut is varied.

• These changes give a new event selection, to which corresponds a different func-
tional dependence of the total expected number of events on the anomalous cou-
plings. This function is calculated using fully simulated Monte Carlo samples gener-
ated with different values of the couplings and applying the reweighting techniques
of appendix A.

• The expected statistical uncertainty of the analysis for the new set of selection cuts is
computed by performing many times the maximum likelihood fit to the number of
observed events using samples of signal and background Monte Carlo events with
an integrated luminosity corresponding to that of the OPAL data. For all compo-
nents of each selected subsample, the number of events are randomly selected from
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Poisson distributions with a mean equal to the expected number of events.

• For each simulated experiment the fitted values of ∆κγ and λγ , their errors and the
95% CL limits on the couplings are obtained from the log–likelihood curve, as it
is done for the data. The distribution of these quantities, obtained repeating this
procedure many times, are used to predict the expected statistical errors and 95% CL
limits on ∆κγ and λγ . For each new event selection 3000 experiments are simulated
with this procedure, implying that the relative uncertainty on the predicted errors
and 95% CL limits is of 2%.

It is found that the optimisation procedures for the cross section and the couplings
measurements give similar result for what concerns the preselection part of the analysis,
which for simplicity is kept unique. Only the final cuts on the two event likelihoods are
optimised separately for the two measurements.

For the measurement of the anomalous couplings the expected error on the ∆κγ pa-
rameter remains constant over a large range of cuts on the final event likelihood. This
is the result of the different sensitivity of the qq ′eνe final state to the ∆κγ coupling, with
respect to the qq′µνµ and qq′τντ final states, which has already been discussed in section
5.4. When the selected events are dominated by the two latter processes the coefficients of
the functional dependence of the accepted cross section on the ∆κγ coupling are reduced
in absolute value and the minimum of the accepted cross section moves towards positive
values of ∆κγ . As a consequence the expected error on ∆κγ increases. Conversely if the
contribution of the qq′eνe final state dominates, the coefficient of the quadratic term in-
creases in magnitude and the minimum of the accepted cross section moves towards the
value of ∆κγ = −1.

The relative contribution of the WW and single W processes to the selected sample can
be varied with the cut on the final likelihood used for the measurement of TGC’s. A purer
qq′eνe sample in which the electron is scattered predominantly in the forward direction
can be selected tightening the cut on the likelihood, at the cost of an efficiency reduc-
tion. The higher signal purity does not however directly correspond to an improvement
of the expected error on the ∆κγ parameter, since the increase in the statistical error may
compensate the enhanced sensitivity to the anomalous couplings. On the other side, an
increased efficiency can only be obtained decreasing the purity of the selected sample. In
this case the reduction of the statistical error of the coupling measurement is compensated
by a smaller sensitivity to the TGC’s. As a result of these two competing effects the ex-
pected error on the ∆κγ parameter does not vary as the cut on the final event likelihood
is varied over a large range, even for relative variations of 20% of the selection efficiency,
corresponding to an absolute change of 5% in the signal purity.

The following sections contain a description of the preselection procedure common to
the t–channel cross section measurement and to the measurement of TGC’s, followed by a
description of the final likelihood selection used for the extraction of the couplings. The
event likelihood used for the cross section measurement is instead described in chapter 8.
The contribution to the selected sample from four–fermion events is divided in two classes
for illustrative purposes only:

• The qq′eνe events in which the electron is scattered in the forward direction at
cos θe > 0.98 are representative of the phase space region dominated by single W pro-
duction and considered as signal. For these events the distribution of all quantities
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considered in the analysis is represented by hatched histograms in figures 6.1–6.13.
The expected number of events from this process are given in the “Weν e” column in
the summary tables 6.1 and 6.2.

• The remaining qq′eνe events and all other four–fermion final states are considered as
background. In all distributions their contribution is added to that of other processes,
e+e− → ff and γγ → qq, and represented by white histograms. In the summary ta-
bles the total contribution from these processes to the number of selected events is
given in the “ΣBG” column.

In all plots the solid line indicates the total Monte Carlo expectation, while data are
shown with error bars.

6.3 Preselection

Multihadronic events are selected requiring at least 6 good reconstructed tracks, adopting
the quality criteria described in section 4.1. This cut has a twofold purpose: it removes
almost completely fully leptonic final states and reduces beam related backgrounds. As
discussed in section 4.10 these events are characterised by a large number of tracks which
are reconstructed with large impact parameters to the nominal interaction point and small
number of measured points, failing therefore the track quality criteria. Further rejection
of beam induced backgrounds is achieved by requiring that the ratio between the number
of tracks satisfying the quality criteria and the total number of tracks is larger than 0.2.
In addition the reconstructed vertex of the event is required to be within ±1 mm in the
transverse plane from the measured position of the interaction point. These loose crite-
ria remove only ∼ 3% of the qq′eνe final states with an electron emitted in the forward
direction at cos θe > 0.98. These are mainly events where at least one of the two jets is
emitted at small polar angles and therefore not properly detected. These events would be
anyhow removed at a later stage of the selection since the kinematic quantities used in the
likelihood selection are poorly measured. Hadronic events produced in γγ collisions are
largely rejected by these quality cuts as their hadronic activity prefers low multiplicities
and small polar angles.

Tracks and calorimeter clusters are assigned to two jets using the Durham [111] recom-
bination scheme. Only events which satisfy the cut y23 < 0.2 are further considered in the
analysis, y23 being the value of the jet resolution parameter at which the event classification
changes from 3 to 2 jets. As discussed in section 4.7 measured jet energies are corrected
for double counting using the algorithm described in [107]. The corrected jet energies are
then used to compute the missing momentum vector. Each jet is required to contain at least
two good tracks, to ensure that it is of hadronic origin (jets may be even constituted by a
single lepton track). To remove hadronic events produced in γγ collisions the ratio Recal

of the total energy measured in the electromagnetic calorimeter and the centre–of–mass
energy

√
s is required to be larger than 0.115 and the invariant mass of the jet pair mjj to be

larger than 40 GeV/c2. In addition Recal is required to be smaller than 0.5 to reject hadronic
events without missing energy. The distribution of Recal measured in the data collected at√
s=161–183 GeV is compared with the Monte Carlo prediction in figure 6.1. The excess of

events at small values of Recal in the Monte Carlo is due to γγ → qq events and is a feature
of the event generator used (PHOJET), whereas another model for this process (PYTHIA)
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predicts an event rate smaller than that observed in the data. This discrepancy between
data and Monte Carlo is largely reduced by the Recal cut.
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Figure 6.1: Ratio between the total energy measured in the electromagnetic calorimeter
and the centre–of–mass energy. The inset shows the same distribution in logarithmic scale.
Cut values are indicated by arrows in both plots.

This first step of the preselection has an efficiency of ∼ 90% for the e+e− → qq′e−νe

events where the electron is emitted at cosθe > 0.98, corresponding to 23 events in the data
collected at

√
s=161–183 GeV. At this stage of the selection 6645 events are observed in

the data, for a Monte Carlo prediction of (7261 ± 28). The predicted composition of the
selected sample is given in table 6.1 at page 87 (cut P1).

In e+e− → qq′e−νe events produced in the single W reaction the intermediate photon
has usually a low four-momentum transfer Q2 and therefore the electron in the final state
is emitted at small polar angles, escaping detection. In principle events could be rejected
if there are energy deposits in SW and FD larger than a threshold of few GeV. This tight
cut is not applied in the analysis to avoid efficiency losses due to machine backgrounds
(section 4.10) and to reduce the sensitivity to the modelling of ISR in the single produc-
tion. Loose cuts on the energy deposits in SW and FD are instead applied to reduce the
background from radiative Z0 production in the e+e− → qq(γ) final state. Pair production
of b quarks in this process represents a potentially dangerous background. The leptonic
decays of b can be a source of missing transverse momentum, leading at the same time to a
reduction of the invariant mass of the jet pair. This could fake the signature of those single
W events in which the electron is measured in the forward calorimeters. The energy de-
posit in the forward calorimeters is however different for the two classes of events. In the
case of single W production the electron has a continuous energy spectrum up to 60 GeV,
whereas the ISR photon emitted in production of the Z0 resonance is almost monochro-
matic. Assuming two body decay kinematics the energy Eγ of this photon is given by:

Eγ =
s − m2

Z

2
√

s
.
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Only events with energy deposits smaller than that of the radiative photon peak dimin-
ished by twice its standard deviations are further considered in the analysis (cut P2).

The sample of events considered here overlaps with that used for the measurement
of the total and differential cross sections of the e+e− → W+W− reaction. To avoid
double counting of events when setting limits on the TGC’s, the events selected in the
W+W− → qq′`ν` and W+W− → qq′qq′ channels using the criteria described in [41] are re-
moved from the sample. Some W+W− → qq′`ν` may pass the W pair veto either because
the lepton is not identified or not isolated or if the lepton momentum is misreconstructed
and falls outside the range permitted in W decays. A veto is therefore applied to events
with identified leptons. Electrons and muons with energy above 2 GeV are identified us-
ing the criteria described in section 4.6. In addition muons are identified using only their
energy deposits in the calorimeters and applying tight isolation cuts (less than 5 GeV de-
posited in a cone of 500 mrad opening angle centered on the lepton) in the region of large
polar angles where the tracking efficiency decreases. Events are vetoed if the lepton can-
didate is isolated and has a high transverse momentum relative to the axis of the nearest
jet. The cuts vary as a function of the angle between the lepton and the nearest jet, of the
energy and polar angle of the lepton candidate (cut P3).

After these cuts 5404 events remain in the data, for a total Monte Carlo expectation of
(5912 ± 25) events. The discrepancy between the Monte Carlo prediction and the data is
due mainly to the events in the low two jet invariant mass region (mjj < 60 GeV/c2), where
γγ → qq collisions dominate the sample. At higher invariant masses (mjj > 60 GeV/c2)
the sample is dominated by hadronic events produced through the e+e− → qq(γ) process.
As shown in figure 6.2, both processes are characterised by jets which are dominantly
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Figure 6.2: Distributions of the cosine of the polar angles of the jets. The inset shows the
same distribution in logarithmic scale. The cut value is indicated by arrows.

produced in the forward direction. Given the limited detector acceptance in this region
the energy flow in these events cannot be correctly measured. The events in which the
reconstructed polar angle of the jets is close to the beam direction are rejected in order to
ensure a correct measurement of the missing momentum. Events are rejected if any of the
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two jets has a reconstructed polar angle θj with |cosθj| > 0.96 (cut P4). This cut improves
considerably the quality of the data description provided by the Monte Carlo, causing a
large reduction of the background from hadronic events produced in γγ collisions.

The sample of events passing this cut on the direction of the jets is dominated by
hadronic hadronic events produced in the e+e− → qq(γ) reaction. Due to the previous
cut on Recal these events are characterised by invariant masses of the jet pair in the region
of the Z0 peak. The veto on energy deposits in the forward calorimeters selects events in
which the the ISR photons escape detection at small angles with respect to the beam direc-
tion. This type of background can be strongly reduced with a cut on the direction of the
missing momentum vector. Events are not further considered in the analysis if any of the
following conditions is satisfied (cut P5):

• the sum of the momenta of the two jets points inside a cone of opening angle |cosθ| =
0.96 centered around the beam direction, or

• the missing momentum vector 6−→p , calculated including the energy deposits in the
forward detectors, forms an angle θ 6p with the beam direction with |cosθ 6p| > 0.975.
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of (a) |cosθjj| and (b) |cosθ 6p|. The arrows indicate the position of
the cuts.

The distribution of the cosine of the polar angle of the total momentum of the two jets
|cosθjj| is shown in figure 6.3a. The background peaks at large values of |cosθjj|, whereas
the e+e− → qq′e−νe process is characterised by a flatter distribution. The second cut on
|cosθ 6p| (figure 6.3b) is applied to reject events with two (or more) ISR photons. In these
cases the total momentum of the jet pair can point away from the beam direction and be
balanced in the transverse plane by a photon which may be observed in one of the forward
detectors and pass the veto of cut P2. The cut on |cosθ 6p| is looser than the one on |cosθjj|
to avoid efficiency losses for the signal e+e− → qq′e−νe events, given that in some events
the electron may be detected in the forward calorimeters.

The distribution of the invariant mass of the jet pair mjj after these cuts is shown in fig-
ure 6.4: there is a clear excess in the data in the range from 30 to 90 GeV/c2. Integrated over
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this mass range this excess is three times larger than the statistical error of the data. The
excess is due to high multiplicity events where the two jets are emitted at large angles with
respect to the beam direction. In all the distributions this excess of events appears to be due
to genuine two–jets events which are most probably produced through the e+e− → qq(γ)
process, which still gives the largest contribution to the selected sample. The ratio between
the qq′eνe events in which the electron is scattered at cos θe > 0.98 and the background is
∼ 1/20 in the region mjj < 120 GeV/c2.

To reduce the e+e− → qq(γ) back-
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Figure 6.4: Invariant mass of the jet pair for
the events selected after cut P5.

ground a cut is applied on the acoplanarity
φacop of the jet pair: φacop is required to
be larger than 7.5◦ (cut P6). The distribu-
tion of φacop is shown in figure 6.5: the ex-
cess of events previously observed in the
distribution of the invariant mass of the
jet pair is concentrated at small values of
φacop, whereas at higher values the Monte
Carlo provides a good description of the
data. Further reduction of background
from events without missing energy is ob-
tained with a very loose cut on the miss-
ing transverse momentum 6pT scaled to the
centre–of–mass energy. The ratio 6pT/

√
s is

required to be larger than 0.035/c (cut P7):
this corresponds to a cut between 5.6 and
6.4 GeV/c for

√
s = 161–183 GeV. An equal

cut is also applied to the missing transverse momentum reconstructed excluding the en-
ergy deposits in the hadron calorimeter. This allows to reject events in which a large
transverse momentum imbalance is caused by a fluctuation of the energy deposited in
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of acoplanarity angle φacop. The inset shows an expanded view of
the distribution for small values of φacop. Arrows indicate the cut value in both plots.
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the hadron calorimeter. The distribution of the scaled missing transverse momentum is
shown in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of the scaled missing transverse momentum 6pT/
√
s. The inset

shows the distribution of the same quantity after the cut, excluding the clusters in the
hadronic calorimeter from the calculation of the missing momentum vector. Cut values
are indicated by the arrows.

Finally (cut P8) only events with an invariant mass of the jet pair between 40 and 120
GeV/c2 are further considered for the likelihood selection described in the next section.
At this stage of the analysis 92 events are selected in the data collected at centre–of–mass
energies between 161 and 183 GeV, for a Monte Carlo prediction of (82.5 ± 1.7) events.
The predicted contribution from qq′eνe final states in which the electron is scattered at
cos θe > 0.98 is of (14.5 ± 0.2) events. This corresponds to an efficiency for selecting these
events of approximately 60%. Background processes contribute (68.0 ± 1.7) events. These
are mainly e+e− → qq(γ) events (60%) and W+W− → qq′`ν` events (30%).

6.4 The likelihood selection

Events satisfying the preselection cuts are classified as signal or background based upon a
five variable likelihood selection. Rather than using the product of the individual probabil-
ity density functions to construct a classic likelihood discriminator, a coordinate transfor-
mation technique is used to reduce correlations between the input variables, as discussed
in Appendix B.

The following likelihood variables are used since they provide a good separation
between the single W signal and the two dominant backgrounds, e+e− → qq(γ) and
W+W− → qq′`ν`:

• the invariant mass of the jet pair, mjj;

• the square of the ratio between the missing transverse momentum 6pT and the beam
energy Ebeam;
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• the total visible energy calculated including the clusters in the forward detectors,
Evis;

• the logarithm of the ratio of acoplanarity angle and its error, σφacop , computed
through error propagation from a parametrisation of the error on the jet momenta;

• the logarithm of the value of the Durham jet resolution parameter at which an event
is reclassified from two to three jets, log10(y23).

The second and the fourth of these variables discriminate between e+e− → qq(γ)
events and four–fermion events with missing energy. The remaining variables are used
to separate single W events from W+W− → qq′`ν` events. The W+W− → qq′`ν` events
which are still contained in the sample are events in which the lepton is not identified and
it is close in angle to the jet. These events have on average invariant masses of the jet pair
mjj larger than mW, and large values of the jet resolution parameter y23.

There is a strong non–linear correlation of kinematic origin between the first three vari-
ables used in the likelihood selection. It is caused by the upper bound on the 6p T due to

energy conservation: Evis ≥
√

6pT
2 + m2

jjc
2. The method described in Appendix B is how-

ever only capable of handling linear correlations and boundaries on variables which are
parallel to the axes. To remove the non–linear correlation, the total visible energy of the
event Evis is replaced in the likelihood by the function:

F (
Evis,mjj, 6pT/Ebeam

)
=

∣∣∣∣∣4
Evis − mjjc2

√
s

− (6pT/Ebeam)2c2

∣∣∣∣∣ .

The distribution of the 5 variables used in the likelihood selection is shown for data
and Monte Carlo in figure 6.7. Reference distributions for the likelihood selection are built
considering only backgrounds from the e+e− → qq(γ) reaction and from 4–fermion final
states, without including the small contribution from the γγ → qq process.

Events are selected as candidates if the likelihood discriminant L is larger than a cut
chosen to minimise the expected measurement error on the ∆κγ coupling, as discussed in
section 6.2. The expected measurement error can be also calculated modifying the likeli-
hood discriminant to use a smaller number of variables. This provides a measurement of
the relative contribution of the different observables in the likelihood. The quantity giving
the largest reduction of the error on ∆κγ is mjj. The inclusion of this variable in the likeli-
hood causes a 8% relative improvement in the expected error on ∆κγ . All other quantities
have smaller impact on the couplings, but help in reducing the W+W− → qq′`ν` back-
ground. The distribution of F (

Evis,mjj, 6pT/Ebeam
)

(figure 6.7c) seems to indicate that this
variable has no discriminating power between the single W events and the background.
This variable is in fact crucial for controlling the correlations between mjj and (6pT/Ebeam)2,
and is therefore more important than (6pT/Ebeam)2 itself.

A further improvement of 5% of the expected error on ∆κγ is obtained by dividing
the events in two classes, according to the value of φacop/σφacop . For values of φacop/σφacop

smaller than 5 (region 1) the background is constituted for 80% by events produced in the
e+e− → qq(γ) reaction. At higher values of φacop/σφacop (region 2) almost 90% of the pre-
selected events come from the semileptonic decay of W pairs. The division of the sample
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in two classes allows to take into account properly differences in the correlations between
the variables used in the likelihood selection.
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Figure 6.7: Distribution of variables used in the likelihood selection: (a) mjj, (b)
(6pT/Ebeam)2(b), (c) F , (d) log10(φacop/σφacop) and (e) log10(y23). The value of the cut on
φacop/σφacop separating the two regions for the calculation of the event likelihood is in-
dicated by the arrow in (d).

The likelihood selection (cut L) reduces the e+e− → qq(γ) background by a factor 5
and the contribution from other four–fermion final states by a factor 2. As indicated in
table 6.1 (cut L) 23 events events are selected in the (77.05 ± 0.26) pb-1 of data collected in
1996–1997 at

√
s = 161–183 GeV for a total Monte Carlo expectation of (24.2 ± 0.5) events.

In total (12.4 ± 0.2) events are expected from the qq′eνe final state in the kinematic region
cos θe > 0.98, while other final states give a contribution of (11.8 ± 0.4) events. The most
important source of background is the W+W− → qq′τντ process (55%), followed by the
qqνν final state (15%), by the e+e− → qq(γ) and W+W− → qq′µνµ processes (10% each).
The remainder of the background (9%) is made of e+e− → qq′e−νe events, in which the
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electron is emitted at cos θe < 0.98, and by other four–fermion final states. All the selected
qq′`ν` background are sensitive to anomalous couplings at the γW+W− and Z0W+W−

vertices, as they are mainly produced in the e+e− → W+W− reaction.

In the selected sample the purity of the qq ′eνe events in which the electron is scattered
at cos θe > 0.98 decreases from 65% at the W pair production threshold to 49% at

√
s = 183

GeV. This decrease is due to the faster growth of the e+e− → W+W− cross section above
threshold compared to the single W process. The growth of the accepted e +e− → W+W−

cross section (which dominates the 4–fermion processes) from
√
s = 161 to 183 GeV is ac-

tually slower than that of the total cross section, due to the increased rejection provided by
a better veto for the W+W− → qq′`ν` final states. Also the second most important back-
ground source (the qqνν final states) increases rapidly, due to the opening of the Z 0 final
state. This background cannot be rejected using the invariant mass of the quark pair, since
the invariant mass resolution of the detector (approximately 10 GeV/c2 as discussed in sec-
tion 4.8) is not sufficient to distinguish an hadronically decaying Z0 from a W boson. The
accepted cross section for the e+e− → qq(γ) process increases slightly in the considered
energy range, contrary to what happens to the total cross section. This is a result of the
optimisation of the analysis, which keeps the relative contribution of the qq background
approximately constant.

The efficiency for selecting the three different qq′`ν` final states in this analysis and
in the identification of the W+W− → qq′`ν` final states [41] are shown in figure 6.8 as a
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Figure 6.8: Efficiency for selecting the three e+e− → qq′`−ν` final states as a function of
the lepton angle in the Monte Carlo for the selection described in this chapter (full dots •)
and for the selection of the W+W− → qq′`ν` final state (empty squares �).
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function of the scattering angle of the negative lepton. Due to the presence of the veto
for events already identified as W+W− → qq′`ν` decays (preselection cut P3), the two se-
lection procedures are complementary. Whereas the efficiency of the W+W− → qq′`ν`

selection drops rapidly when the lepton is scattered close to the beam direction, the selec-
tion used in this analysis has the opposite behaviour. This happens not only for the qq ′eνe

final state, but also for the qq′µνµ and qq′τντ final states, which constitute a large fraction
of the background. The three different qq′`ν` final states cannot be distinguished when
the lepton is scattered close to the beam pipe. In all curves the efficiency in the backward
direction, cosθ`− < 0, is larger than in the other hemisphere. This is a combined effect of
the angular cuts on the jets directions and the angular distribution of the decay products
of W bosons produced in the e+e− → W+W− reaction.

A more detailed view of the efficiencies of this analysis and of the W+W− → qq′`ν`

event selection in the kinematic region dominated by single W production is shown in fig-
ure 6.9. The efficiency of the W+W− → qq′eνe selection shows a small rise for |cosθe| >
0.99: these are really single W events which are selected in the W+W− → qq′τντ channel,
causing a significant loss of efficiency (approximately 9% in absolute terms, or 20% rela-
tive) in this analysis. These events are selected in the W+W− → qq′τντ channel because
one of the tracks is considered as the pion coming from the hadronic decay of the τ , pass-
ing the selection criteria of [102]. For the qq′eνe final state the efficiency of the selection
used in this analysis is larger than 10% only for |cosθe| > 0.98, and larger than 1% only for
|cosθe| > 0.95. In the barrel only about 0.2–0.3% of the qq′eνe events are selected. In these
events the electron is often close to one of the two jets and therefore it is not identified. A
large efficiency is also obtained for events in which the electron is emitted in the backward
direction. This does represents however a small background since the cross section for
the e+e− → qq′e−νe process is forward peaked (figure 2.2). As a function of the invariant
mass of the quark pair mqq′ , the analysis is sensitive only for mqq′ > 35 GeV/c2.
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Figure 6.9: Selection efficiencies (a) in the forward region and (b) as a function of mass.

The efficiency curve for the qq′µνµ final state (which comes mainly from the decay of
two W bosons) is similar to that of the qq′eνe final state. Due to the absence of the forward
peak coming from the single W channel, the qq′µνµ final state does not constitute a large
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2–fermions 4–fermions γγ → qq ΣBG Weνe Monte Carlo Data

Cut based preselection –
√

s = 161 GeV

cut P1 883±2 37.4±0.5 161±5 1081±5 1.72±0.02 1083±5 1043
cut P2 792±2 36.3±0.5 153±5 981±5 1.70±0.02 983±5 945
cut P3 675±2 20.5±0.4 149±5 844±5 1.54±0.02 846±5 799
cut P4 613±2 18.8±0.4 13.4±1.3 645±3 1.48±0.02 647±3 664
cut P5 149±1 7.8±0.2 2.7±0.6 159±1 1.36±0.02 160±1 192
cut P6 12.1±0.3 3.8±0.1 0.7±0.3 16.6±0.5 1.20±0.02 17.8±0.5 23
cut P7 10.0±0.3 3.7±0.1 0 13.7±0.3 1.19±0.02 14.9±0.3 20
cut P8 7.1±0.2 2.9±0.1 0 10.0±0.2 1.19±0.02 11.2±0.2 14
region 1 6.8±0.2 1.19±0.07 0 8.0±0.2 0.20±0.01 8.2±0.2 11
region 2 0.2±0.04 1.74±0.07 0 2.0±0.1 0.99±0.01 3.0±0.1 3

Likelihood selection –
√

s = 161 GeV

cut L 0.06±0.02 0.43±0.03 0 0.49±0.04 0.93±0.02 1.42±0.03 1
region 1 0.06±0.02 0.02±0.01 0 0.08±0.02 0.08±0.01 0.16±0.02 0
region 2 0 0.41±0.03 0 0.41±0.03 0.85±0.01 1.26±0.03 1

Cut based preselection –
√

s = 172 GeV

cut P1 773±2 79.5±0.6 170±5 1022±6 2.60±0.03 1025±6 1073
cut P2 693±2 78.2±0.6 146±5 917±6 2.57±0.03 920±6 974
cut P3 674±2 28.7±0.5 138±5 841±5 2.18±0.03 843±5 891
cut P4 612±2 26.2±0.5 18±2 656±3 2.11±0.03 658±3 734
cut P5 143±1 10.1±0.2 2.9±0.7 156±1 1.91±0.03 158±1 177
cut P6 10.1±0.2 4.4±0.1 0.2±0.2 14.7±0.3 1.69±0.03 16.4±0.3 21
cut P7 8.1±0.2 4.1±0.1 0.1±0.1 12.3±0.3 1.68±0.03 14.0±0.3 14
cut P8 5.2±0.2 3.1±0.1 0.1±0.1 8.4±0.2 1.67±0.03 10.1±0.2 14
region 1 4.8±0.2 1.0±0.06 0.1±0.1 5.9±0.2 0.20±0.01 6.1±0.2 9
region 2 0.4±0.05 2.1±0.07 0 2.5±0.1 1.47±0.02 4.0±0.6 5

Likelihood selection –
√

s = 172 GeV

cut L 0.08±0.02 0.91±0.04 0 0.99±0.05 1.36±0.02 2.35±0.05 4
region 1 0.03±0.01 0.02±0.01 0 0.05±0.01 0.06±0.01 0.11±0.02 0
region 2 0.05±0.01 0.89±0.04 0 0.94±0.05 1.30±0.02 2.24±0.05 4

Cut based preselection –
√

s = 183 GeV

cut P1 3709±15 557±3 851±22 5117±27 18.3±0.2 5135±27 4529
cut P2 3372±14 549±3 767±21 4688±26 17.8±0.2 4706±26 4148
cut P3 3273±14 188±2 747±21 4208±25 15.0±0.2 4223±25 3714
cut P4 2941±13 169±2 85±6 3195±15 14.5±0.2 3209±15 3077
cut P5 637±6 56.8±0.9 21±4 715±7 13.1±0.2 728±7 789
cut P6 49.3±1.8 26.4±0.6 4.5±1.5 80.2±2.4 11.8±0.2 92.0±2.4 98
cut P7 40.0±1.6 25.5±0.6 2.3±1.1 67.8±2.0 11.7±0.2 79.5±2.0 75
cut P8 27.9±1.3 20.2±0.5 1.5±0.9 49.6±1.7 11.6±0.2 61.2±1.7 64
region 1 25.8±1.3 5.4±0.3 1.4±0.9 32.6±1.6 1.32±0.06 33.9±1.6 36
region 2 2.1±0.36 14.8±0.4 0.15±0.12 17.0±0.6 10.32±0.16 27.3±0.6 28

Likelihood selection –
√

s = 183 GeV

cut L 1.06±0.26 9.26±0.33 0 10.32±0.42 10.11±0.16 20.43±0.45 18
region 1 0.43±0.16 0.26±0.05 0 0.69±0.17 0.46±0.03 1.15±0.18 1
region 2 0.63±0.20 9.00±0.33 0 9.63±0.38 9.65±0.16 19.28±0.41 17

Table 6.1: Number of expected events for signal and backgrounds and number of data
events selected for

√
s ≈ 161–183 GeV.
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background. On the converse qq′τντ events are accepted in this analysis with much higher
probability (up to 4% in the barrel region of the detector). Events in which the τ is close
in angle to one of the two jets are selected with higher efficiency than the corresponding
events with e or µ, given the large hadronic branching fraction of the τ (∼ 65%) and the
lower momentum of the decay products. However there is a sizeable efficiency also for
events in which the τ is well separated from the two jets. These are events where the τ
decays into mostly one low momentum charged hadron (with p < 1 GeV/c): it is almost
impossible to distinguish such a particle from the softest fragmentation products of the
two quarks from the decay of the other W boson.

These backgrounds from semileptonic decays of W pairs where the lepton is either
undetected at small angles or mismeasured and/or not identified in the core of a jet
are difficult to distinguish from the single W process, as the kinematic properties of the
events at these centre–of–mass energies rather similar. The W bosons produced in the
e+e− → W+W− reaction have a total energy equal to the beam energy, whereas the W
bosons produced in the single W process have a broad spectrum (figure 5.4). Unfortunately
this difference in the spectrum cannot be exploited to distinguish W bosons produced in
the two processes due to the limited resolution on the W momentum and because the ISR
and width effect cannot be neglected.

6.5 Analysis of the
√

s = 189 GeV data

The analysis described in the two previous sections has been also applied to the data col-
lected in 1998 at

√
s = 189 GeV with two modifications:

• The energy deposits in the hadronic calorimeters are not considered in the algorithm
used for correcting the jet energies and for calculating the missing momentum vector.

• One additional variable is added to the likelihood selection to improve the rejection
of the Z0Z0 → qqνν background.

The first of these modifications is neces-

y

x

Figure 6.10: Hit map of the right side of
HP for the 1998 data.

sary since one tower (a sector of 22.5◦ in φ

on the right hand side of the detector) of the
hadron pole–tip calorimeter (HP) was not op-
erational during part of the 1998 run, as shown
in figure 6.10 by the hit map. Since the pole–
tip calorimeter covers the polar angle region
0.91 < |cosθ| < 0.99 this results in a bad mea-
surement of the jet directions and of the miss-
ing momentum vector for the γγ → qq and
e+e− → qq(γ) processes, which otherwise are
suppressed efficiently by the preselection de-
scribed in section 6.3. The effect of this dead
sector is not included in the OPAL detector sim-
ulation program, and this does not allow to ob-
tain reliable estimates of the background con-

tribution to the selected sample. If the same analysis procedure adopted to data collected
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in 1996 and 1997 at lower centre–of–mass energies is applied to the 1998 data sample, the
Monte Carlo underestimates the number of events at the end of the preselection (cut P8)
by more than 4 standard deviations, as shown in figure 6.11. The excess is due to hadronic
events with small missing transverse momenta, relatively small acoplanarities and at least
one jet reconstructed in the forward direction.
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Figure 6.11: Distribution of kinematic variables for the
√
s = 189 GeV data selected with

the same analysis procedure applied at lower centre–of–mass energies: (a) mjj, (b) 6pT(b), (c)
|cosθj| and (d) φacop.

It would be necessary to restrict the angular range for jets much below the current re-
quirement |cosθj| < 0.96 (cut P4) to overcome this problem, while still using the hadronic
calorimeter information for the energy flow measurement. This would however introduce
a large reduction in the selection efficiency for the qq′eνe events, increasing the expected
error on the anomalous couplings. For this reason a different approach is used. The se-
lection cuts are left unchanged and the energy deposits in the hadronic calorimeters are
not considered for the reconstruction of the jet energies and the calculation of the missing
momentum. The drawback of this approach is that the resolution on the jet directions and
on the missing momentum is worse than in the first case. As a result the background of
hadronic events without missing energy is rejected with less efficiency by the preselection
cuts.

The number of events selected in the data are compared with the Monte Carlo predic-
tion in table 6.2 at page 93 for each step of the preselection and for the final selection cut.
At the end of the preselection 271 events are selected in the data collected at

√
s = 189

GeV in 1998, for a Monte Carlo prediction of (247± 5) events. In this case the Monte Carlo
provides a much better description of the data. The selected sample is constituted for
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55% by e+e− → qq(γ) events, while single W events, W+W− → qq′`ν` decays and other
four–fermion final states (mainly Z0Z0 → qqνν) contribute each approximately 15% of the
events. The amount of e+e− → qq(γ) background is almost doubled with respect to what
could be achieved using also the information from the hadronic calorimeter, whereas con-
tribution from four–fermion final states are unaffected by this change in the analysis. The
large increase in the e+e− → qq(γ) background at the end of the preselection is also visible
in the distributions of the variables used for the final event likelihood, shown in figure 6.12,
to be compared with figures 6.7 and 6.11. The increased contribution of this background is
clearly visible in the missing transverse momentum and in the acoplanarity distributions
(figures 6.12b and 6.12d).
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Figure 6.12: Distribution of variables used in the likelihood selection: (a) mjj, (b)
(6pT/Ebeam)2(b), (c) F , (d) log10(φacop/σφacop), (e) log10(y23) and ( f ) 6pL/Ebeam. The value of the
cut on φacop/σφacop separating the two regions for the calculation of the event likelihood is
indicated by the arrow in (d).
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The reduced rejection power of the preselection is mainly due to the poorer resolu-
tion of the jet correction algorithm, when the information from the hadronic calorimeter
is not used. The differences between the two jet correction algorithms do not affect the
bulk of the distributions, but are clearly visible for events in which the energy deposited
in the hadron calorimeter is large. In these events the acoplanarity and the missing trans-
verse momentum can be overestimated when the jet directions are reconstructed using
only tracks and clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter. This reduces the rejection effi-
ciency for the e+e− → qq(γ) background in which large acoplanarities and large missing
transverse momenta are mostly generated through bad measurements.

The second modification of the analysis is necessary to improve the rejection of the
Z0Z0 → qqνν background. For data collected at centre–of–mass energies below the thresh-
old for the production of Z pairs this background component is negligible. Already at√
s = 183 GeV the Z0Z0 → qqνν process contributes for 10% of the background. At√
s = 189 GeV the number of events from this process which pass the preselection is half

of those coming from the W+W− → qq′`ν` decays. The Z0Z0 → qqνν events are difficult
to distinguish from the qq′eνe events coming from single W production. In both cases only
the two jets are visible in the detector, and the distribution of most quantities which can be
measured in the final state are similar. One difference between Z0Z0 → qqνν and single W
production is the distribution of the longitudinal component of the missing momentum.
In the case of single W production the final state electron has a longitudinal momentum
with an almost flat distribution up to 60 GeV/c. The longitudinal component of the missing
momentum, 6pL, is dominated by the electron contribution. Therefore the distribution of 6pL

(shown in figure 6.12f) is almost flat in the range 0–60 GeV/c. The two Z bosons produced
in the e+e− → Z0Z0 process have small momenta (25 GeV/c at

√
s = 189 GeV), and the two

neutrinos from the Z0Z0 → qqνν decay are emitted almost back–to–back. The longitudinal
component of the missing momentum in these events is therefore small and extends only
to 20 GeV/c. This allows to discriminate between single W production and Z0Z0 → qqνν
decays. For this reason 6pL is used as additional variable in the likelihood selection above
the Z pair production threshold.

Apart from these two modifications the analysis of the data collected in 1998 at
√
s =

189 GeV proceeds similarly to that of data taken at lower centre–of–mass energies. After
the final likelihood cut 69 events are observed in data, for a Monte Carlo prediction of
(63.3±1.3) events, of which (29.9±0.5) events are due to qq′eνe production in the kinematic
region cos θe > 0.98. The detailed composition of the final event sample is given in table
6.2. It is slightly different from that obtained at lower energies. The contribution from
the qqνν final state increases to 22%, due to the opening of the Z0Z0 production channel,
while the background from W+W− → qq′`ν` events is reduced relative to the analysis
performed at lower energy. The increase of the e+e− → qq(γ) background is only due to
the less performant energy correction algorithm used for the simulation of the 1998 data.

The distributions of the event selection likelihoods in the two regions φacop/σφacop < 5
and φacop/σφacop > 5 are shown in figures 6.13a and 6.13b, including all the data collected
at

√
s = 161–189 GeV, for a total integrated luminosity of 251 pb-1. In total 92 event satisfy

the cuts on the event likelihood L:

• L must be larger than 0.92 in the region φacop/σφacop < 5 and

• L must be larger than 0.36 in the region φacop/σφacop > 5.
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The Monte Carlo provides an adequate description of the final event selection, both
for the distribution of the likelihood L and for the two jets invariant mass distribution of
the selected events, which is shown in figure 6.13c. The invariant mass distribution shows
clearly a peak at mjj ≈ mW, as expected since the sample is constituted mainly by single
W events and W+W− → qq′`ν` events in which the lepton (or its decay products for the
W+W− → qq′τντ process) are not detected.
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Figure 6.13: The distribution of L in the two regions defined by the cut φacop/σφacop < 5
(> 5) (a and b). Cuts in the two regions are indicated by the arrows. The two jets invariant
mass distribution of the selected sample is shown in (c). The number of selected qq ′eνe
events as a function of the purity is shown in (d) for the samples selected at the four centre–
of–mass energies. All samples are normalised to a common luminosity of 100 pb-1. Dots
indicate the working point of the selections described in the text. The dashed line indicates
the curve which would be obtained at

√
s = 189 GeV using the informations from the

hadronic calorimeter in the energy correction algorithm.

To allow a comparison of the event selections at the various centre–of–mass energy the
curves giving the number of selected qq′eνe events in the kinematic region cos θe > 0.98
is plotted in figure 6.13 as a function of the sample purity. All samples are normalised to
a common luminosity of 100 pb-1, but no scaling is applied to consider the difference in
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cross section. In general the purity of the selected sample decreases as the centre–of–mass
increases, and this is mainly due to the fact that the cross sections of the e+e− → W+W−

and e+e− → Z0Z0 processes increase with
√
s much faster than the single W cross section.

The selection efficiency for qq′eνe events with cos θe > 0.98 is instead almost constant in
this energy range.

To allow a comparison of the event selections at the various centre–of–mass energy the
curves giving the number of selected qq′eνe events in the kinematic region cos θe > 0.98
is plotted in figure 6.13 as a function of the sample purity. All samples are normalised to
a common luminosity of 100 pb-1, but no scaling is applied to consider the difference in
cross section. In general the purity of the selected sample decreases as the centre–of–mass
increases, and this is mainly due to the fact that the cross sections of the e+e− → W+W−

and e+e− → Z0Z0 processes increase with
√
s much faster than the single W cross section.

The selection efficiency for qq′eνe events with cos θe > 0.98 is instead almost constant in
this energy range.

2–fermions 4–fermions γγ → qq ΣBG Weνe Monte Carlo Data

Cut based preselection –
√

s = 189 GeV

cut P1 10075±42 1773±5 1337±43 13185±60 70.0±0.8 13255±60 14176
cut P2 9166±40 1752±5 1233±43 12151±58 68.2±0.8 12219±58 13082
cut P3 7794±37 457±3 938±39 9189±53 48.9±0.6 9238±53 9977
cut P4 7128±35 420±3 250±20 7798±40 45.9±0.6 7844±40 8294
cut P5 2226±20 181±2 95±12 2502±23 42.6±0.6 2545±23 2754
cut P6 295±7 86±1 31±6 412±9 38.2±0.6 450±9 483
cut P7 233±6 81±1 6±2 320±7 37.8±0.2 358±7 396
cut P8 147±5 61±1 2.5±0.6 210±5 36.8±0.6 247±5 271
region 1 136±5 16.8±0.5 1.6±0.5 154±5 4.1±0.2 158±5 178
region 2 11±1 44.5±0.6 0.9±0.4 56±2 32.7±0.5 89±2 93

Likelihood selection –
√

s = 189 GeV

cut L 5.7±1.0 26.7±0.5 1.0±0.4 33.4±1.2 29.9±0.5 63.3±1.3 69
region 1 2.4±0.6 1.0±0.1 0.3±0.2 3.7±0.7 1.0±0.1 4.7±0.7 0
region 2 3.3±0.7 25.7±0.5 0.7±0.3 29.7±1.0 28.9±0.5 58.6±1.1 69

Table 6.2: Number of expected events for signal and backgrounds and number of data
events selected for

√
s ≈ 189 GeV.
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Systematic uncertainties on the Monte Carlo prediction of the number of selected events
have been evaluated separately for the qq′eνe events produced in the single W process,
for the remaining 4–fermion events and for the e+e− → qq(γ) background. The strategy
for the evaluation of the systematic errors, based on a separation of detector effects from
uncertainties related to the modelling of physical processes, is described in section 7.1. Sys-
tematic errors due to uncertainties in the Monte Carlo models are considered in section 7.2,
while errors related to the description of the detector response in the simulation program
are discussed in section 7.3. Residual differences in the distribution of the quantities used
for the preselection and the likelihood are considered as additional sources of systematic
errors, which are studied in section 7.4. All systematic uncertainties on the Monte Carlo
prediction of the numbers of selected events are summarised at the end of this chapter in
table 7.1.

7.1 Control samples

The strategy for estimating systematic errors on the Monte Carlo prediction of the number
of selected events is to separate detector effects from uncertainties related to the modelling
of physical processes. Uncertainties due to detector effects are studied varying the smear-
ing parameters in the Monte Carlo as discussed in section 4.8. Residual discrepancies
between the Monte Carlo and the data in the distributions of the quantities used in the
event selection are attributed to a non correct description of the physical processes which
contribute to the selected sample of data. Comparisons of data and Monte Carlo are per-
formed on a set of control samples to obtain an estimate of the effects of these residual
discrepancies on the event selection.

The differences between data and Monte Carlo distributions observed in the control
samples are due either to a difference in the mean values of the distribution or to a dif-
ference in shape. In the first case the agreement between the Monte Carlo and the data
is improved applying to the simulated events a bias equal to the difference of the mean
values of the distributions. The same goal is achieved in the second case weighting the
simulated events with the ratio of the data and Monte Carlo distributions. This weight is
usually parametrised using only linear or quadratic terms. The effect of the corrections
obtained from the study of control samples is applied to the Monte Carlo sample used to
estimate the number of events which pass the event selection of chapter 6. Any variation
of the number of selected events is taken as estimate of the systematic effects. This pro-
cedure is applied in turn to all quantities used for the preselection or to build the event
likelihood. Since this procedure may emphasise statistical fluctuations of the Monte Carlo
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sample, a normalisation factor is introduced for every event weight, in order to keep the
number of events which pass the preselection fixed. Statistical fluctuations of the Monte
Carlo samples are included separately in the systematic uncertainty on the selected num-
ber of events.

A control sample for the qq′eνe events in which an electron is scattered at cosθe− > 0.98
can be built starting from the events selected as W+W− → qq′`ν` using the procedure de-
scribed in [102]. In the W+W− → qq′eνe and W+W− → qq′µνµ decay channels this selec-
tion has a purity in excess of 94% and 97% respectively. Multihadronic events produced in
the e+e− → qq(γ) reaction constitute the main background. A sample of single W bosons
can be obtained removing the lepton from these W+W− → qq′`ν` decays. These single W
bosons do not have the same kinematical distributions as the W bosons produced in the
e+e− → W+e−νe reaction. The latter have on average a smaller momentum, and the jets
produced in their decays tend to be closer in angle to the beam direction. The available
statistics of W+W− → qq′`ν` decays (1071 events in the data collected in 1997 and 1998)
does not allow to use these events to build a sample of single W bosons produced in the in
the e+e− → W+e−νe reaction, weighting the angular and momentum distributions. The
sample of single W bosons built removing the lepton from W+W− → qq′`ν` events can be
used in any case to check the Monte Carlo modelling of quantities which are not related
to angular and momentum distributions, and to check the effects of the lepton veto and of
the WW veto used in the preselection. As an example the distributions of y23, of Recal and
of number of tracks obtained from the sample of data W+W− → qq′`ν` events after the
removal of the leptons are compared in figures 7.1a–c with the Monte Carlo distributions
given by the KORALW event generator for qq′eνe events in which the electron is scattered
at cosθe− > 0.98.

The same sample of W+W− → qq′`ν` data with the lepton removed can be used also
to check the properties of the qq′`ν` which satisfy the event selection described in the
previous chapter. As discussed in section 6.4 these are mostly W+W− → qq′`ν` events in
which the lepton is emitted in the non–instrumented regions of the detector near the beam
pipe or W+W− → qq′τντ events in which the τ decays into hadrons which are close to
one of the jets from the other W boson. The considerations just made for the qq ′eνe events
apply as well to the first class of events. The second class of events is slightly different:
in general in these events the invariant mass of the two jets is larger than mW, since one
of the two jets contains also the decay products from the τ . The final likelihood selects
mainly the events in which the τ decay products have a very low momentum. Therefore
all kinematical distributions, including the invariant mass spectrum, are similar to those
obtained from the W+W− → qq′`ν` events from which the lepton has been removed. The
W+W− → qq′`ν` data with the lepton removed provide therefore an adequate description
of the main background to qq′eνe production in the single W kinematic region. This data
sample is compared with a Monte Carlo sample selected in the same way to obtain the
corrections which are then applied to the 4–fermion events to asses systematic errors. Data
and Monte Carlo are compared in figures 7.1d–f for this category of events.

A control sample used to study the properties of the e+e− → qq(γ) background is ob-
tained relaxing or inverting the cuts applied in the preselection. This sample is made by
the events which satisfy the following list of cuts (the definitions of these quantities are
given in section 6.3):

• at least 9 reconstructed tracks which pass the quality criteria of section 4.1,
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• a total energy deposited in the forward calorimeters (FD and SW) smaller than 10
GeV,

• a veto on events which are selected as e+e− → W+W− candidates,

• |cosθj| > 0.96,

• |cosθjj| < 0.99 and |cosθ6p| < 0.99,

• φacop < 15◦,

• 6pT/
√
s < 0.75 and

• 40 < mjj < 120 GeV/c2.

These cuts select a 93% pure sample of e+e− → qq(γ) events, covering mainly the kine-
matic region of the preselection cuts. The rest of the sample contains mainly γγ → qq
events and Z0e+e− → qqe+e− final states. The distributions of y23, log10(φacop/σφacop) and
6pT/Ebeam in data and Monte Carlo after these cuts are compared in figures 7.1g–i.

7.2 Uncertainties in Monte Carlo models

The limitations of the event generators used to estimate the number of selected events
coming from the e+e− → qq′e−νe process in the kinematic region dominated by single W
production have been discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3. None of the currently available
Monte Carlo programs contains a correct description of the main radiative corrections to
the e+e− → qq′e−νe: initial (ISR) and final state radiation (FSR), and loop corrections in
the photon propagator. Uncertainties related to these limitations of the event generators
are evaluated as follows:

• All Monte Carlo programs take into account ISR, assuming that the cross section is
dominated by the annihilation diagrams. If this assumption is applied to the events
produced in the single W kinematic region, the energy carried by ISR photons is
overestimated and the effective centre–of–mass energy is too small. This corresponds
to an underestimate of the cross section by (7 ± 1)%, as discussed in section 3.3. The
uncertainty on this correction is half of the difference of two independent calcula-
tions of this effect [80, 81].

• In the Monte Carlo programs ISR photons are either emitted collinear to the beam
direction, or with a transverse momentum spectrum better suited to the description
of annihilation processes. In the kinematic region of single W production neither of
the two descriptions of the pγ

T spectrum is adequate. Their difference can be anyhow
taken as an upper limit on the uncertainties caused the non correct modelling of
pγ

T. The event selection is designed to be insensitive to the correct description of the
transverse momentum of ISR photons, and for this reason loose vetoes are applied
on the energy deposits in the forward calorimeters. As a result the difference in the
number of events selected between Monte Carlo implementing these two different
models of ISR is only 1.5%.
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Figure 7.1: Control samples used for the estimation of systematic errors. In (a–c) the qq ′eνe
Monte Carlo in the single W kinematic region is compared with W+W− → qq′`ν` data
from which the lepton has been removed: (a) jet resolution parameter y23, (b) ratio of the
energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter and of the centre–of–mass energy R ecal
and (c) number of tracks. Data and Monte Carlo are compared in (d–f ) for a sample of
selected W+W− → qq′`ν` events from which the lepton is removed: (d) invariant mass of
the jet pair mjj, (e) log10(φacop/σφacop) and ( f ) 6pT/Ebeam. In (g–i ) data and Monte Carlo are
compared for a sample of events enriched in the qq(γ) final state: (g) y23, (h) significance of
the acoplanarity log10(φacop/σφacop) and (i) scaled missing transverse momentum 6pT/Ebeam.
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• In the Monte Carlo programs, FSR from the electron is either not taken into account
or simulated under the assumption that the electron comes from the decay of a W
boson. The transverse momentum of the photon relative to the electron may be over-
estimated, if this second approximation is used for the single W events. The differ-
ence in the selected number of events between the two different approaches, 1.7%, is
an upper limit on the uncertainties due to FSR modelling.

• To take into account loop corrections in the photon propagator the fine structure
constant is set to αem = 1/135.0 in the event generators. This value is the average of
αem(Q2) for the generated events. If instead the fine structure constant is fixed to the
value it has at the average four–momentum transfer in the events, a value of αem =
1/135.8 is obtained. Both approaches are valid approximations of a full calculation
which takes into account correctly the loop corrections. The difference between the
two values of αem induces a variation of 1.2% in the Monte Carlo prediction of the
number of selected events, which is taken as systematic error.

In addition to these theoretical uncertainties related to the inclusion of higher order cor-
rections, two additional sources of systematic errors have to be considered:

• Differences in the technical implementations of the event generators (matrix element
calculations, phase space sampling, treatment of the W boson width) cause varia-
tions in the number of selected events, which amount to 4.0% at

√
s = 161 GeV and

decrease to 2.0% at
√
s = 189 GeV, as shown in table 5.1.

• The scale of hadronisation effects is studied comparing the number of event selected
in a single set of four–fermion events which are hadronised once using JETSET and a
second time using HERWIG as a hadronisation model. The relative difference in the
number of selected events amounts to 1.7%.

The sum of these uncertainties related to the modelling of the e+e− → qq′e−νe process in
the kinematic region dominated by single W production gives a total systematic error of
5.1% at

√
s = 161 GeV. This error decreases to 3.8% at

√
s = 189 GeV.

For the rest of the 4–fermion final states, dominated by pair production of W and Z
bosons, the Monte Carlo calculations are more precise, and the current theoretical pre-
dictions have an uncertainty of 2% [120]. Different Monte Carlo programs (KORALW,
EXCALIBUR, grc4f and PYTHIA) give predictions of the number of selected events, which
are consistent within the statistical errors of the Monte Carlo. Any variation from the
prediction of the reference samples is nevertheless taken as an additional source of sys-
tematic uncertainty. Added to the 2% theoretical uncertainty on the e+e− → W+W− and
e+e− → Z0Z0 production cross section, this gives systematic errors on the 4–fermion con-
tribution to the selected samples of 3.2% at

√
s = 161–189 GeV. This number includes

also the uncertainties related to the hadronisation process, estimated as for the qq ′eνe final
state.

The comparison of the KK, PYTHIA and HERWIG prediction of the e+e− → qq(γ) com-
ponent of the selected sample introduces an additional systematic error of 1.4%, covering
also uncertainties related to the hadronisation process.

The statistical uncertainties of the Monte Carlo prediction of the number of selected
events are considered as an additional source of systematic errors. These are largest for
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the lowest centre–of–mass energies, for which only small Monte Carlo samples were pro-
cessed through the detector simulation program.

7.3 Detector related systematic uncertainties

Detector resolution effects have been studied using the calibration data taken on the Z0

peak at the beginning of each year running period. Differences in the kinematical quanti-
ties between the data and the Monte Carlo simulations tuned on the high statistics LEP1
data are attributed to inaccuracies in the detector simulation program. It has been shown
in section 4.8 that the agreement between the Monte Carlo and the calibration data can
be improved applying a smearing procedure to the simulated events. The parameters of
this smearing procedure are tuned for each year calibration data and then applied to the
Monte Carlo samples used for predicting the number of selected events. Uncertainties re-
lated to the simulation of the detector response are estimated varying the parameters of the
smearing procedure, within the range allowed by the Z0 calibration data. This introduces
a systematic uncertainty of 1.5% in the number of selected qq′eνe events which are pro-
duced in the single W kinematic region. For the rest of the selected events this uncertainty
amounts to 3%.

Additional systematic uncertainties are introduced to take into account possible ineffi-
ciencies of the trigger system (0.2%, section 4.5), the error of the luminosity measurement
(between 0.2% and 0.6%, section 4.11) and the effect of beam related backgrounds (between
0.1% and 0.4%, section 4.10).

7.4 Uncertainties in the selection procedure

Any residual discrepancy between the Monte Carlo and the data in the event selection is
treated as a possible source of systematic error using the method described in section 7.1.

The fraction of qq′eνe events in the single W kinematic region which are rejected by the
W pairs and lepton vetoes is calculated in the control sample built out of W+W− → qq′`ν`

data, from which the lepton has been removed. The Monte Carlo used in the single W
kinematic region predicts that the W pairs veto rejects (17.2 ± 0.6)% of the events which
otherwise would satisfy the event selection of chapter 6, in perfect agreement with the es-
timate of (17.0±1.8)% obtained from the single W sample built using the W+W− → qq′`ν`

data. The statistical precision of this test, 1.9%, is taken as systematic uncertainty on the
effect of the W pairs veto. This procedure is also applied to the lepton veto, giving a sys-
tematic uncertainty of 0.8%. For the data collected at

√
s = 172 and 183 GeV the statistical

power of this test is more limited and therefore the assigned error is larger.
For the other four–fermion events the systematic error on the W pairs veto is taken

from the the systematic uncertainty of the selection efficiency for the W+W− → qq′`ν`

events which is 1.3% [102]. This number has to be scaled for the relative fraction of
W+W− → qq′`ν` events in the selected sample, giving finally a systematic error of 0.9%.
The control samples are used to assess a systematic uncertainty on the efficiency of the
lepton veto, obtaining an error of 1.5% at

√
s = 189 GeV.

Good agreement between Monte Carlo and data is found using the control samples
for distributions of all the other variables used in the preselection and in the likelihood
selection. In most cases the difference of the mean values of the distributions is found to
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qq′eνe events with cosθe− > 0.98 other 4–fermion events and e+e− → qq(γ)√
s 161 GeV 172 GeV 183 GeV 189 GeV 161 GeV 172 GeV 183 GeV 189 GeV

Uncertainties in Monte Carlo models
Single W Monte Carlo 5.1 4.8 4.0 3.8
4–fermion Monte Carlo 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.1
e+e− → qq(γ) Monte Carlo 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
Monte Carlo statistics 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 8.2 5.0 4.0 3.6

Detector related systematic uncertainties
Smearing procedure 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Trigger efficiency 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Luminosity measurement 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.2
Beam related background 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3

Uncertainties in the selection procedure
W pairs veto 0.0 3.8 3.8 1.9 0.0 0.9 0.9 0.9
Lepton veto 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.8 2.6 2.6 2.6 1.5
Track multiplicity and quality 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Recal cut 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Energy deposits in FD and SW 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Angular cuts on jets 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.5
|cosθjj| and |cosθ 6p| cuts 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 2.4 2.4 2.4 1.8
Acoplanarity cut 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.1
Missing transverse momentum 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.2 3.5 2.2 1.9 1.4
Likelihood variables 1.4 1.2 0.7 0.7 5.1 3.8 2.8 1.7
Total 6.1 7.0 6.3 5.1 12.2 9.4 8.5 6.7

Additional uncertainties for the t–channel cross section measurement
WW/ZZ cross section measurement 20.0 7.8 8.5 4.8
e+e− → qq(γ) cross section measurement 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.4

Table 7.1: Systematic errors (in %) on the selected number of events for the qq ′eνe signal with a forward going electron and for the 4–fermion
and qq(γ) backgrounds.
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be smaller than the resolution of the quantity being measured. For example the difference
of the mean values of the polar angles of jets is 0.5◦, which is smaller than the average
angular resolution for jets 1◦. Most systematic uncertainties are dominated by the size of
the available control samples. This explains the scaling of the systematic errors when the√
s = 189 samples are analysed.

The total systematic errors for the qq′eνe events (5.1% at
√
s = 189 GeV) is dominated

by the theoretical uncertainties in the cross section calculation. Another big source of sys-
tematic uncertainty is the veto on W pairs.

For the remaining four–fermion events and for the hadrons produced in the e+e− → qq(γ)
process the main systematic error is represented by the uncertainty in the detectors re-
sponse, and by the statistical errors of the control samples.



8 Single W production cross section

The event selection described in chapter 6 is modified in order to measure the t–channel
production cross section for the qq′eνe final state in e+e− collisions, in the kinematic region
in which the quark pair has an invariant mass mqq′ > 40 GeV/c2. The reasons for this
definition of the single W production cross section, which will be used in the future by all
the LEP experiments, have been discusses in section 3.5.

Only small modifications to the event selection of chapter 6 are needed in order to
perform this cross section measurement. These modifications are discussed in section 8.1.
The measurements of the t–channel cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe reaction are then
presented in section 8.2.

8.1 Modified event selection

The selection of qq′eνe events produced through the t–channel diagrams (diagrams 11–
20 in figure 3.1) starts from the events accepted by the preselection described in 6.3. A
different event classification is now adopted in which the signal is represented by qq ′eνe

events produced through t–channel diagrams. All other final states and the qq ′eνe events
produced through s–channel diagrams are considered background. Using this modified
definition the composition of the preselected samples is given at the four different centre–
of–mass energies in table 8.1.

The total number of events accepted by the preselection changes in some cases (within
the statistical errors of the Monte Carlo) with respect to the numbers given in tables 6.1
and 6.2 since different Monte Carlo programs are used for computing the contribu-
tion from the qq′eνe final state. This contribution is now obtained using the grc4f pro-
gram to simulate the t–channel diagrams, and the KORALW program to simulate the
e+e− → W+W− process, with the following approximations:

• the contribution of the s–channel diagrams is calculated using only the CC03 dia-
grams, corresponding to a underestimation of the background of 0.1%;

• the contribution of the interference term between s and t–channel diagrams, which
should be considered as part of the background, is neglected. The size of the interfer-
ence term is estimated using the first of the two procedures introduced in section 5.3.
Using fully simulated samples of qq′eνe events produced through the full CC20 set
of diagrams, or only through the 10 t–channel and the CC03 diagrams, this correc-
tion is found to be compatible with zero at the 0.5% level. This uncertainty of 0.5%,
dominated by the available Monte Carlo statistics, is considered as an additional
systematic error on the accepted background cross section.
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2–fermions 4–fermions γγ → qq ΣBG qq′eνe Monte Carlo Data
(t-channel)

Cut based preselection –
√

s = 161 GeV

cut P8 7.1±0.2 2.9±0.1 0 10.0±0.2 1.23±0.02 11.2±0.2 14
region 1 7.0±0.2 1.67±0.07 0 8.7±0.2 0.33±0.01 9.0±0.2 11
region 2 0.1±0.04 1.3±0.05 0 2.2±0.1 0.90±0.02 3.0±0.1 3

Likelihood selection –
√

s = 161 GeV

cut L 0.05±0.02 0.46±0.03 0 0.51±0.04 0.97±0.02 1.48±0.04 1
region 1 0.05±0.02 0.08±0.01 0 0.13±0.02 0.14±0.01 0.27±0.02 0
region 2 0 0.38±0.03 0 0.38±0.03 0.83±0.02 1.21±0.03 1

Cut based preselection –
√

s = 172 GeV

cut P8 5.2±0.2 3.3±0.1 0.1±0.1 8.6±0.2 1.52±0.03 10.1±0.2 14
region 1 5.0±0.2 1.3±0.06 0.1±0.1 6.4±0.2 0.23±0.01 6.6±0.2 10
region 2 0.2±0.05 2.0±0.07 0 2.2±0.1 1.29±0.02 3.5±0.1 4

Likelihood selection –
√

s = 172 GeV

cut L 0.06±0.02 0.97±0.04 0 1.03±0.05 1.20±0.02 2.23±0.06 3
region 1 0.04±0.01 0.06±0.01 0 0.10±0.02 0.08±0.01 0.18±0.02 0
region 2 0.02±0.01 0.91±0.04 0 0.93±0.04 1.12±0.02 2.05±0.05 3

Cut based preselection –
√

s = 183 GeV

cut P8 27.9±1.3 20.6±0.5 1.5±0.9 50.0±1.7 10.5±0.2 60.5±1.7 64
region 1 27.8±1.3 11.6±0.4 1.5±0.9 40.9±1.6 3.9±0.1 44.8±1.6 50
region 2 0.1±0.1 9.0±0.3 0 9.1±0.3 6.6±0.1 15.7±0.4 14

Likelihood selection –
√

s = 183 GeV

cut L 0.88±0.23 6.60±0.27 0 7.48±0.36 8.30±0.16 15.78±0.39 15
region 1 0.81±0.23 2.36±0.17 0 3.17±0.28 2.47±0.08 5.64±0.29 6
region 2 0.07±0.06 4.24±0.22 0 4.31±0.22 5.83±0.13 10.14±0.25 9

Cut based preselection –
√

s = 189 GeV

cut P8 147±5 63±1 2.5±0.6 212±5 36.3±0.6 248±5 271
region 1 146±5 27.3±0.5 2.1±0.6 175±5 9.5±0.3 185±5 201
region 2 tr1±1 35.7±0.6 0.4±0.3 37±1 26.8±0.5 64±1 70

Likelihood selection –
√

s = 189 GeV

cut L 5.2±1.0 21.9±0.4 1.0±0.4 28.1±1.1 27.4±0.5 55.5±1.2 64
region 1 4.6±0.6 3.3±0.1 0.7±0.2 8.6±0.7 4.1±0.2 12.7±1.0 13
region 2 0.6±0.7 18.6±0.4 0.3±0.3 19.5±1.0 23.3±0.5 42.8±0.7 51

Table 8.1: Number of expected events for signal and backgrounds and number of data
events selected for

√
s ≈ 161–189 GeV.
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The likelihood selection uses the same set of discriminating variables introduced in
section 6.4, with two minor changes:

• as discussed above a different set of Monte Carlo samples is used for preparing the
reference distributions used in the likelihood calculation;

• the value of the φacop/σφacop cut, used to separate the background in two regions
dominated respectively by 4–fermion final states and by events produced in the
e+e− → qq(γ) reaction, is changed from 5 to 8, leading to an improvement of 2%
in the product of signal efficiency times purity.

The Monte Carlo prediction of the number of events accepted by this modified event
selection is compared with the data in table 8.1. The expected signal contribution from
the t–channel diagrams to the qq′eνe final state is obtained from the grc4f Monte Carlo.
The selection efficiency for the signal varies between 37% at

√
s = 161 GeV and 31% at√

s = 189 GeV, for expected signal purities close to 50%.
The proposed definition of single W production cross section (section 3.5) contains a

cut on the invariant mass of the quark pair, mqq′ > 40 GeV/c2, to avoid the kinematic
region dominated by multiperipheral diagrams, which is affected by large uncertainties in
the QCD corrections. Therefore a correction factor is needed to account for events in which
the invariant mass of the jet pair is larger than 40 GeV/c2, although the invariant mass of
the quark pair is smaller than this value. This correction factor is calculated using the grc4f
Monte Carlo, and corresponds to an increase of the accepted background cross section of
approximately 10 fb.

The selection efficiency, ε, and the accepted background cross section after this correc-
tion, σBkg, are given in table 8.2, for the different OPAL data sets. The overlap between
this selection and the one described in the previous chapter is both in the data and in the
Monte Carlo close to 92%.

8.2 Cross section measurements

The t–channel cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe process in the kinematic region mqq′ >

40 GeV/c2 is calculated for each centre–of–mass energy using the formula:

σ =
Nobs − LσBkg

εL ,

where L is the integrated luminosity and Nobs is the number of observed events in data.
The measured cross sections are listed in table 8.2. Within the limited statistics available
no deviation is observed from the predictions of two different Monte Carlo programs,
grc4f and EXCALIBUR, as shown in figure 8.1. Given the limited integrated luminosity
of the two data sets collected in 1996, a significative measurement of the cross section is
not possible at the two lowest centre–of–mass energies,

√
s = 161 and 172 GeV. The data

collected at
√
s = 183 GeV allow to measure a cross section different from zero only for

2.2 standard deviations. The significance of the cross section measurement grows to 5.5
standard deviations at

√
s = 189 GeV.

Systematic errors on the selection efficiency and on the accepted background cross sec-
tion are calculated using the same procedures of chapter 7. The selection efficiencies are
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known with systematic errors varying between 4 and 5%. The systematic errors on the
background prediction are much larger (up to 24% at

√
s = 161 GeV), mainly due to the

low integrated luminosity of some data sets, which does not allow to measure precisely the
cross section for those backgrounds (W pair and Z pair production) which are just above
threshold. The final systematic errors on the cross section measurements are anyhow much
below the current statistical precision, and vary between 40 and 60 fb.

√
s(GeV) 161 172 183 189

ε 37.8% 35.7% 36.8 % 31.9 %
∆ε 4.7% 6.0% 5.8% 4.4%
σBkg (fb) 64 110 140 171
∆σBkg 23.8% 12.8% 10.5% 9.7%
Nobs 1 3 15 64
Cross section (fb) 100+360

−100 510+565
−385 340+200

−170 615+150
−135

Systematic error (fb) ±40 ±45 ±45 ±60
95% CL limits (fb) [0, 1000] [0, 1800] [35, 760] [225, 750]

Table 8.2: Selection efficiency, accepted background cross section, number of selected
events and measured t–channel cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe process.
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Figure 8.1: Measurements of the t–channel cross section for the e+e− → qq′e−νe process
in the kinematic region mqq′ > 40 GeV/c2. OPAL data are compared with Monte Carlo
predictions of grc4f (black curve) and EXCALIBUR (red curve).
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The event selection presented in chapter 6 is used to measure the ∆κγ and λγ parameters
of the Lagrangian that describes the γW+W− vertex. Fits to the observed event rate are
performed in section 9.1 and compared with expectations from Monte Carlo. The use of
differential distributions in the TGC’s fit is investigated in section 9.2. Systematic uncer-
tainties in the measurement of the couplings are considered in section 9.3. The final results
of the analysis are given in section 9.4 and then combined in section 9.5 with measurements
performed using e+e− → W+W− events.

9.1 TGC’s fit to the event rate

The values of the TGC’s can be extracted from a fit to the observed event rate, using the
event selection presented in chapter 6. The number of events selected in the data is com-
pared in table 9.1 with the Monte Carlo prediction, assuming SM values for the couplings.
At all energies the total number of expected events is consistent with the corresponding
number of observed events. There is no evidence for any significant contribution from
anomalous couplings. A quantitative study of TGC’s from the yield of the event selec-
tion is performed comparing the number of observed events with the expected number
which is parametrised as a second–order polynomial in the couplings. The coefficients
of this polynomial are calculated from the expected number of events at different values
of the couplings, obtained using the reweighting technique described in appendix A and
assuming the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) relations between the couplings at the γW+W− and Z0W+W−

vertices. This approach based on the direct comparison of an event rate between data and
Monte Carlo avoids the need to define a signal cross section and to calculate the depen-
dence of the selection efficiency as a function of the couplings. It also allows to take into
account all final states which are sensitive to the anomalous couplings, irrespective of the
production process.

√
s (GeV) 161 172 183 189

Data 1 4 18 69
Monte Carlo 1.42±0.10 2.35±0.17 20.4 ±1.3 63.4 ±3.5

Table 9.1: Number of selected events in data at the different centre–of–mass energies com-
pared with the Monte Carlo expectations assuming SM values for the TGC’s. The Monte
Carlo expectations include both statistical and systematic uncertainties.

The dependence of the selected number of events on the ∆κγ and λγ couplings is
shown in figure 9.1. The parametrisations obtained using the reweighting technique agree
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with estimates obtained using fully simulated Monte Carlo samples generated with val-
ues of the TGC’s different from the SM expectations, except possibly for large devia-
tions from the SM. Figure 9.1 shows also the contribution to the selected events from
the e+e− → qq′e−νe process in the kinematic region cosθe− > 0.98 dominated by sin-
gle W production, and the contribution from all the remaining four–fermion final states
and background processes. A comparison of the dependence of the number of selected
events on the couplings with the cross section curves shown in figure 5.2 indicates that
the main property of single W production, the increased sensitivity to the ∆κγ coupling
compared to the W+W− final state, is not affected by the event selection, nor by the large
W+W− → qq′`ν` background.
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Figure 9.1: Monte Carlo prediction of the total number of selected events as a function of (a)
∆κγ and (b) λγ(black curves) at

√
s = 189 GeV. The contribution from the e+e− → qq′e−νe

process in the cosθe− > 0.98 phase space region is given by the red curves, while the
contribution from the remainder of the phase space and from all other processes is shown
by the blue curves. Dots (•) and empty squares (�) represent the Monte Carlo predictions
obtained using fully simulated Monte Carlo samples generated for various values of the
couplings.

For each centre–of–mass energy the probability to observe the measured number of
candidates is calculated using a Poisson distribution centered around the number of ex-
pected events. The product of the four probability distributions corresponding to the four
data sets is taken as the event rate likelihood function to be maximised in order to obtain
the values of the couplings.

This fit procedure has been tested by treating Monte Carlo samples as data, as already
done for studies performed at the generator level (section 5.5) and for the optimisation of
the event selection (section 6.2). Fits to samples generated with SM values of the cou-
plings are performed to predict the expected errors and 95% CL limits and to check that
the modelling of the fit errors is correct. In addition fits are also performed to samples gen-
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erated with values of the couplings different from the SM to check that the fit is unbiased
and that its response is linear in the couplings.

High statistics samples (1000 times the luminosity of the OPAL data) indicate that the
reproduction of the input TGC’s values by the fit is excellent for all values of λγ and for
values of ∆κγ different from -1. This result is actually in contrast with what has been
shown in section 5.5, where a second minimum was always found when performing fits
using only the cross section information and the wrong minimum was chosen in approxi-
mately half of the simulated experiments. This difference is due to the background of the
W+W− → qq′`ν` events in the selected sample, which was not considered in the analysis
of section 5.5. The different dependence on the ∆κγ coupling of the W+W− → qq′`ν` final
state lifts the degeneracy of the cross section which affects the single W kinematic region.
A second minimum usually exists in the likelihood curve, but the probability of it being
consistent with the absolute minimum is smaller than 5%. Only for ∆κγ ≈ −1 the shape of
the likelihood curve is such that this second minimum is consistent with the absolute one
at a level smaller than 2 standard deviations in a sizeable fraction (23%) of the simulated
experiments. In 7% of all the experiments the wrong minimum, located at ∆κγ ≈ −0.78 is
selected instead of the correct one.

This kind of problems in the fit are more evident when considering samples with an in-
tegrated luminosity equal to that of the OPAL data. Results obtained from these tests of the
fit procedure are shown in table 9.2 for samples generated with various values of the cou-
plings. In the fit for the ∆κγ coupling a second minimum is found in 99% of the simulated
experiments and the right minimum is chosen by the likelihood only in 52% of the experi-
ments. Only assuming that the right minimum can be selected with another measurement
(like the TGC’s measurement in the W+W− production), the fit remains unbiased. Another
feature evident from table 9.2 is that the expected error depends on the couplings and is
maximal for ∆κγ = −1 and λγ = 0. Near these two values of the couplings the sensitivity
of the analysis to TGC’s is minimal.

This procedure based on small samples tests allows also to check whether the errors
returned by the maximum likelihood fit have the correct statistical meaning. Two types of
checks can be performed:

• The pull, defined as the difference between the measured and the true coupling,
divided by the measurement error, should follow a normal distribution. If the vari-
ance of distribution is different from 1, then the error needs to be rescaled, which
in turn corresponds to dividing the log–likelihood curve by the variance. This tech-
nique for checking the statistical error is not of direct applicability in the case of
non–gaussian errors, which are expected in the current analysis due to the limited
number of events. One possibility is to perform the test of the pull distribution using
the positive error if the measured value of the coupling is smaller than the true value,
and the negative error viceversa. The positive and negative errors are obtained find-
ing the values of the log–likelihood which differs from the maximum by 0.5. Pull
distributions defined in this way have a variance consistent with 1, indicating that
the statistical errors given by the fit program are correctly estimated.

• The second check of the correctness of the errors returned by the fit program is based
on the distribution of the value of the log–likelihood at the SM point. If the errors
are correctly defined then in 68.3% of these simulated Monte Carlo experiments the
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Coupling Fraction (%) of experiments with σ Allowed region
2 ∆κγ 2 ∆κγ wrong ∆κγ (∆κγ) at the 95% CL

minima regions minimum for ∆κγ

∆κγ = −2.0 100 95 50 0.16 [−2.29,−1.69]
∆κγ = −1.0 43 3 63 0.19 [−1.67, 0.00]
∆κγ = −0.5 61 7 63 0.22 [−1.73, 0.00]
∆κγ = 0.0 99 67 52 0.19 [−0.34, 0.33]
∆κγ = 0.5 100 100 50 0.15 [ 0.18, 0.75]
∆κγ = 1.0 100 100 50 0.12 [ 0.78, 1.25]
∆κγ = 2.0 100 100 50 0.11 [ 1.79, 2.20]

2 λγ 2 λγ wrong λγ (λγ)
minima regions minimum for λγ

λγ = −2.0 100 100 40 0.12 [−2.25,−1.78]
λγ = −1.0 100 84 47 0.18 [−1.32,−0.62]
λγ = −0.5 72 13 50 0.21 [−0.96, 0.98]
λγ = 0.0 42 4 50 0.37 [−0.82, 0.85]
λγ = 0.5 65 8 50 0.22 [−0.92, 0.95]
λγ = 1.0 100 78 48 0.19 [ 0.61, 1.32]
λγ = 2.0 100 100 38 0.13 [ 1.81, 2.27]

Table 9.2: Results obtained testing the fit procedure on an ensemble of Monte Carlo exper-
iments generated for various values of the TGC’s. Only cross section information are used
in the fits.

value of the log–likelihood should be smaller than 0.5 and in 95% of the cases it
should be smaller than 1.92. This is actually the case for ∆κγ : (65.3 ± 0.9)% and
(94.6 ± 0.5)% of the experiments satisfy the two requirements. For λγ this procedure
indicates that the errors are overestimated, but this is due to the non–parabolic shape
of the log–likelihood curve near the minimum. The 95% CL limits on λγ are however
correctly estimated.

The results of the fit to the event rate on the OPAL data are given in table 9.3 and shown
graphically in figure 9.4 at page 113. As expected the log–likelihood curves presents two
minima in ∆κγ . For λγ the fit prefers a value different from the SM coupling, but still
within 1 standard deviation.

∆κγ λγ

Fit results −0.09+0.19
−0.17 −0.39+1.09

−0.31
95% CL limits [−2.17,−1.46] ∪ [−0.33, 0.42] [−0.92, 0.92]

Table 9.3: Results on ∆κγ and λγ parameters. Each result is obtained setting the other
parameter at its Standard Model value of zero. Only statistical errors are included.

9.2 TGC’s fit to differential distributions

It has been shown in section 5.5 that the degeneracy between the two minima present
in the log–likelihood curve obtained from the fit to the ∆κγ parameter can be removed
by using the differential distributions of the selected events. Two suitable variables have
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been identified for the use in the fit to extract the anomalous couplings: the total transverse
momentum of the jet pair pT

jj and the difference between the cosine of the polar angles of
the two jets |cosθj1 − cosθj2 |. The distribution of pT

jj for the data collected at
√
s = 189 GeV

is compared with different Monte Carlo expectations for various values of the ∆κγ and λγ

parameters in figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Distribution of the accepted events as a function of the total transverse momen-
tum of the jet pair pT

jj for different values of the couplings. The black line shows the Monte
Carlo prediction for SM values of the couplings. The red and blue histograms in (a) show
the expected distribution for ∆κγ = +0.5 and ∆κγ = −2.0. In (b) the green and magenta
histograms show the expected distributions for λγ = ±1.0.

The differential distributions of pT
jj and |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | are included in the fit for the

anomalous couplings using a binned maximum likelihood method. Data and Monte Carlo
are divided into 30 non uniform bins (6 bins in pT

jj and 5 bins in |cosθj1 − cosθj2 |). Bin
widths are chosen such that the number of expected events is approximately equal in all
bins and that there is a sufficient number of Monte Carlo events for calculating the TGC’s
dependence of the expected number of events. The fit to differential distributions is only
applied to the data collected at

√
s = 183 and 189 GeV. The limited statistics available at

lower energies does not justify the use of differential cross sections in the fit.
All the studies performed in the previous section for the fit to the total number of

observed events have been repeated to estimate the gain obtained from the use of the
differential distributions. It has also been checked that the properties of the fit (linearity,
absence of biases, correctness of the error estimates) are not spoiled by the use of additional
informations in the fit.

This study confirms the results already obtained in section 5.5, even after taking into
account background sources, effects of the event selection and detector resolution. The
inclusion of the differential distributions in the TGC’s fit removes almost completely the
ambiguity concerning the fitted value of ∆κγ and reduces the expected error for the mea-
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surement of the λγ parameter. Results obtained from tests on an ensemble of Monte Carlo
samples of integrated luminosity equivalent to that of the OPAL data are summarised in
table 9.4.

Coupling Fraction (%) of experiments with σ Allowed region
2 ∆κγ 2 ∆κγ wrong ∆κγ (∆κγ) at the 95% CL

minima regions minimum for ∆κγ

∆κγ = −2.0 40 40 11 0.16 [−2.29,−1.64]
∆κγ = −1.0 68 64 0 0.21 [−1.61,−0.14]
∆κγ = −0.5 53 17 0 0.21 [−1.47,−0.03]
∆κγ = 0.0 25 4 16 0.18 [−0.38, 0.33]
∆κγ = 0.5 51 15 8 0.14 [ 0.21, 0.77]
∆κγ = 1.0 68 37 5 0.12 [ 0.75, 1.24]
∆κγ = 2.0 40 40 3 0.11 [ 1.79, 2.22]

2 λγ 2 λγ wrong λγ (λγ)
minima regions minimum for λγ

λγ = −2.0 100 100 14 0.12 [−2.22,−1.77]
λγ = −1.0 100 84 22 0.18 [−1.28,−0.65]
λγ = −0.5 72 13 65 0.21 [−0.89, 0.84]
λγ = 0.0 42 4 – 0.37 [−0.72, 0.74]
λγ = 0.5 65 8 65 0.22 [−0.81, 0.89]
λγ = 1.0 100 78 23 0.19 [ 0.65, 1.28]
λγ = 2.0 100 100 15 0.13 [ 1.77, 2.23]

Table 9.4: Results obtained testing the fit procedure on an ensemble of Monte Carlo ex-
periments generated for various values of the TGC’s. Total and differential cross section
informations are used to extract the couplings.

The main differences with respect to the fit which uses only the total cross section
information are:

• When high statistics tests are performed the fit has a linear response on the TGC’s
even for values of ∆κγ ≈ −1. The second minimum present in 23% of the simulated
experiments at ∆κγ = −1 disappears when using differential cross sections in the
TGC’s fit.

• For integrated luminosities equivalent to the OPAL data the number of tests in which
the log–likelihood curve for ∆κγ has two minima is largely reduced. For ∆κγ = 0
the probability of finding two minima in the log–likelihood curve is only 25% for the
TGC’s fit which uses the pT

jj and |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | distribution,

• The λγ region allowed at the 95% CL is reduced by 10%.

• For simultaneous fits to the two couplings the region of the (∆κγ , λγ) plane allowed
at the 68% CL is reduced by 60%, and the 95% CL one is reduced by 40%.

The same procedure has also been tested with fits which use only the pT
jj distribution,

using a higher number of bins (9). While for ∆κγ this fit to a single differential distribution
has the same performance as the fit to the two–dimensional (pT

jj ,|cosθj1 − cosθj2 |) distribu-
tion, the results are 10% worse for λγ . Therefore it has been decided to use the fit to the
two–dimension (pT

jj ,|cosθj1 − cosθj2 |) distribution to obtain the final results of the analysis.
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The improvements given by the use of the pT
jj and |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | distributions in the

TGC’s fit are most clearly visible in figure 9.3. The distribution of the minima of the log–
likelihood curves for 3000 simulated experiments with a luminosity equal to the OPAL data
are shown for the three types of fit performed. In ∆κγ the number of events in which the
wrong minimum is chosen by the fit are strongly reduced.
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Figure 9.3: Distribution of the fitted values of (a) ∆κγ and (b) λγ for 3000 simulated exper-
iments each with a luminosity equivalent to the OPAL data. The red histograms show the
distribution of the results of fits in which only the total cross section is used to extract the
TGC’s. The other histograms show the results of fits which also use differential distribu-
tions (1d–fit to the pT

jj distribution in blue, 2d–fit to the (pT
jj , |cosθj1 − cosθj2 |) distribution in

black). Dots indicate the results of the fits on the OPAL data.

In λγ the fit which uses only the event rate and the fit which also includes the pT
jj distri-

bution predict similar results. It would appear that the fit which uses the two–dimensional
(pT

jj ,|cosθj1 − cosθj2 |) distribution gives worse results, since there are less events in which
the correct value of the coupling λγ = 0 is chosen by the fit. However the large peak at
λγ = 0 does not correspond to better constraints on the couplings, but rather to a com-
plete absence of information in the variables used in the fit. This peak occurs whenever
the observed event rate is smaller than the expected one, due to a statistical fluctuation.
In all these cases λγ takes the value which gives a minimum for the cross section, but
there is no distinction between experiments which have an event rate below the expecta-
tion by 0.1 standard deviations and those in which this difference amounts to 3 standard
deviations. The use of the |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | distribution distinguishes among these cases,
improving in the end the overall sensitivity of the fit. As a consequence the 95% CL limits
on λγ are expected to improve by 10% when the two–dimensional distribution of pT

jj and
|cosθj1 − cosθj2 | is used to measure the couplings.

The effect of the use of the pT
jj and |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | distributions in the TGC’s fit is clearly

visible in figure 9.4 which shows for the OPAL data the log–likelihood curves of the one
parameter fits to ∆κγ and λγ , and of the simultaneous fit to the two couplings. For ∆κγ the
differential distributions are essential in reducing the probability of the second minimum
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to 2.9%. If both couplings are allowed to vary simultaneously, the effect of the differen-
tial information in the fit is to exclude a large portion of the parameter space, mainly for
∆κγ < −1.There is only a small region with a probability of 6% or smaller which signals
the presence of the second minimum in the log–likelihood curve. The results obtained
with this fit on the OPAL data are summarised in table 9.5.
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Figure 9.4: Log–likelihood difference curves (in black) for fits allowing one anomalous
coupling to vary at a time: (a) ∆κγ and (b) λγ . The blue and red curves are obtained
using only the cross section and shape information respectively. Projection (c) of the two–
dimensional log–likelihood: the red and yellow areas show the regions allowed at the 68%
CL and at the 95% CL by the fit which uses only the cross section information. The black
and blue curves enclose the regions allowed by the fit which also uses the differential
distributions of the selected events.

9.3 Systematic errors

Systematic errors on the Monte Carlo prediction for the number of selected events have
been discussed in chapter 7. Each of the systematic uncertainties listed in table 7.1 is prop-
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∆κγ λγ

Fit results −0.15+0.16
−0.17 −0.50+0.33

−0.22
95% CL limits [−0.22, 0.46] [−0.90, 0.72]

Table 9.5: Results on ∆κγ and λγ parameters obtained with the fit using the event rate in-
formation and the pT

jj and |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | differential distributions. Each result is obtained
setting the other parameter at its Standard Model value of zero. Only statistical errors are
included.

agated to the measurement of anomalous couplings. All the systematic errors on ∆κγ and
λγ are then added and convoluted with the log–likelihood functions to obtain the final
results of the analysis, presented in the next section.

To estimate the effect of a systematic uncertainty in the predicted number of selected
events the following likelihood is maximised:

L =
∫

G( f, σ)P(N,n) df

where the Poisson distribution to observe N events in the data is expressed in terms of the
expected number of events n as:

P(N,n) =
(f n(∆κγ , λγ))N

N!
e−f n(∆κγ ,λγ).

The multiplicative factor f is introduced to take into account the systematic error on the
expected number of events. It is allowed to vary from the central value of 1 with a Gaussian
distribution G of width σ.

The likelihood actually used is slightly more complicated, since the systematic uncer-
tainties estimated in chapter 7 are divided in two categories depending on the final state,
and several correlations, between different centre–of–mass energies and between different
final states, are taken into account. Two estimates of the systematic error on each coupling
are obtained for a given uncertainty σ on the expected number of events:

• the difference between the value of the coupling which maximises the modified like-
lihood and the value obtained from the fit considering only statistical errors, and

• the value of the error which added in quadrature to the statistical uncertainty of the
coupling reproduces the error obtained from the modified likelihood.

The largest of these two quantities is then taken as systematic error on the coupling pa-
rameter due to the uncertainty on the number of expected events.

The systematic errors are estimated with this procedure using for simplicity only the
total cross section information in the fit for the anomalous couplings. Systematic uncer-
tainties related to the use of the distributions of pT

jj and of |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | are considered
separately. This approximation does not lead to a wrong estimation of the systematic error
on the couplings, since the use of differential distributions does not improve the expected
error resulting from the fit, but only restricts the region allowed at the 95% CL in λγ , mak-
ing the likelihood curve more parabolic than the fit which uses only the event rate.

The systematic errors on ∆κγ and λγ obtained with this procedure from the uncertain-
ties on the selected number of events are given in table 9.6.
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Two additional sources of systematic errors are considered for the TGC’s fit which uses
the pT

jj and |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | distributions:

• The fit is repeated using a different parametrisation of the number of accepted events
as a function of the TGC’s. The EXCALIBUR program is used for the reweighting
procedure instead of grc4f. The coefficients of the parametrisation produced by the
two programs are all consistent within errors. The shift obtained in the fit to the
OPAL data is much smaller than the statistical error, but it is nevertheless considered
as a possible systematic error.

• The distributions of pT
jj and |cosθj1 − cosθj2 | are consistent between data and Monte

Carlo. The effects of possible differences are studied repeating the fit after changing
the bin boundaries of an amount corresponding to the difference in the mean values
of the distributions of data and Monte Carlo. The resulting shifts of the couplings
are taken as additional source of systematic uncertainty.

Source of systematic uncertainty Systematic error on
∆κγ λγ

Monte Carlo modelling of single W 0.029 0.054
Monte Carlo modelling of 4–fermions 0.012 0.030
Monte Carlo modelling of qq 0.013 0.023
Monte Carlo statistics 0.025 0.030
detector response 0.027 0.029
trigger efficiency 0.004 0.007
luminosity 0.006 0.010
beam related backgrounds 0.003 0.004
W+W− veto 0.017 0.028
lepton veto 0.013 0.024
track multiplicity and quality 0.013 0.016
Recal 0.009 0.014
forward energy deposits 0.009 0.020
jet directions 0.013 0.027
missing momentum direction 0.013 0.027
acoplanarity 0.013 0.023
missing transverse momentum 0.014 0.023
likelihood variables 0.028 0.044
W+W− cross section 0.017 0.024
TGC’s dependence 0.030 0.033
pT

jj scale 0.007 0.025
|cosθj1 − cosθj2 | scale 0.007 0.025
Total 0.079 0.124

Table 9.6: Systematic uncertainties on ∆κγ and λγ .

The total systematic error is obtained summing all possible sources in quadrature. The
error amounts to 0.079 for ∆κγ and 0.124 for λγ . The difference between the two systematic
errors is due to the shape of the likelihood curve near the minimum. The smaller sensitiv-
ity to the λγ parameter compared to ∆κγ has the consequence that equal changes in the
expected number of events cause larger deviations.
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The systematic errors are dominated for both measurements by the uncertainties in the
Monte Carlo models of the e+e− → qq′e−νe process in the region dominated by single W
production. These errors can be reduced with a correct treatment of the radiative correc-
tions discussed in section 3.3 in the event generators. The other large systematic uncer-
tainties are related either to the simulation of the detector response or to the Monte Carlo
description of the variables used in the event selection. The estimates of these errors are
dominated by the data statistics and should decrease once additional data are analysed.

9.4 Results

To obtain the final results of the analysis, the total systematic errors calculated in the pre-
vious section are incorporated into the log–likelihood functions of section 9.2. The cor-
rected likelihood functions which result from the convolution with the distribution of the
systematic errors, assumed to be Gaussian, are used to obtain new values for the TGC’s,
with modified errors which include the systematic uncertainties. These new values of the
couplings are different from those obtained before the convolution due to the asymmet-
ric nature of the likelihood functions. Since systematic uncertainties are currently smaller
than the statistical errors, the changes in the log-likelihood curves, and therefore in the
measured values of the couplings, in the errors and in the allowed region at the 95% CL,
are small. For example, the size of the ∆κγ region allowed at the 95% CL, assuming that
λγ is fixed at its SM value λγ = 0, increases by only 10% when systematic errors are
convoluted with the log–likelihood.

The final results of the analysis are listed in table 9.7 and shown graphically in fig-
ure 9.5. They are consistent within two standard deviations with the expectation of the
SM. The largest deviation is observed for the λγ parameter. It is mostly due to the slight
excess of data observed at

√
s = 189 GeV.

The final log–likelihood curves can be also used to interpret these measurements of the
couplings in terms of the magnetic dipole µW and of the electric quadrupole qW of the W
boson, using the relations of section 1.3, which correspond to a coordinate transformation
of the log–likelihood curve. The results for µW and qW are listed in table 9.7.

Quantity SM value Measurement 95% CL limits
∆κγ 0 0.15+0.18

−0.20 [−0.26,0.50]
λγ 0 −0.47+0.39

−0.27 [−0.97,0.75]
µW 2 2.20+0.30

−0.40 [0.21,2.77]
qW −1 −0.69+0.29

−0.30 [−1.43,−0.18]

Table 9.7: Results on anomalous couplings, allowing only one of the couplings to vary in
the fit, after the inclusion of systematic errors. The magnetic dipole moment µW and the
electric quadrupole moment qW are shown in units of e}/2mW and e}/m2

W respectively.

A thorough comparison of the results of this analysis with those obtained by the other
LEP experiments, summarised in section 3.4, is not possible, since the expected errors are
available only for the L3 analysis. The measurement of ∆κγ , the coupling to which this
analysis is mostly sensitive, is compared anyhow in table 9.8 and in figure 9.6 with the
measurements obtained by the LEP experiments and the DØ collaboration. The measure-
ment of λγ obtained in this analysis is of a quality similar to those obtained by the other
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LEP experiments in the same channel, shown in table 3.3. All of these λγ measurements
have anyhow a lower precision of those obtained from the study of the e+e− → W+W−

process.
The errors on the ∆κγ coupling obtained in the analysis of the single W final state

performed by the ALEPH [86] and by the L3 [45] collaborations are quite similar to the
errors obtained in this analysis. However in the ALEPH analysis the region ∆κγ ≈ −2 is not
excluded at the 95% CL, whereas in this analysis it is excluded at 2.4 standard deviations.
This difference is due to the use in this analysis of the the transverse momentum and
angular distribution of jets in the TGC’s fit. The L3 analysis considers only data collected
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Figure 9.5: Log–likelihood difference curves for fits allowing one anomalous coupling to
vary at a time: (a) ∆κγ and (b) λγ . Black curves are obtained after inclusion of the sys-
tematic errors, while for the red curves only statistical errors are considered. Projection (c)
of the two–dimensional log–likelihood: red and yellow areas show the regions allowed at
the 68% CL and at the 95% CL. The maximum of the log–likelihood is indicated by the ?.

in 1996 and 1997 at centre–of–mass energies between 161 and 183 GeV. Including also the
leptonic decay channel they obtain an expected error for the ∆κγ parameter of 0.34, which
is 10% larger than the expected error for this analysis, when applied to a data set of similar
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integrated luminosity. The error on ∆κγ obtained in the DELPHI analysis [44] is by a factor
1.5 larger than the error obtained in this analysis. This is the consequence of the lower
selection efficiency for the qq′eνe final state in the single W kinematic region.

Contrary to the precision reached in the λγ parameter, all measurements of the ∆κγ

coupling obtained from the study of the e+e− → W+W− process give results which are
worse than the one obtained in this analysis. An exception is represented by the L3 mea-
surement [45], which is currently the best measurement of ∆κγ . Also the measurements
of ∆κγ performed at Tevatron by the DØ collaboration have a precision lower than that
obtained from the analyses of single W production.

Experiment Channel Measurement 95% CL limits
This analysis Single W 0.15+0.18

−0.20 [−0.26, 0.50]
ALEPH [86] Single W −0.24+0.18

−0.24 [−2.12, 0.23]
DELPHI [44] Single W 0.25+0.28

−0.38
L3 [45] Single W 0.12+0.37

−0.40 [−0.83, 0.62]
OPAL [41] W pairs −0.00 +0.27

−0.19 [−0.36, 0.83]
ALEPH [43] W pairs 0.11 +0.36

−0.19 [−0.19, 0.82]
DELPHI [44] W pairs 0.27 +0.27

−0.31 [−0.14, 0.82]
L3 [45] W pairs −0.12 +0.16

−0.14 [−0.38, 0.22]
DØ [56] All channels −0.08 +0.34

−0.34 [−0.67, 0.56]

Table 9.8: Summary of results on the ∆κγ coupling.

∆κγ
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Figure 9.6: Comparison of results on ∆κγ obtained from the analysis of single W and W
pair final states at LEP and of pair production of weak bosons at Tevatron. The 95% CL
limits are not available for the DELPHI single W analysis. The L3 single W analysis is based
only on the

√
s = 161–183 GeV data set. Yellow bands indicate regions allowed at the 95%

CL. The vertical line indicates the SM prediction ∆κγ = 0.
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9.5 Combination of results on anomalous couplings

The measurements of the ∆κγ and λγ couplings obtained in the previous section are com-
patible with those obtained from the analysis of the e+e− → W+W− process (section 2.2,
[41]) and do not show any deviation from the SM predictions. The two results are ob-
tained at different energy scales: in single W production the couplings are measured at
a Q2 scale close to zero, whereas in the e+e− → W+W− process the couplings are mea-
sured at Q2 = s. Assuming that any variation of the couplings with the energy scale is not
observable with the current precisions, the two measurements can be combined to obtain
better constraints on the TGC’s. This assumption on the scale dependence of the couplings
is equivalent to state that any possible deviation of the couplings from their SM values is
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Figure 9.7: Combination of the log–likelihood curves with the analysis of [41]. Log–
likelihood difference curves for fits allowing one anomalous coupling to vary at a time:
(a) ∆κγ and (b) λγ . Projection (c) of the two–dimensional log–likelihood: red and yellow
areas show the regions allowed at the 68% CL and at the 95% CL. The maximum of the
log–likelihood is indicated by the ?.

induced by effects which occur at scales much higher than the current LEP centre–of–mass
energy (sections 1.5 and 1.6).
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The combination of the results is simply performed by adding the log–likelihood curves
of the two analyses and searching for the new maxima, and neglecting any correlation be-
tween the results of the two analyses. The veto on events which are already selected for
the measurement of the gauge couplings in the e+e− → W+W− process (section 6.3) en-
sures that the two samples are statistically independent. Therefore a correlation between
the two analyses can result only from common systematic errors, which for the currently
available data sets are smaller than statistical uncertainties. As discussed in section 2.2 the
main systematic errors in the e+e− → W+W− process come from hadronisation uncertain-
ties in the W+W− → qq′`ν` channel and Bose–Einstein and colour reconnection effects in
the W+W− → qq′qq′ channel. For the analysis of the qq′eνe final state in the kinematic re-
gion dominated by single W production the main sources of uncertainties are instead the
differences between Monte Carlo models and detector effects. Any possible correlation of
systematic uncertainties is therefore negligible at the current level of precision.

The results of the combination of the two measurements of the ∆κγ and λγ are given in
table 9.9 and displayed graphically in figure 9.7. As discussed in chapter 5 the two analyses
are complementary. The analysis of the W+W− final states has a much higher sensitivity
to the λγ coupling, whereas the qq′eνe final state in the kinematic region dominated by
single W production is better suited to measure the ∆κγ parameter. As a consequence,
when the results of this analysis are combined with those of the W+W− final state the error
on ∆κγ is approximately halved. This brings the combined result of the OPAL experiment
in line with the results of other experiments given in table 2.1. It should be noted that this
combination of results actually leads to an increase of the final error on λγ . This is due
to the statistical fluctuation towards negative values of λγ present in the analysis of the
qq′eνe final state in the single W kinematic region.

Quantity SM value Measurement 95% CL limits
∆κγ 0 0.08+0.16

−0.16 [−0.23,0.40]
λγ 0 −0.16+0.08

−0.08 [−0.30,0.02]
µW 2 1.82+0.16

−0.12 [1.58,2.14]
qW −1 −0.65+0.15

−0.16 [−0.99,−0.38]

Table 9.9: Combined results on TGC’s of the e+e− → W+W− analysis (table 2.1 ) and of
the qq′eνe final state in the single W kinematic region (table 9.7), allowing only one of the
couplings to vary at a time. The magnetic dipole moment µW and the electric quadrupole
moment qW are shown in units of e}/2mW and e}/m2

W respectively.



Conclusions

Single W production in the e+e− → qq′e−νe reaction has been studied using a data sample
with an integrated luminosity of 251 pb-1 collected between 1996 and 1998 with the OPAL

detector at LEP2. The Standard Model predicts for this process a cross section which rises
from 200 fb at

√
s = 161 GeV to 480 fb at

√
s = 189 GeV. Signal events are characterised

by two acoplanar jets and missing transverse momentum, while the electron is scattered
mostly along the beam pipe. An event selection has been developed which has an effi-
ciency of 35% for the signal, for a purity close to 50%. A total of 92 events is selected in
data, for a Monte Carlo prediction of (87.6 ± 3.7) events. The Monte Carlo provides an
adequate description of all the kinematic properties of the selected sample.

The selected events are used to measure the κγ and λγ parameters describing the triple
gauge boson vertex γW+W−. A new method, which uses also the kinematic distributions
of the selected events to constrain the coupling parameters, has been applied for the first
time in this analysis to this channel, allowing a reduction of the errors in κγ and λγ . The
results and 95% CL limits, including statistical and systematic errors, are:

κγ = 1.15+0.18
−0.20 κγ ∈ [0.74, 1.50] at 95% CL ,

λγ = −0.47+0.39
−0.27 λγ ∈ [−0.97, 0.75] at 95% CL ,

in agreement with the Standard Model prediction κγ = 1 and λγ = 0. This represents
the second best measurement of the κγ parameter using a single analysis. These measure-
ments of the couplings have been combined with those obtained from the study of the
e+e− → W+W− reaction to obtain:

κγ = 1.08+0.16
−0.16 κγ ∈ [0.77, 1.40] at 95% CL ,

λγ = −0.16+0.08
−0.08 λγ ∈ [−0.30, 0.02] at 95% CL .

This represent an improvement of a factor 2 in the κγ error with respect to the measure-
ment performed by the OPAL collaboration using only the W+W− final state.

These measurements of the triple gauge boson couplings can be also interpreted as
measurements of the magnetic dipole moment µW and of the electric quadrupole moment
qW of the W boson:

µW = (1.82+0.16
−0.12)

e}
2mW

µW ∈ [1.58, 2.14]
e}

2mW
at 95% CL ,

qW = (−0.65+0.15
−0.16)

e}
m2

W
qW ∈ [−0.99,−0.38]

e}
m2

W
at 95% CL .

While the measurement of µW agrees with the Standard Model prediction µW = 2e}/2mW,
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the measurement of qW deviates by two standard deviations from the SM value qW =
−e}/m2

W.
An improvement of the precision of these measurements by a factor 1.5 should be

possible in the future by applying this analysis to the data collected in 1999 (250 pb-1 at√
s = 192–202 GeV) and to the data which will be collected during the final year of LEP

running. This will bring the statistical error on κγ close to the current systematic error.
However since the determination of most systematic uncertainties is dominated by the
statistics of the available control samples, also the systematic errors should decrease by a
similar amount. Measurements of the triple gauge couplings of higher precision will only
be possible at future colliders like the LHC or the proposed e+e− linear collider.

The event selection has also been used to measure the t–channel cross section for the
e+e− → qq′e−νe reaction at

√
s = 183 and 189 GeV, for invariant masses of the quark pair,

mqq′ , larger than 40 GeV/c2, obtaining the following results:

σ(
√
s = 183 GeV) = (340+200

−170 ± 45) fb ,

σ(
√
s = 189 GeV) = (615+150

−135 ± 60) fb,

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic.
These results are in agreement with the Standard Model predictions of approximately

400 fb and 480 fb at the two centre–of–mass energies. Other measurements of the
e+e− → qq′e−νe cross section of similar precision have been performed also by the other
LEP collaborations. This is the first measurement which adopts a new signal definition
which will be in the future used by all experiments to provide combined results for this
channel.
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A Reweighting methods

There are two possible approaches for extracting the predicted TGC dependence of the se-
lected events (or of the accepted cross section) which is needed in the maximum likelihood
fit to the observed number of data events to extract the value of the couplings. The first ap-
proach consists in generating many samples of Monte Carlo events for a finite set of TGC’s
different from the SM values. In principle only 1 + 2n + n(n − 1)/2 different Monte Carlo
sample with different sets of TGC’s are needed to extract the dependence of the accepted
cross section on n independent parameters, given the bilinear dependence of the cross sec-
tion on the couplings. Already for small values of n this number can be extremely large,
making this procedure unpracticable from the point of view of CPU requirements. More-
over this number is valid only if the selected cross section in each Monte Carlo sample has
a negligible error. Otherwise to extract the parameters of the second degree polynomial
that describes the dependence of the selected number of events on the TGC’s it is prefer-
able to have an even larger number of reference samples with different couplings and to
perform a fit.

The second possible approach consists instead generating only one (possibly very large)
Monte Carlo sample in which all the TGC’s are set to their SM value and applying a
reweighting technique. The basis of the reweighting technique is the following equation
giving the differential cross section, dσ, as a function of the matrix element squared, |M|2,
and of a phase space term, dLips:

dσ = κ |M|2 dLips,

where κ is a constant multiplicative factor. At a fixed centre–of–mass energy all the de-
pendency of the differential cross section on the TGC’s (but also from mW or the diagrams
used to calculate the cross section) is contained in the matrix element squared, whereas the
phase space term depends only on the four–fermion momenta. To obtain the differential
distribution for different values of the TGC’s it is enough to start from one fully simulated
Monte Carlo sample and to apply a weight, W , for each event given by the ratio of ma-
trix elements. The event generator used to produce the original distributions provides the
correct sampling of the phase space. Unfortunately analytical formulas are not available
for the calculation of the matrix element |M|2 (these exists only for the double resonating
process e+e− → W+W−, and for the CC11 class of final states qq′µνµ, qq′τντ , µ+νµτ

−ντ

and udsc [120]). In the case of single W production it is necessary to use a matrix element
calculator based on the complete set of 4–fermion diagrams.

In OPAL two matrix elements calculators based on the complete set of 4–fermion dia-
grams are commonly used: EXCALIBUR [75] and grc4f [73]. Other full four–fermion matrix
element calculators have not been tested yet or do not include yet the dependence on
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TGC’s (ALPHA [121], RACOONWW [122]). This appendix contain a brief description of
the interface to the grc4f matrix element calculator contained in the REW99 library [123],
which was originally developed for this thesis and then extended to cover also other topics
(mainly in the area of reweighting four–fermion events according to the set of Feynman
diagrams considered). For cross–checks the interface to the EXCALIBUR matrix element
calculator [124] has also been used. The grc4f calculator described here is generally slower
than the EXCALIBUR one by at least one order of magnitude, but it has some advantages:

• Fully massive matrix elements: this allows to apply the reweighting technique also
in some phase space regions where the EXCALIBUR calculator may not give reliable
results due to the massless treatments of fermions (for example in the single–W kine-
matic region).

• More flexibility in the choice of diagrams: in grc4f it is (relatively) easy to compute
matrix elements using only subsets of the full four–fermion diagrams, and therefore
to study interference effects between diagrams which are considered signal (as the
s– and the t–channel sets of diagrams considered in sections 3.1 and 5.3) and the
remaining ones. The REW99 matrix element calculator has also been used to compute
the fraction of four–fermion events which are considered as signal or background in
the measurement of the e+e− → ff reaction at LEP2 [125] and to correct the accepted
four–fermion cross section back to the NC02 cross section in the Z0Z0 production
analysis [126].

• It allows to study the effect of beam polarisation. This is not relevant for the LEP2
program, but has a very wide range of application for physics simulations for a high
energy e+e− linear collider.

This appendix starts with a description of the interface to the grc4f matrix element
calculator in section A.1. Then in sections A.2 and A.3 applications of this technique to
the calculation of the TGC dependence of the accepted cross section, to the calculation of
interference effects in the qq′eνe final states and to the extraction of the t–channel cross
section are described. A more detailed and technical description of the REW99 library
and of its applications can be found in [123]. There are also described applications of this
library in other OPAL analyses.

A.1 The interface to the grc4f matrix element

The interface to the grc4f matrix element calculator is completely contained inside two
FORTRAN routines. The first of this routines uses the Monte Carlo information concern-
ing the primary four–fermions of the event to identify the relevant physics process in-
side grc4f, performs, when necessary, some reordering and charge conjugation operations
and boost the 4–fermions into their effective centre–of–mass system, in which the matrix
element calculation is performed. Finally some kinematically invariant quantities (like
momentum–transfers, invariant masses) are computed. These quantities are all what is
needed by grc4f to calculate the matrix element squared |M|2, which is the task of the
second routine, that essentially just calls the relevant grc4f routine for calculating the am-
plitudes and then squaring them.

The standard calling sequence of the REW99 library is therefore the following:
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1. Read in the PDG code and the 4-momenta of the four–fermion for one event.

2. Extract the relevant kinematic quantities describing the event.

3. Set the grc4f default parameters.

4. Calculate |M|2def = |M|2 a first time.

5. Change one or more of the grc4f parameters.

6. Calculate |M|2rew = |M|2 a second time.

7. The event weight is then given by the ratio of matrix elements: W = |M|2rew/|M|2def .

Steps 5–7 of this procedure can be repeated many times. Care should be taken when
using this method. If the statistics of the original sample is poor in certain bins of a distri-
bution, then it is not appropriate to use the reweighting procedure. The same is true also if
the weights become too large. This reweighting procedure is generally slow and therefore
not suited for direct use inside fitting programs for TGC’s measurements. Therefore ta-
bles of weights W are computed for fixed values of the parameters, and then interpolation
methods are used.

A.2 Extracting the TGC dependence of the cross section

The method described in the previous section is applied for the extraction of the TGC de-
pendence of the accepted cross section. Results on the anomalous couplings are presented
in chapter 9 using the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) relations among the couplings and the additional as-
sumption ∆gz

1 = 0. This allows then to combine results with the ones obtained from the
study of the e+e− → W+W− reaction. Only two parameters are free in the TGC’s fit, ∆κγ

and λγ . The dependence of the accepted cross section on the couplings is obtained calcu-
lating a set of 50 weights W (though in principle only 5 additional points with couplings
different from the SM ones are sufficient) using the procedure outlined in the previous
section. The dependence of the selected number of events on the couplings (∆κ γ , λγ) is
then obtained through a fit in the form of a second degree polynomial.

A.3 Changing the set of Feynman diagrams

The main feature of the REW99 calculator is the possibility of selecting the diagrams used
for the calculation of the matrix element. This possibility has been used in section 5.3
to investigate interference effects between the e+e− → W+W− and the e+e− → W+e−νe

processes, and to calculate the t–channel cross section.
By default |M|2 is calculated using all the four–fermion diagrams for a given process.

At step number 5 of the procedure outlined in section A.1 instead of changing one pa-
rameter (like the couplings or a mass) the set of diagrams used for the calculation of |M|2
can be changed. It is therefore possible, starting from a sample of events generated using
a full 4–fermion description of a process, to obtain the differential and total cross section
corresponding only to a subset of diagrams. In the grc4f library the amplitude for each
diagram of a given four–fermion process is contained into a separate subroutine. The se-
lection of the diagrams is therefore performed by giving to the REW99 library the list of
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diagrams which should be used for the calculation of |M|2. Once all Feynman diagrams
for a given process are drawn, the only difficulty of this process resides in making the
correspondence between single diagrams and the FORTRAN routine which calculates the
amplitude of a process. This task is simplified by using the GRACEFIG program contained
in the GRACE package [127] which displays interactively all Feynman diagrams for each
four–fermion process and the correspondence to the FORTRAN routines which perform the
amplitude calculation.

Assuming that the weight W for the reference set of diagrams has a value of 1, if the
new weight is close to 1 this indicates that the chosen set of diagrams for a particular
event dominates the cross section. If the new weight is close to 0, then the probability that
the event is produced through those diagrams is small. The weight W is not restricted
between 0 and 1. Values larger than 1 indicate that negative interference effects between
the chosen set of diagrams and the remaining ones cannot be neglected. The interference
term between two sets of diagrams can be calculated directly with the help of the REW99
library. Introducing the weight WCC20 = 1 for the complete set of diagrams leading to the
qq′eνe final state, and the weights Ws,t calculated assuming that only the s– or t–channel
diagrams contribute to the cross section, the interference I can be obtained as I = W−Ws−
Wt on a event by event basis. This is the procedure adopted for deriving the interference
curves shown in figure 5.1.
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The aim of an event selection is to classify events into two or more classes by analysing a set
of n observables. Visualisation of multi–dimensional distributions is often performed by
examining the one–dimension projections and linear correlation coefficients amongst the
variables. This method is adequate when the sample size is small, the distribution consists
of essentially uncorrelated variables, or when the correlations between the variables are
approximately linear.

Multivariate analysis methods which exploit the non–linear correlations amongst the
observables result often in a better separation power between different classes of events.
Artificial neural networks [128] are often used in particle physics for event classification
purposes. This method suffers from the drawback of being almost a “black–box” which
comes in the form of a computer program (like JETNET [129] or SNNS [130]). For a large set
of observables it is often difficult to understand in detail how the correlations amongst the
different observables are exploited by the network to achieve an optimal separation power.
This method moreover relies entirely on the availability of a Monte Carlo simulation of
the different classes of events containing a good description of the correlations between
the observables. This constitutes a weakness of the method, as systematic errors arising
from possible inaccuracies in the simulations of the correlations are difficult to estimate.
Systematic errors are usually considered only in terms of the one–dimensional projections
of the full n–dimensional distribution.

This appendix contains a description of another multivariate method, the Projection
and Correlation Approximation (PCA) [131], which has been used for the selection of the
single W signal events described in chapter 6. This method represents an improvement
over the standard likelihood method described in section B.1. The differences and advan-
tages of the PCA method are discussed in section B.2.

B.1 The likelihood method

In the likelihood method the decision to classify an event as signal or background can-
didate is made on the basis of a single quantity called the likelihood probability which has
values peaking near 1 for the majority of the signal, and values peaking near 0 for most of
the background(s), with tails for both channels between 0 and 1. This quantity is given by:

L =
Psignal(x)

Psignal(x) + Pbackground(x)
(B.1)

where Psignal and Pbackground are to be proportional to the probability that a signal and a
background event would have produced a set of observables x. The method can be easily
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extended to two or more background sources.
In the standard likelihood method the probability density functions Psignal(x) and

Pbackground(x) are determined from the product of Monte Carlo one–dimensional distribu-
tions functions. This method provides optimal discrimination between two or several
classes of events if the statistics on the Monte Carlo samples used to generate the one–
dimensional distribution functions is sufficient to allow fine binning and if the all the in-
put variables are uncorrelated. If this is the case the likelihood becomes a real probability
for the considered event being signal or background. The only drawback in comparison to
neural network methods is that some statistical power is lost through the binning process.

In presence of strong or nonlinear correlations amongst the observables x, the approx-
imation of the likelihood selection method is not valid. As a consequence the separation
power becomes worse that that of a neural network. A signal of the failure of the likeli-
hood method is the presence of a peak at 0 (1) in the signal (background) distribution of the
quantity L. In this case the likelihood method suffers from the same limitation of a neural
network method concerning systematic errors arising from the Monte Carlo description of
the correlations among observables.

B.2 The improved likelihood method

An improved likelihood method has been recently proposed in the literature [131] and
adopted in other OPAL analyses [41]. The main improvement with respect to the standard
likelihood method consists in taking into account explicitly the correlations among the
different measured quantities x.

The basis for the new method is the n–dimensional Gaussian probability distribution
centered in the origin with a n × n covariance matrix V, given by:

G(y) = (2π)−n/2|V|−1/2e−
1
2 yTV−1y, (B.2)

where |V| is the determinant of V. The observables x are not in general Gaussian dis-
tributed, so this formula would be a poor approximation of the n–dimensional probability
density function if used directly. The PCA method uses a parameter transformation on
each variable yi = yi(xi), such that the individual distributions for yi are Gaussian. As
a result the n–dimensional distribution for y may be well approximated by the Gaussian
distribution G(y). One possible choice of a monotonic function y = y(x) which transforms
a variable x having a distribution function p(x) to the variable y which follows a normal
distribution is

y(x) =
√

2 erf−1(2F(x) − 1), (B.3)

where erf−1 is the inverse error function and F(x) is the cumulative distribution of x,

F(x) =

∫ x
xmin

p(x′)dx′∫ xmax
xmin

p(x′)dx′
. (B.4)

The resulting n–dimensional distribution for y will not be usually a n–dimensional Gaus-
sian distribution. It is only guaranteed that the projections of this distribution on each axis
yi are Gaussian. The PCA approximation consists in assuming that the probability density
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function of y is Gaussian. Although not exact this represents a much better approximation
compared to the method where the correlations are ignored. The approximation will be
best when the correlations amongst the observables x are as simple as possible.

The improved likelihood selection variable L′ uses the improved probability distribu-
tions P′ given by:

P′
signal(x)dnx = G(y)dny, (B.5)

where G(y) is the n–dimensional Gaussian distribution.

The Jacobian of the transformation B.3 for the i th observable is given by psignal(xi)/g(yi),
where psignal(xi) is the 1–dimensional probability distribution of xi for the signal events and
g is a normal distribution. For the set of x observables the Jacobian J of the transformation
is therefore given by:

J =
n∏

i=1

psignal(xi)
g(yi)

. (B.6)

The improved probability distributions can therefore be written as a correction to the
standard signal distributions in the form

P′
signal(x) = c(x)Psignal(x) (B.7)

where Psignal is the estimated probability function used in the standard method without
taking into account correlations amongst the observables

Psignal(x) =
n∏

i=1

psignal(xi), (B.8)

and c(x) is the ratio of the Gaussian distributions,

c(x) =
G(y)∏n

i=1 g(yi)
, (B.9)

with G(y) given by Eqn. B.2.

The improved signal probability distribution is therefore

P′
signal(x) =

e−
1
2 yT(V−1

s −I)y

|Vs|1/2

n∏
i=1

psignal(xi) (B.10)

where Vs is the covariance matrix for y and I is the identity matrix. A similar formula
gives the probability distribution for the background P′

background(x). However in this case
a different set of transformations zi(xi) are necessary to transform the observables xi into
normally distributed quantities zi. The correlations amongst the transformed variables zi

are described by a different covariance matrix Vb.

In terms of the transformed variables the improved likelihood selection variable L′ is
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given by

L′ =
P′

signal(x)

P′
signal(x) + P′

background(x)
. (B.11)

Improvements in the efficiency vs. purity curve of the selection are generally obtained
with this modified likelihood method, particularly in cases where the correlation amongst
the observables are different for the signal and background samples. A signal of this im-
provement is the disappearance of the signal (background) peak at 0 (1) in the distribution
of the selection variable L′.

With this method it is possible to evaluate the systematic uncertainties arising from
inaccurate simulations of correlations by the Monte Carlo. The covariance matrices V can
be adjusted and the purity/efficiency of the selection can be re–estimated. This procedure
would leave the 1–dimensional xi distributions untouched, and thus would single out the
contribution to the systematic error due to uncertainties in the correlations.

It is also interesting to check whether the transformed probability distribution provide
a good estimate of the true n–dimensional probability distribution. In such cases the ap-
proximated distribution can be used in a likelihood fit to mostly accurately determine the
signal fraction with correctly estimated statistical uncertainties and without introducing
biases in the measurement. When approximating a multidimensional distribution from a
sample of Monte Carlo events it can be difficult to derive a goodness of fit statistic, like a
χ2 statistics, to check if the approximation is sufficient. This is because the required mul-
tidimensional binning can reduce the average number of events per bin to a very small
number. A statistic that is sensitive to the correlation amongst variables and which does
not require slicing the variable space in bins is easily defined for the transformed variables
y which have a probability density function approximated by a n–dimensional Gaussian.
For each event the value X2 defined as

X2 = yTV−1y (B.12)

can be calculated. If the events follow the approximate probability density function the X2

variable has a χ2 distribution with n degrees of freedom, where n is the dimension of the
Gaussian. A probability weight w can therefore be formed

w =
∫ ∞

X2
χ2(t,n)dt, (B.13)

which will have a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 if the events follow the probability
distribution function.

When the goodness of fit test shows that the event sample is not well described by the
projection and correlation approximation, further steps may be necessary before applying
the method to an analysis. To identify correlations which are poorly described the good-
ness of test fit can be repeated for each pair of variables. If the test fails it may be possible
to improve the approximation by modifying the choice of variables used in the analysis,
or by treating different regions of the observables space by separate approximations.


